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ABSTRACT
The zone method of radiation analysis in hot enclosures has 
been widely applied to the modelling of industrial fuel-fired
J plant. Many of these models apply a single zone or a
"1 longitudinal series of zones (a long furnace model) to
represent the hot enclosure. In the latter case, radiation 
interchange between zones is often ignored in order to reduce^ 
the number of geometric exchange areas that must be
calculated. If radiation interchange is included, the furnace 
is often represented as a simple rectangular or cylindrical 
enclosure in order to facilitate the calculation of these
exchange areas. Furthermore, most models only simulate plant 
operating under steady-state thermal conditions.
n In this study, both steady-state and transient long furnace
models have been developed which are capable of simulating
some of the typical geometries used for metal heating 
applications. For this purpose, a Monte-Carlo technique has
f—
U  been applied to calculate the radiation exchange areas.
n Exchange areas calculated by this technique, are compared to
those obtained by more accurate numerical integration.
^ Although large errors can occur for some zone pairs, the
effect of these errors on predicted thermal performance of 
furnaces is shown to be insignificant.
The steady-state model (SSZONE) predicts the thermal 
efficiency and temperatures within a furnace operating
n
j
continuously at a constant metal throughput. These conditions 
are rarely achieved in practical metal heating applications. 
The transient model (TRZONE) was therefore developed to 
simulate the cold start-up of a furnace and its performance 
over a realistic operating period, such as a single or double 
shift. The effects of changes in metal throughput rate can 
also be simulated. TRZONE uses a one-dimensional finite 
difference technique to calculate the non-steady-state thermal 
conduction through the load and the walls, roof and hearth of 
the furnace.
Both models have been validated by comparison against 
experimental data obtained from a continuous steel reheating 
furnace and a small batch heat treatment furnace. In both 
cases acceptable agreement was obtained. Finally, examples of 
the application of these models for practical design have been 
produced, including an evaluation of alternative methods of 
flue gas heat recovery on a continuous reheating furnace, and 
an evaluation of the influence of refractory wall emissivity 
on furnace thermal efficiency.
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CHAPTER 1
Background and General Introduction
1.1 Overall Objectives
Natural gas is widely used for the heating of metals, and 
1 Table 1.1 gives examples of some of the common heating
processes used by manufacturing industry. Many of these 
jl applications lie in the range 500 - lOOO^C. There is also a
general recognition of the need for energy conservation by 
Li these industries in order to reduce manufacturing costs and to
n  maintain competitiveness. This stimulates the development, by
burner and furnace manufacturers, of replacement or retrofit 
^  equipment for improving the efficiency of high temperature
^  fuel using plant. In order to identify and evaluate methods
J of energy conservation in these processes, there is a demand
n for reliable thermal design techniques. Thermal performance
is a function of several interdependent heat transfer 
processes occurring within the furnace chamber and can be 
predicted by mathematical models.
In these models, the equations describing the heat transfer in 
the furnace are formulated and solved together with the 
J equations for mass and energy conservation. The model
provides a numerical simulation of the overall heating process 
and can then be used to evaluate the influences of operating
-  1.1 -
Table 1.1 Typical performance characteristics of some 
natural aas-fired furnaces.
Process or Furnace Type Operating
Temperature
Specific
Energy
n
J
D
(°C) Consumption
A. Iron & Steel Industry GJ/Tonne
—
Reheating for rolling —
Pusher furnaces 1150 - 1350 1.25 — 1 . 8 5
Rotary hearth furnaces 1150 - 1280 1.65 - 2 . 0 5
Walking beam furnaces 1050 - 1100 1.25 — 1 . 6 5
Reheating for forging
Bogie hearth (large forgings) 1250 - 1300 2.05 - 4 . 3 5 Q
Short-pusher furnaces (L/B < 4) 1200 - 1300 3.5 - 6 . 8 0
Long-pusher furnaces (L/B > 6) 1200 - 1300 2.25 - 4 . 3 5
Die-forge furnaces 1200 - 1300 6.0 — 8 . 6 5 ]
Heat-treatment furnaces
Bogie-hearth large annealers 800 - 900 1.65 — 4 . 3 5
Continuous normalising
or hardening 800 - 1000 1.85 — 2 . 4 5 n
Continuous tempering 450 — 700 1.25 - 1 . 8 5 1
Coiled strip annealers 600 — 900 0.60 - 1 . 4 5
Lift-off annealers 650 - 850 1.65 - 2 . 0 5
Tube and bar annealers 900 - 950 1.05 — 2 . 4 5
B. Non-Ferrous Metal Industry
Pusher furnaces (copper) 800 - 9.00 0.8 - 1 . 4 5
Brass re-heating 700 - 800 0.8 - 1 . 6 5
Brass melting 1000 4.35 — 5.15 """
Aluminium reverberatory melting 750 4.35 — 5 . 1 5
Aluminium crucible melting 750 4.35 — 6.  00
D
D 
D
D
]]
and design characteristics on thermal performance, and in 
particular, the prediction of energy consumption and thermal 
efficiency. A mathematical model should also be capable of 
accurately predicting the load temperature uniformity and its 
thermal history in the furnace so that the consequences of any 
design or operating changes on the quality of the heated 
product can be evaluated.
It is the purpose of this project to develop mathematical 
models for the accurate thermal design and simulation of 
~ natural gas fired furnaces used for heating metals. These
^ models must be flexible enough to be adapted easily to a wide
1 range of geometries and applications. They must also be
capable of simulating furnaces operating both continuously and 
] under the non-idealised transient operating patterns met with
in industry such as single or double shift operation, cold 
start-up and intermittent production delays.3
]
Mathematical models for furnace design already exist and have 
been widely published. However, they normally only simulate 
steady state or continuous operation. This project aims to 
extend the range of application to the modelling of non-steady 
furnace operation. Both steady-state and transient models 
will therefore be developed. Moreover, to simplify their 
J formulation, existing models often approximate the furnace
chamber geometry as a cylindrical or rectangular enclosure. 
More complex geometries are found in practice. This work will
] -  1.2 -
therefore also be extended to more closely represent some of 
these geometries.
In order to verify their accuracy the models will be validated 
by comparison with data from controlled performance tests on 
furnaces.
1.2 Energy Use In Metal Heating Processes
forming or heat treatment. Stock metal is supplied in the 
form of large ingots, slabs or blooms from the primary ferrous 
and non-ferrous production processes. It then undergoes 
numerous stages of reheating and hot rolling in order to 
produce a material of a desired cross sectional shape.
Hot rolling produces metal in the form of bar, rod, strip, 
wire, billets etc., which is supplied to all sectors of the 
engineering and manufacturing industries. Much of this 
material is then further reheated for hot forming into 
semi-finished products by such processes as hot cropping, 
forging, pressing etc. In order to impart the correct 
metallurgical quality to the product, this will be followed by 
one or more stages of reheating for heat treatment such as 
hardening, tempering and annealing. Thus, numerous and
- 1 . 3  —
D
D
D
D
D
D
Throughout the manufacturing and engineering sectors of p
industry natural gas is used for heating metals for hot
D
0
]
0
D
D
n diverse reheating operations are involved in the manufacture
of metal goods.
^ A guide to the overall energy demand for metal reheating and
heat treatment can be obtained from the Department of Energy
n
Statistics [1] for 1980. The relevant statistics are 
reproduced in Table 1.2 which gives the pattern of delivered 
energy in PJ (1 PJ = IQiS J) supplied to:
a) The iron and steel industry for secondary and
]  post-finishing operations (this will include a large
proportion for hot rolling and excludes energy use in iron and 
J steel making and ingot casting.
b) The engineering industry for direct process energy for 
^ temperatures exceeding 400^0 (this will include a large
proportion for forging and heat treatment processes).
(Not included in Table 1.2 are figures for secondary finishing 
of non-ferrous metals which in [1 ] are combined with the 
overall figures for non-ferrous smelting and refining 
processes).
Figure 1.1 shows the pattern of energy consumption at 
'point-of-use' in the manufacture of metal products. Natural 
gas accounts for the largest proportion of energy supply.
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Electricity 
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Figure 1.1. Pattern of delivered energy by fuel type in the 
UK in 1980 for the manufacture of metal 
products. [1 ]
u1.3 Furnaces for Metal Heating Processes
— 1.5 —
D
Because of the high temperatures of many of these processes J
specific energy consumption is high (see Table 1.1), and many
n
opportunities exist for cost effective energy saving schemes. |J
As a guide to the extent of these opportunities, the Energy
Efficiency Office of the Department of Energy has, as part of L
the Energy Efficiency Demonstration Scheme, compiled 
statistics on the population, annual fuel consumption and
npotential energy savings in the heat treatment of metals [2 ]. I
An estimated 9 PJ of energy is consumed annually in 21,500 
furnaces of which approximately half are heated by natural 
gas. Average savings of 30% are also estimated for these
processes by waste heat recovery, improvements in thermal
insulation and improved controls. Unfortunately, similar ^
figures are not available for other metal heating processes.
D
D
[
[
[
[
Fossil fuel fired furnaces for metal heating can be broadly 
classified as either directly or indirectly fired. Directly 
fired furnaces include the majority of types used by industry 
and it is their design which is the subject of this thesis. 
They are distinguished from indirectly fired furnaces by the 
combustion products and/or flame being in direct contact with 
the metal undergoing heating. In indirectly fired furnaces, 
the combustion products are separated from the metal by, for 
example, a muffle or radiant tube.
A broad classification is also made based on the method of
-1 operation, with batch (or intermittent) and continuous
furnaces representing the two extremes of working practice.
In batch furnaces, the cold material is loaded into the 
J furnace which may or may not be pre-heated. Whilst
stationary, the load undergoes the required heating cycle, 
when all of the material is discharged and replaced by a new 
cold charge. In a continuous furnace, the material is 
transported through in a steady feed whilst it undergoes 
heating (Figure 1.2). The material may be in continuous form 
(e.g. sheet or strip) or discrete (e.g. billets, slabs, 
castings etc.) which are transported on a 'one piece in, one 
piece out' basis through the furnace.
r
L
]
^  In practice, many furnaces operate between these two extremes.
For example batch furnaces may be charged with several billets 
or ingots which are removed and replaced one at a time, 
n Although the material remains stationary during heating,
thermally the furnace more closely resembles a continuous 
J process without the temperature cycling inherent in batch
heating of single pieces. Continuous furnaces may also be 
worked semi-continuously as the following working pattern 
commonly observed on many forging furnaces illustrates:
i) Discharge of hot billets occurs at the maximum rate that 
can be forged and at a rate exceeding the continuous output 
capacity of the furnace.
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1
ii) Because the installed thermal output cannot sustain this 
rate, the furnace and billet temperatures drop to an 
unacceptable level, and forging is suspended for a period to 
let the temperatures recover.
” 1 iii) Forging recommences at the maximum rate for a period and
the cycle is repeated.
D
With this mode of operation, the furnace undergoes significant 
J temperature cycling with billets often being overheated to
~| ensure that the high peak output rates can be achieved. Such
operation is detrimental to both furnace efficiency and
product quality.
Continuous furnaces can be categorised further by the method
of load transport employed. Common types are:
J
i) Pusher furnaces - pushing billets either along a dense 
refractory hearth, or on cooled skid rails.
ii) Walking beam furnaces
iii) Car bottom or bogie hearth furnaces
iv) Rotary hearth furnaces
Counterflow operation is often practised in continuous 
furnaces to achieve maximum utilisation of the combustion
product enthalpy. Figure 1.2 illustrates this principle 
whereby the incoming cold material is continuously recovering
- 1.7 -
nheat from the hot combustion products flowing in the opposite nJ
direction. This is referred to as load recuperation.
An idealised counterflow furnace would comprise burners and 
flue at the discharging and charging ends of the furnace 
respectively. This ensures that a high temperature
differential between the load and the combustion products is 
maintained throughout the length of the furnace and also that 
thermal efficiency is not thermodynamically limited by the 
discharge temperature of the heated load. By increasing 
furnace length, flue exit temperature can be reduced below the 
load discharge temperature.
In order to achieve control over the heating profile along a 
counterflow furnace, these furnaces may often be divided into 
separate temperature control zones commonly referred to as 
'soak', 'heating' and 'pre-heating' zones. This is often 
applied when heating thick section material where conduction 
into the metal may limit its rate of heating in the furnace.
It is beyond the scope of this work to give a more detailed 
classification of the wide range of furnaces employed in the 
metal processing industries. More comprehensive descriptions 
are found elsewhere [3,4]. However, typical performance 
characteristics are given in Table 1.1 for a number of natural 
gas fired furnaces and processes in the ferrous and nonferrous 
industries. The high specific fuel consumption (SFC)
- 1.8 -
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D
Q  indicated for forging furnaces is generally a consequence of
the intermittent working patterns referred to previously. 
[] Reheating for rolling is generally carried out in large load
recuperative furnaces which also often employ flue gas heat 
recovery techniques. This, together with the more continuous 
nature of the rolling process leads to lower specific fuel 
consumption. The lower consumption of heat treatment 
processes is primarily due to the lower process temperatures 
when compared to those for forging and rolling.
D
D
1.4 Heat Transfer in Furnaces
The mechanisms of heat transfer in a fossil-fuel-fired furnace 
are shown schematically in Figure 1.3. The primary transfer 
of heat from the combustion products occurs by non-luminous 
and luminous gaseous radiation and by forced convection. 
Non-luminous radiation is the dominant mode of transfer in the 
majority of natural gas fired furnaces. Convective heat 
transfer is promoted in some designs of rapid heating furnaces 
[5], by ensuring a high combustion product flow velocity over 
the load and wall surfaces in the chamber. The combustion 
products radiate and convect to the load surface directly and
-J
also to the surrounding furnace refractory surfaces (e.g. 
J walls, roof etc.),. With ideal adiabatic walls, all of the
heat received by the walls is reflected or re-radiated back 
into the furnace chamber towards the load. However, in
nL
n
]
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Figure 1.3. The mechanisms of heat transfer in a simple 
billet reheating furnace.
n
0n practice some of the received heat is lost into the
refractories. Part of this can be lost through the walls to 
Q  the ambient environment outside and the remainder can be
stored in the structure. Storage losses are significant in a 
_ cold furnace when it is first switched on since the structure
-1 must absorb considerable energy in order to achieve thermal
equilibrium. Under steady-state conditions the loss through 
the walls is sufficient to balance the radiant and natural 
convection heat transfer from the outer furnace casing. In a
J well insulated furnace this loss is a relatively small
Q  fraction of the thermal input (typically 5 %).
j” Non-luminous gaseous radiation occurs due to changes in the
rotational and vibrational energy levels of heteropolar 
] molecules in the gas stream, of which CO2 and H 2 O are the most
important on account of their high concentrations. CO and CH4 
do also radiate but due to their low concentrations in 
stoichiometric or fuel lean systems, their overall 
contribution, is generally small. The gaseous radiation has a 
_ strong wavelength identity with a non-grey spectral
_ distribution typified by the spectral emissivity of carbon
dioxide shown in Figure 1.4.
]
Radiation is emitted at specific wavelengths in all directions 
J from point sources within the flowing hot combustion products.
Some of this radiation is re-absorbed by the heteropolar 
molecules before it arrives at any of the bounding wall or
a
n
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n load surfaces. The radiation that is transmitted however, is
either absorbed or reflected at the receiving surface 
^  depending on the surface emissivity (e) or reflectivity (p).
Reflected radiation maintains its original wavelength identity 
and is therefore more easily re-absorbed by the gas. The 
absorbed radiation heats the refractories so that these 
surfaces re-emit radiation with a spectral distribution which 
1^  approximates to that for a grey body also shown in Figure 1.4.
This re-emitted radiation has a greater chance of transmission 
through the combustion products and to other neighbouring 
surfaces, since it contains substantial energy at wavelengths 
conforming to the non-absorbing 'windows' in the gaseous 
radiation spectrum. Thus, the net radiation arriving at the 
load surface comprises of the following;
D
D
D 
D
r
0 
]
(iii) Emitted and reflected radiation off the furnace walls 
^ approximating to a grey body spectral emission.
]
]
(i) Directly transmitted radiation from the combustion 
products.
(ii) Reflected radiation from the furnace walls conforming to 
the spectral distribution of the original gaseous emission.
Luminous radiation occurs due to the temporary formation of 
soot in the flame as a result of local regions of fuel-rich 
combustion. In furnaces where the flame occupies a large
- 1.11 -
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D
proportion of the chamber volume this can contribute C
significantly to the overall radiant emission from the 
combustion products. It also has a more grey spectral ^
distribution when compared to the non-luminous emission and 
consequently has a lower transmittance to surface radiation. L
Thus, the mechanism and character of radiation transfer to the 
load when a luminous flame is present is altered with a 
greater proportion of the received radiation arriving directly 
from the flame itself. However, in most natural gas fired nfurnaces radiation is predominantly non-luminous particularly U
if efficient burners are used with good air and fuel 
proportioning and mixing.
D
D
D
The load therefore receives heat by radiation and convection 
either directly from the combustion products or indirectly by 
re-radiation off the internal chamber surfaces. In the case p
of a solid load such as steel billets, blooms, slabs etc., 
this received heat is transferred internally by conduction. ^
The bottom unheated surface of the load inevitably lags in 
temperature behind the top directly heated surface due to the L
conductive resistance of the material and because of heat loss 
into the supporting hearth or load transport mechanism.
0
n
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CHAPTER 2
1 Design and Modelling Techniques for Furnaces
0
D
D
D
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2.1 Survey of Design Techniques
The literature relating to the thermal design of furnaces is 
extensive and it is therefore only possible to present a brief 
summary of the different approaches applied in practice. Each 
approach has its own merits depending on the designers needs, 
practical experience or mathematical and computational 
ability. The approach adopted also depends on the particular 
aspect of the plant performance which is most crucial, for 
example, the flow patterns in the furnace, the flame 
behaviour, or the uniformity of radiant heating.
2.1.1 Design bv Experience
In its simplest form, design relies heavily on practical 
experience derived from proven designs of furnaces. As an 
example of this approach, the length of a continuous furnace 
is often governed by the minimum load residence time that will 
ensure acceptable uniformity of heating, and this is often 
calculated using rule-of-thumb values for the minimum heating 
time per unit thickness or diameter of material. This 
determines the surface area of the material in the furnace and 
the maximum heat flux that can be imparted to the load. Heat
- 2.1 -
Jflux itself may be estimated from prior knowledge of a similar P
furnace, with a simple fourth power temperature correction 
applied for any difference in furnace or load temperatures. Q
With respect to heat flux in furnaces, Mawhinney [6 ] has 
analysed production data from a wide range of metal heating 
and heat treatment furnaces and with the aid of simple heat 
transfer equations has correlated the heat flux to the load to 
the ratios of load to refractory surface area for various 
categories of furnaces and heating applications. Such 
techniques are only reliable if slight changes are made to the 
proven design. They do not provide sufficient flexibility for 
design innovation or optimisation. However, in practice, 
furnace manufacturers rely heavily on such an approach so that 
furnace designs for many years evolved only gradually.
2.1.2 Early Theoretical Approaches
Trinks [7] published the first comprehensive theoretical 
approach to the design of modern industrial furnaces covering 
the mechanical and thermal design of virtually all types of 
furnaces still in use today. This work was based on the best 
available techniques and data for calculating convective and 
radiative heat transfer, and steady-state and transient 
conduction. These techniques were used to determine the fuel 
economy or heating capacity of both batch and continuous 
furnaces. A comprehensive description is given of the
- 2.2 -
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calculation of all terms that must be included in a furnace 
energy balance. Since this work predates the widespread 
availability of computers, the techniques were limited in 
their sophistication by the ability to perform hand 
calculations and not by a lack of understanding of the 
thermophysical processes involved.
The concept of 'zoning' a furnace chamber was introduced by 
Trinks for predicting the steady-state behaviour of continuous 
counterflow furnaces. The division of the chamber into 
sections of assumed uniform gas, wall and load temperature was 
applied to predict heating profile and fuel consumption. 
Luminous and non-luminous gaseous radiation was calculated
using the concept of a mean beam length, first introduced by 
Hottel and Egbert [8 ]. The interaction between the flame and 
the wall in the transfer of heat by radiation to the load was
also described and simple formulae were presented to relate
n  the load heat transfer to the flame emissivity. The empirical
technique described previously for predicting minimum load 
Q  residence time was replaced by a transient conduction
calculation for the load using charts (e.g. Heisler [9]), and 
simple graphical or numerical techniques. The use of these 
techniques for calculating wall conduction in intermittently 
operated furnaces was also presented.
Trinks clearly understood the influence of non-steady
operation on the specific fuel consumption of continuous
-2.3 —
furnaces and recognised the limitation of a steady-state 
design approach for these situations. For example, Figure 
2.1, reproduced from Trinks [7] was meant to explain the noted 
general under-prediction of fuel consumption compared to the 
wide ranging measured data which can occur.
D' let point 2 indicate the point as obtained from the
operating record, while point 4 represents the fuel P
consumption that might be expected from theoretical 
calculations. But it is quite possible that the furnace is ^
driven very lightly, say at point 1, half the time ( on 
account of trouble in mill or at the shear, lack of steel, or 
trouble in the gas producer) and driven very hard, say at 
point 3, the rest of the time, so as to maintain tonnage of 
the mill. Then the resultant average point must lie at 2 ^
instead of at 4. '
D
D
D
This same figure is also used to illustrate the difference in r
fuel consumption when heating thin and thick section steel.
The conduction lag within a thick steel load gives rise to an 
elevated surface temperature, and in order to maintain an 
average temperature head in the furnace, the chamber 
temperature must be increased to compensate. Consequently, p
the fuel consumption is higher than for the same output rate 
of thin steel at the same average discharge temperature. ^
D
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1 Figure 2.1 The variation of specific fuel consumption of 
a continuous steel reheating furnace against 
rate of heating (after Trinks [7]).
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2.1.3 Mathematical Modelling Techniques
Thermal radiation is the dominant mode of heat transfer in 
most high temperature fuel-fired furnaces. Modern day methods 
for radiation calculation include the zone, flux and Monte Q
Carlo techniques. A thorough review of these techniques is ^
presented by Viskanta and Menguc [10].
D
Hottel and Sarofim [11] originally developed the zone method 
and this technique is now extensively applied to the design of ]
industrial furnaces, boilers and chemical feedstock heaters.
The technique considers the furnace chamber as an assembly of 
gas and surface zones of uniform temperature. Equations Q
describing the radiation exchange between zones are developed.
The formulation of these equations requires knowledge of the [j
opto-geometric exchange coefficients and the fourth power 
temperature differences between the zones. The exchange 
coefficients allow for the effects of total system geometry, . 
non-grey gaseous emission and absorption, and for grey diffuse 
reflection off all surfaces in the radiating enclosure. [
Energy balance equations are written for each zone in terms of 
all the zone temperatures (which may or may not be known) .
These equations also include terms for the convective heat |"
transfer and for the enthalpy release and transport within and 
across zone boundaries. The geometric disposition of zones is 
included in the calculation of inter-zone radiation exchange 
using the concept of the total exchange area, a coefficient
c
[
Dn dependent on the mutual view factor of a zone pair and their
reflectivities.
D
The zone method has been applied to a wide range of furnace 
mathematical models. The simplest of these is the well-stirred 
■n model employing a single gas zone. The long furnace model uses
a series of connected zones to provide a one dimensional 
^ representation. Two- and three— dimensional zone models can
also be applied. In the zone models, the chemical heat
nj release, concentration and mass flows in and across each zone.
D
Q
D
and surface convective heat transfer coefficients must be 
specified in the input data. This data can be obtained from 
direct furnace measurements, from empirical correlations or 
from physical modelling experiments [12,13,14].
Thus, the zone method does not provide a total system 
description of the thermophysical processes involved. Attempts 
r to overcome this limitation have resulted in the development
of two-dimensional and three-dimensional computational fluid 
^  dynamic models which predict the interdependent phenomena of
multi-component fluid flow, chemical kinetics and heat 
transfer within turbulent combusting flows. Using finite 
difference approximation schemes, the partial differential 
equations describing the conservation of momentum, mass and 
J energy have been solved [15,16] using various models for the
turbulence and combustion kinetics and with various treatments 
- for thermal radiation transfer. The latter is generally
- 2.6 -
n0handled using flux models [17], or the discrete transfer 
method [18]. These techniques can be easily adapted to the 
finite difference solution techniques used by computational 1
fluid dynamic models.
D
The application of these complex models to furnace design is 
progressing rapidly as the limitations of computing capacity, 
speed and cost are being eroded. However, their success is 
currently limited by difficulties in correctly modelling
nturbulence in chemically reacting flows and the behaviour of (J
turbulent transport and convection close to surfaces. Before p.
these models can be applied as a general design tool they must ^
also be validated against accurate experimental data. f
L
2.3 Choice of Modelling Technique
The preceding brief review shows that the techniques for 
furnace modelling and design are varied in their complexity 
and flexibility. The simplest techniques have only limited 
accuracy and do not provide detailed information. 
Computational fluid dynamic models, appear to offer a complete 
solution but the cost and availability of computing that they 
require can be prohibitive for many industrial designers. The 
output is also dependent on the sub-models for simulating the 
turbulence and chemical kinetics in the flame. Their accuracy 
for general purpose design has yet to be established.
[
[
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PI It is necessary to identify the information that is required
by the designer, and the important physical parameters 
^ governing plant thermal performance, in order to choose the
correct and most appropriate modelling technique.
The modern natural gas fired metal reheating furnace generally 
U  employs high intensity nozzle-mixing burners. The air is
J introduced with a dynamic pressure at the burner nozzle which
assists rapid mixing with the fuel. The high velocity, hot 
reacting gas stream generated downstream of the burner 
produces a short, non-luminous flame which occupies a small 
fraction of the overall furnace chamber volume. The high 
velocity also ensures good mixing with the fully-burnt gases 
inside the chamber, thus producing a well-stirred region of 
uniform temperature and concentration. The designer of these 
furnaces is often not interested in the problem of flamen .J  behaviour or mixing except in so far as these factors affect
]
D
[1
]
the flame stability under the specified operating and turndown 
range of the burner.
Because of the high temperatures, radiant transfer between the 
surfaces and the gases in the chamber.is usually the dominant 
mechanism of heat transfer although convective heating is of 
similar magnitude in some designs of rapid heating furnaces 
[5]. The emissivities of the furnace lining material and of 
the load, and the non-grey emissivity of the combustion 
products in the furnace chamber have an important influence on
— 2.8 —
the levels of received heat flux at the load. A reliable 
model for the radiation transfer is therefore required and 
this should be capable of simulating the non-grey absorbing 
atmosphere and the multiple reflections at the various 
surfaces. The well-stirred and long furnace zone models 
satisfy these requirements.
A principal objective of the present study is the simulation 
of the non-steady state behaviour of the load and walls in the 
furnace. The treatment of the transient thermal conduction 
into the walls and load and of the non-steady transport of the 
load through the furnace must therefore be linked to the 
model. The non-steady-state boundary conditions preclude the 
use of computational fluid dynamic models because of their 
large computing demands and long run times. The simple zone 
models can however be easily linked to a transient conduction 
calculation without excessive demands on computing time.
For the reasons outlined above, the zone method has therefore 
been selected as the most appropriate technique for the types 
of furnaces and metal heating applications to be modelled.
2•4 Background to Zone Modelling
J
0
D
D
D
D
D
D
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D
n
D
D
The main objectives of the current work is therefore concerned J
with the development of the radiation calculation, and the _
application of the zone method to furnaces with U
- 2.9 - D
Dnon-steady-state boundary conditions.
The majority of published techniques for metallurgical furnace 
design have employed the single well-stirred gas zone model 
or the long furnace model, and these models will form the 
basis of this study for two reasons:
1. These models have been proven to give reliable predictions 
for many designs of industrial furnaces.
2. By using the single zone and long furnace models simple 
assumptions regarding flow and combustion phenomena can be 
made. It is not the intention of this project to study the 
complex interactions between the flow, combustion and
_ radiation on the thermal performance, for which a
pi multi-dimensional zone model or a computational fluid dynamic
^  model would normally be applied, but to concentrate on a
D
n development of the radiation calculation and the transient 
performance simulation.
P 2.5.1 The Single Gas Zone Model
J This model comprises an isothermal radiating gas of uniform
composition surrounded by isothermal surfaces. This is often 
referred to as the 'well-stirred' zone model and is analogous 
to the well stirred reactor in chemical engineering design. 
This model provides a reliable prediction of the overall heat
]
3 - 2.10 -
D
transfer in many real furnaces. The momentum supplied by air r,
blast burners on many industrial furnaces is sufficient to
ensure reasonably well-stirred conditions within the chamber, 
which justify assigning single values to the composition and 
temperature of the gas. The exit temperature of the 
combustion products from the zone is also usually assumed to 
be equal to the mean radiating temperature in the zone.
Treatment of the surfaces in the model can be simplified by 
assuming that the sink and refractory are intimately mixed 
('speckled') such that the relative view factors between the 
surfaces are independent of position. Various well-stirred 
models derived from these basic assumptions are described by 
Hottel and Sarofim [11].
2.5.2 The Long-Furnace Model
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
Although the well-stirred model is found to yield accurate 1
prediction of overall heat transfer, it gives no information 
on the spatial variation of heat flux within a furnace. In 
many practical situations it is unreasonable to assign a 
single temperature to represent the sink. An example is a j-
counterflow furnace where cold charge enters and hot charge 
leaves the furnace. The long furnace model is an 
approximation to a plug flow model wherein temperatures are 1
allowed to vary in the longitudinal direction. The furnace is „
represented as a longitudinal series of connected well-stirred L
- 2.11 - n
zones (Figure 2.2). Long furnace models are derived assuming 
radial or cross sectional uniformity. Longitudinal temperature 
variation is represented as a series of step changes along 
the length.
It is often assumed that there is no radiation exchange across 
zone boundaries in a long furnace model. This assumption 
eliminates the need to compute all of the geometric 
configuration factors (exchange areas) between the surface and 
volume zones within the model ; only those exchange areas 
relating to radiation between the gas and the surfaces within 
- each zone need be evaluated. It is well known however, that
n for greater predictive accuracy, the simulation of radiation
J  .
interchange between zones should be taken into account.
r
0
]
]
]
2.6 Zone Modelling of Metal Reheating Furnaces
A sample of some of the published methods of application, of 
the well stirred and long furnace zone models to metallurgical 
furnace design follows.
The majority of publications relate to reheating furnaces for 
rolling. These furnaces have attracted greatest attention 
because of the quantity of energy consumed in this sector and 
because of the importance of temperature uniformity in 
rolling.
- 2.12 -
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Figure 2.2 The long furnace model
[
[
[
[
Salter and Costick [19], describe a steady-state 
two-dimensional model for predicting the temperature 
distribution in billets heated in large multi-zone continuous 
reheating furnaces. The radiant heat flux distribution to the 
steel billets is calculated by superimposing a two-dimensional 
grid over the longitudinal cross section of each furnace
control zone. The temperature and extinction coefficient of
the flame and gases in the furnace are defined by the user at
each point in the input to the model. This is the major
limitation of this work. The heat transfer into the steel is 
then computed by steady state calculations of the radiant 
interchange between grid points representing volume elements, 
wall and steel surface elements, simultaneously with the 
transient solution of the one-dimensional vertical conduction 
into the steel. The model treats the walls as adiabatic,
convective heat transfer is ignored, all surfaces are assumed
LJ to be black, and the combustion products are assumed to be
n  grey. Use of the model is stated to be dependent on the
initial specification of the flame and gas temperature 
^  profiles. It is not capable of predicting fuel input rate.
] Fitzgerald and Sheridan [20], applied the zone method for
predicting heat transfer and temperature distribution in two 
gas-fired steel reheating furnaces and compared the
J predictions with measurements from 2 pilot scale furnaces.
Longitudinal interchange is taken into account in these 
models. Steady-state conditions were assumed although the
- 2.13 -
n
one-dimensional transient conduction in the steel was solved 
simultaneously with the zone heat fluxes. Variable thermal 
properties were taken into account in the steel. Radiant 
interchange factors were derived from the data of Hottel and 
Cohen [21] assuming that the combustion products behave as a 
grey absorbing medium. A rectangular furnace was represented 
by the 8 zone long furnace model with equal zone sizes. A 
conventional furnace with a sloping roof was modelled as a 
two-dimensional configuration of 1 2 zones (2 zones vertically) 
but with a stepped geometry representing the roof. Good 
agreement with the measurements was reported from these two 
models. They require specification of the fuel, air and steel 
throughput rates as well as the furnace geometry and 
combustion product flow and mixing patterns.
Salter and Costick [19] and Fitzgerald and Sheriden [20] only 
considered transient conduction in the steel charge. Tucker 
and Saimbi [22] and Klima et al [23] describe models where the , P 
non-steady conduction through the furnace wall is also taken 
into account. In [22] a long furnace model which neglects 
interzone radiation exchange, is applied to continuous and 
batch furnaces to simulate both cold starts and intermittent 
working practice. The models apply a one-dimensional finite 
difference conduction algorithm to the wall, billet and 
hearth, taking the temperature variation of conductivity and 
specific heat into account. A simple 1 grey plus 1 clear gas 
model is applied to represent the combustion products. The
- 2.14 -
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1
geometry of each zone is also represented in such a way that 
total exchange areas are calculated solely from the areas of 
the wall and load surfaces and from the mean beam length for 
the zone.
n  In [23], a model is described comprising of longitudinal
well-stirred and plug flow zones to represent the fired and
^ unfired regions respectively, of the furnace. An approximate
ü
allowance for interzone radiant exchange is applied using a
n
J constant interchange coefficient. The wall surfaces are
^  assumed to be black. Variation of the configuration of
well-stirred and plug flow zones was investigated by comparing 
the predicted billet temperature profile against measurements. 
Transient furnace operation with variable fuel flow rates was 
also simulated.
A single well-stirred zone model has been applied by Lucas et
J al [24] and Lucas and Barber [25] based on the same radiative
model as in [2 2 ], to predict the performance of the convective 
rapid heating furnaces developed by the Gas Council. These 
models utilised convective heat transfer coefficients derived 
from physical modelling simulation using mass transfer 
techniques in isothermal models of these furnaces. The 
naphthalene sublimation and the electrochemical techniques 
were used to measure mass transfer coefficients from which 
heat transfer coefficients were derived using the Chilton - 
Colburn analogy between heat and mass transfer. The
- 2.15 -
Dmathematical model predicted the fuel consumption and cycle n
u
times for the heating of cylindrical billets fired
tangentially in a cylindrical furnace chamber. The high
combustion product recirculation around the billet justified
f lthe decision to use a single well-stirred zone. By solving L
the heat balance equations over discrete time steps, the model 
calculated the transient one-dimensional radial temperatures 
in the billet simultaneously with the combustion product and 
wall temperatures in the zone. In [24], a steady-state wall 
heat loss is assumed at each time step. This model accurately 
predicted billet heating times compared to data from a furnace 
with fully warmed refractory, but was unable to simulate cold 
start-up or intermittent operation. The model was therefore 
extended to include for the transient conduction on the wall 
[25]. Predicted times for heating a succession of billets to 
forging temperature starting with a cold furnace are shown to 
decrease progressively and reach a minimum value when the 
refractory has become fully warmed. This corresponded closely 
to the times predicted assuming a steady-state wall loss.
2.7 Limitations of Existing Approaches
It is apparent from the literature that the main limitations 
of most published work is the mathematical representation of 
furnace chamber geometry and the non-grey radiative properties 
of the combustion products. Radiant interchange is either 
neglected as in [2 2 ] or is treated in a simplified manner as
- 2.16 -
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üu  in [23]. Fitzgerald and Sheriden [20] using a two-dimensional
zone model provides a more complete description of chamber 
r geometry although sloping surfaces are approximated by a
stepped rectangular zone arrangement. Furthermore, the 
_ majority of the published models treat the combustion product
^ emissivity as grey [19,20 and 23] or at best apply a one grey
plus one clear gas representation of emissivity [22,24 and 25] 
J  in accordance with the equations described by Hottel and
Sarofim [11]. The limitations of one grey plus one clear gas 
J representation will be described in Section 3 .5 .
Ü
3
]
]
]
]
1
In the literature survey three different approaches to 
modelling transient furnace behaviour are identified :
i) In [19] and [20], a steady-state furnace calculation is 
linked to a one-dimensional transient conduction analysis in 
the load.
ii) In [22], [23] and [25] the furnace heat transfer is 
re-calculated over successive time steps simultaneously with 
the one-dimensional transient temperature profiles through the 
wall and load.
iii) In [24] a similar approach to ii) is adopted whereby the 
furnace heat transfer is recalculated over successive time 
steps, but the wall is assumed to be at thermal equilibrium at 
each time step. The calculated equilibrium temperatures in
- 2.17 -
transient long furnace models for metal reheating furnace 
simulation. This will include development of the radiation 
calculation with allowance for interzone radiation exchange.
ii) Determination of the effects of chamber geometry and 
comparison of its approximate and correct zonal representation 
on predicted thermal performance. A rectangular 
representation of a complex furnace geometry will be compared 
to an accurate zonal representation.
iii) Determination of the significance of interzone radiation 
exchange. A comparison of a long furnace model with and 
without interzone radiation will be made.
- 2.18 -
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the wall do however vary at each time step as the load 
temperature varies. Since this approach offers little saving 
in computation at the possible expense of inaccuracy in 
predicted transient performance, it has not been adopted in 
this current work.
2.8 Specific Objectives of this Project
Because of the limitations the previously published models,
the following specific objectives of this project were L
identified: f-
i) Development and validation of both steady-state and ^
0
0
D
c
[
[
]
J
iv) Evaluation of the sensitivity of predicted performance to 
some of the physical input parameters which often retain a 
high degree of uncertainty e.g. wall emissivity, density and 
conductivity, load emissivity.
1
1
3
3
3
3
v) Evaluation of the sensitivity of predicted performance to 
calculation time step, zone size and the accuracy of 
calculated exchange areas.
- 2.19 -
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CHAPTER 3
Furnace Radiation Calculation Usina the Zone Method
3.1 Background
The zone method is widely attributed to Hottel and Sarofim 
[11]. The basis of the method involves subdivision of the 
radiating enclosure into isothermal volume and surface zones. 
On each zone, a total energy balance is written including the 
radiation arriving at it from all other zones in the 
enclosure. These equations are written in terms of exchange 
factors known as directed flux areas (denoted GG, GS, GS and 
SS for gas to gas, gas to surface, surface to gas and surface 
to surface exchange respectively). The one-way radiant energy 
transfer between a zone pair is proportional to their mutual 
directed flux area. The net exchange between a pair of zones 
can then easily be written. For exchange between gas and 
surface zones i and j for example.
= G^Sj.Ei - GiSj.Ej 3.1)
where E is the black hemispherical emissive power of the 
volume or surface zone (= aT^).
] — 3.1 —
0
D
Corresponding expressions can be written for gas to gas and 
surface to surface exchange. The directed flux areas allow 
for all possible radiation paths between i and j including 
multiply reflected radiation and re-radiation off all
non-black surfaces in the enclosure. The attenuation and 
emission of radiation by a non-grey gas in the volume zones is 
also included in the directed flux areas. The energy transfer 
to a particular zone is incorporated into an overall energy 
balance equation on that zone, taking account of all other
modes of energy transfer. Such equations can be written for 
all gas and surface zones, thus giving a set of simultaneous 
non-linear equations which can be solved to determine the 
temperature and heat flux at each zone. The major task in the r
zone method is the evaluation of the temperature dependent
directed flux areas for all zone pair combinations. This will J
be described in detail in this chapter.
D
0
D
0
0
By applying the theory developed by Hottel and Sarofim [11], 
the directed flux areas can be computed from more fundamental
rsets of exchange factors which, by their definition, are 
independent of temperature (see Table 3.1). The directed flux 
areas are computed from total exchange areas (designated SS,
GG and GS) , which in turn are computed from direct exchange 
areas (designated ss, gg and . Their significance for 
radiation calculation is that for an enclosure comprising of a 
grey gas and grey surfaces whose radiant properties (gas 
attenuation coefficient K and surface emissivities e) are
- 3.2 -
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Table...3.1 The exchange areas in the zone method of radiation 
analysis
Exchange Area Designation
Direct Exchange Areas gg , gs , 1^3
^-----  e(surfaces)
Total Exchange Areas GG , GS , SS
^----- Mixed Grey Gas Model
Directed Flux Areas
V
Total Energy Balance 
Equations
GG , GS , GS , SS
Function of
Geometry
kgP
Geometry 
e(surfaces) 
kgP
Geometry 
e(surfaces) 
kgP
Temperatures
]
3 
3
3 
3
nindependent of temperature, the total and direct exchange 
areas are themselves independent of temperature and therefore 
need only be computed once for a given configuration of zones. 
In the definitions that follow, these assumptions are invoked. 
Abandonment of the grey gas restriction introduces the 
complication that gas emissivity and absorptivity are no 
longer equal and that absorptivity is dependent on the 
temperature of the emitting source. The non-grey temperature 
dependent behaviour of the combustion products is introduced 
later in the formulation of the directed flux areas.
3.2 Direct Exchange Areas
3.2.1 Surface-Surface Exchange )
The fraction of radiation emitted by a surface zone i (E^) 
that is directed towards a surface zone j (Qi-*.j) is 
proportional to their mutual direct exchange area, thus:
Qi-^j — s^sj.Ej. 3.2)
The surface-surface direct exchange area is by definition 
independent of surface emissivity, e (or reflectivity p) but 
includes allowance for beam attenuation between the surfaces 
by an intervening grey gas. It is therefore dependent on the 
mutual geometric orientation of the two surfaces and on the 
attenuation or extinction coefficient K of the intervening
— 3.3 —
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The direct exchange area is also independent of system 
n  temperature provided kg is constant.
]
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
grey gas. K is dependent on the concentration or partial 
pressure of the constituent absorbing grey gas.
K = kg.p 3.3)
Consider two differential surface elements dAj_ and dAj , Figure 
3.1(a):
The flux from dA^ which is emitted in the direction of dAj
= EidAicos0 i/7r W/steradian 3.4)
The solid angle subtended by dAj at dA^
= dAjcos0j/r2 steradian 3.5)
The fraction t  transmitted b y  the intervening grey gas
exp(-Kr) 3.6)
assuming that K is uniform between the two surfaces.
— 3.4 —
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0Pj The radiant energy leaving dA^ which is directly intercepted
^  by dAj is the product of terms 3.4), 3.5) and 3.6) thus, .
J = EidAiCos0idAjcos0jexp(-Kr)/7rr2 3.7)
The formulation of s%sj for exchange between finite surfaces 
^ Ai and Aj follows from equations 3.2) and 3.7),
D
D
D
D
0
a
]
]
1
]
]
f f cos0 i
■ J. J —
cos0j exp(-Kr)
SiSj =   dAjdAi 3.8)
jrr^
^Ai "A]
From the symmetry of the integral it follows that.
SiSj = SjSi
3.2.2 Volume-Surface Exchange (^Jsj)
The direct exchange area between a volume zone i and a surface 
zone j describes the proportion of radiation emitted from all 
points within i that arrives at j . Conversely, it represents 
the proportion of radiation emitted by j that is absorbed 
within i. As for the surface-surface exchange,
9lsj = sj-gi 
— 3.5 —
nConsider a differential volume element dV^ within zone , 
Figure 3.1(b):
The emission from the volume in 47T steradians
D 
D 
D
4KidViEi 3.9) 1
The fraction directed towards differential surface dAj on Aj ]
= dAjCOs8j/4nr2 3.10)
The fraction (t) transmitted through an intervening gas of 
extinction coefficient
= exp(-Kir) 3.11)
0 
D 
0
Thus, the radiant energy leaving dVi which is directly g
intercepted by dAj is given by the product of terms 3.9),
3.10) and 3.11) thus, D
KidViEidAjCOS0jexp(-Kir)
Qj^j =     3.12)
7rr2
The direct exchange area between Vi and Aj is therefore 
Obtained by integration as follows:
— 3.6 —
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D 
D
n
D
D
D
9iSj
Ki cos0jexp(-Kir)
jrr'
Vi Aj
3.2.3 Volume-Volume Exchange (gïgj)
dAjdVi 3.13)
D
n
0
]
]
]
Consider a differential volume element dVi radiating to a 
rectangular element dVj which is aligned parallel to r, Figure 
3.1(c). Also assume that both differential elements are 
within a gas of uniform extinction coefficient K. Of the 
total radiation 4KdViEi emitted by dVi, a fraction equal to 
(dAj/4mr2)exp(-Kr) crosses dAj into the receiving element dVj 
where dAj is the surface area of the element normal to r. The 
fraction of this radiation absorbed in dVj is Kdrj. Hence,
Qi-»j
K^dVi(dAjdrj)exp(-Kr)
3.14)
mr'
Replacing dAjdrj by dVj and integrating, the direct exchange 
area between finite volume zone Vj^  and Vj therefore becomes:
9i9] - % r  - f I
KZexp(-Kr)
TTr-
dVjdVi 3.15)
Vi V-
] - 3.7 -
3.3 Total Exchange Areas
3.3.1 Definition
The direct exchange areas only consider incident radiation at 
a surface. The radiation absorbed by the surface is a 
function of its emissivity. Furthermore, the radiation 
arriving at a surface or gas zone comprises both directly 
transmitted radiation and multiply reflected radiation off all 
non-black surfaces forming the enclosure. The net exchange 
between a pair of surfaces i and j with allowance for 
reflected radiation within the enclosure is proportional to
Qi-çj — Sj_Sj (Ei - E j ) 3.16)
Similarly, total exchange areas can be defined for gas-surface 
and gas-gas exchange.
Qi-a»j - GiSj(Eg^i " Ej) 3.17)
and.
Qi-jj - GiGj(Eg^i - Eg^j) 3.18)
The total exchange areas provide a complete characterisation 
of the effects of system geometry and of surface emissivities
- 3.8 -
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their total exchange area SiSj such that, ^
D
LJ
0
D
DD
D
and gas absorptivities on the radiative transport between 
zones.
For the grey system defined above, each total exchange area is 
independent of temperature and need only be calculated once 
for a given geometry, assuming constant surface emissivities 
and a constant grey gas attenuation coefficient. It is also 
independent of the simultaneous occurrence of other modes of 
heat transfer.
3.3.2 The Calculation of Total Exchange Areas
The arrays of gas-gas, gas-surface and surface-surface total 
exchange areas are calculated from the corresponding arrays of 
Q  direct exchange areas by consideration of the radiative energy
balance on each zone. The method of calculation follows which 
is based on a simplification of the method described by Noble 
n  [26] for an absorbing, emitting and scattering medium.
Consider a grey surface element of emissivity e and at a 
temperature T. The element is part of an enclosure of
- unspecified geometry or optical character at this point in the
derivation. The radiant flux from the surface through an
imaginary surface just external to it comprises of two 
components, eE due to emission and R a reflected component due 
to partial reflection of the incident flux H coming from the
J surroundings.
1 - 3., -
If W is defined as the leaving flux, then;
n
iLj
n
w
w
eE + R
eE + pH 3.19)
Now consider this surface element to be part of an enclosure 
of arbitrary geometry having diffusely reflecting (grey 
Lambert) walls. An optically uniform grey absorbing and 
emitting medium (the gaseous atmosphere), which is also 
assumed to be non-scattering is confined within the enclosure. 
Let the enclosure be sub-divided into M surface zones and L 
volume zone each considered to be isothermal. The following 
equation can be written describing the radiant balance at 
surface zone i:
AiHi
Radiation 
incident 
on i
S^{SiSjWj) + S^{sigjEg,j) 3.20)
= Radiation ariving + Radiation arriving 
directly at i directly at i from
from all surfaces all volume zones, 
(including i)
The equations for 3 surface elements confining a single grey 
gas zone (i.e. M=3 ; L=l) can be written thus.
0
D
D
D
D
D
0
D
0
- 3.10 - D
DD
D
D
AiHi
A 2 H 2
A 3 H 3
s ï s i  W i  +  S Ï S 2  W 2  +  S Ï S 3  W 3  +  s ï g  E g
S 2 S 1  W i  +  S 2 S 2  W 2  +  S 2 S 3  W 3  +  Eg
S 3 S 1  W i  +  S 3 S 2  V?2 +  S 3 S 3  W 3  +  8 3 g  Eg
or in matrix form,
Ai 0 0 ’h i sisi S1 S2 S 1 S3 sig
0 A 2 0 • H 2 = S2 S1 S2 S2 S2 S3 • V?2 + S29
0 0 A 3 _ H 3 S3 S1 S3 S2 S3 S3 W 3 2 3 g
. Er
j
0
0
]
1
]
which can be written for a general system in shorthand form as 
follows:
AI . H S3 . w + sg . E< 3.21)
where,
W £l . E + pi . H 3.22)
AI , 8l , pi are the diagonal matrices of elements Aj^ , p^
For example:
AI = "a i 0
0 A 2 0 .... 0
0 0 0 Am
- 3.11 -
The net radiative flux leaving each surface zone i is:
Qi = Ai(Wi - Hi)
Again, matrix notation for the set of M surfaces becomes,
Q = AI. (W - H)
eAI.(E - H) 3.24)
Similarly, the following radiation energy balance on a volume 
element i can be written:
M L
4 KVI.Hg — gs.W + gg.Eg 3.26)
- 3.12 -
1
J
n
_J
0 
D
= eiAi(Ei - Hi) 3.23) []
D
D
D
0 
D
4 KiViHg^i = E^{giSjWj} + % ^9i9jEg,j} 3.25)
Radiation absorbed = Radiation .+ Radiation leaving "
by Vi from all leaving all all volume zones
directions surfaces which (including Vi), which
is absorbed is absorbed by Vi.
by Vi U
D
In matrix form for the L equations.
D
D
D
]
nu
n
]
]
]
]
]
In equations 3.21) - 3.26) , E , H , W  and Q are M vectors
whilst Eg and Hg are L vectors. ss and are the symmetric 
(M X M) and (L x L) arrays of direct exchange areas. In 
accordance with normal matrix notation the first and second 
subscripts refer to the row and column indices respectively. 
The matrix sg is therefore an M row x L column array of 
surface to gas direct exchange areas and ^  is its transpose L 
X M matrix.
From the definition of the total exchange areas it is possible 
to write the following radiant heat balance between leaving 
and arriving energy at each surface and volume zone using the 
total exchange areas and emissive powers rather than direct 
exchange areas and leaving fluxes (W);
Surface zone balance (Q^ = net radiation from zone):
M ___  L ___
Qi = SiAiEi - Z^^SiSjEj) - E ^{SiGjEg,j> 3.27)
Volume zone balance (Qg,i = net radiation absorbed by i):
L M
Qg,i - j } + Zj^GiSjEj} - 4KiVj[Eg^i
]
3.28)
also,
Qg,i = 4KiVi(Hg;i - Eg,i) 3.29)
- 3.13 -
nIn matrix notation, these can be written as follows:
Q = eAI.E - 8 8 .E + SG.Eg 3.30)
Qg = G G .Eg + GS.E — 4KVI.Eg 3.31)
Qg =- 4KVI. (Hg - Eg) 3.32)
Derivation of algebraic terms for SS, SG and GG now follows 
from manipulation of equations 3.21) to 3.32) :
Substitute W from equation 3.22) into 3.21),
AI.H = ss. (eI.E + pI.H) + sg.Eg
giving, H = R.ss.eI.E + R.sg.Eg 3.33)
where, R = [AI - is.pi]
Similarly substitute W from equation 3.22) into 3.26):
giving
— 3.14 —
D
D
D
D
D
D 
D 
0 
D
4KVI.Hg = gs.(eI.E + pI.H) + gg.Eg P
_
D
Hg = [4KVI]-1. [gs. (El.B + pI.H) + g?.Eg] 3.34) 1
D 
D
n  Substitute equation 3.33) for H into equation 3.34):
n
]
]
]
]
3
]
Hg = [4KVI]“i. [gs. (eI.E +  p i . R.ss.eI.E +  p i . R.sg.Eg) + gg.Eg]
Rearranging,
Hg = [4KVI]“l.gs. (el +  p I . R . s s . e l )  . E
+ [4KVI]-l.p. ( p I . R . s g )  .Eg +[4KVI]-l.gg.Eg 3.35)
Substitute equation 3.33) for H into equation 3.24) gives:
Q  =  e A I .  (E -  R . s s . e I . E  -  R . sg.Eg)
Comparison with equation 3.30) yields:
J  S S  —  e A I . R . s s . e l  3.36)
S G  =  e A I . R . s g  3.37)
J Similarly, substitute 3.35) for Hg into 3.32). Comparison
with equation 3.31) gives:
G G  =  g s . p I . R . s g  +  g g  3.38)
1
J - 3.15 -
D
Thus, the arrays of surface to surface, surface to gas and gas -j
to gas total exchange areas can be evaluated from these simple
matrix formulae. p
3.4 Reciprocity
The net exchange rate of radiation between two surface zones i 
and j must be zero when T^ = Tj and thus.
This relationship is also true for gas-surface and gas-gas 
total exchange areas and for all corresponding direct exchange 
areas, thus:
Total exchange areas:
S^Sj — GiSj — SjGj_ G^Gj — GjGj_
Direct exchange areas:
sisj = sjsi giSj = sjgi gi9j = 9j9i
- 3.16 -
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3.5 Summation Rules for Total and Direct Exchange Areas
The following important relationships between the sets of 
total exchange areas must hold. When all zone temperatures 
are equal all Q and Qg terms in the enclosure are zero, all E 
and Eg terms are equal, and from equations 3.27) and 3.28) the 
following rules can therefore be derived:
M L
SiAi = Z SiS-i + Z SiG-i 3.39)
j=l  ^ j=l ]
and.
M
4 KiVi — Z G|G-n + Z G^S-1 3.40)
i=i ] j=i J
Provided the system is grey and optical properties are 
independent of temperature, these rules will also apply when 
zone temperatures are not equal since all terms in equations 
3.39) and 3.40) are independent of temperature under these 
conditions.
Similar rules can be derived for direct exchange areas from 
consideration of equations 3.20) and 3.25) thus:
M L
Ai = Z sTs4 + Z sTgi 3.41)
j-l j“l
- 3.17 -
and,
3 .6 The Representation of a Real Furnace Gas
- 3.18
n
J
n
M L
4KiVi = S gjs-j + Z gjg-; 3.42)
j=l j=l
These summation rules are useful for checking the calculated 
total and direct exchange areas for a given enclosure. If 1
these summation rules are not obeyed, then a residual error in 
the calculated energy balance at each zone will arise or at 
worst, no solution will be found.
0
n
J
The foregoing definitions of direct and total exchange areas
assume that the participating gaseous medium separating the |j
surfaces is grey and that the grey gas attenuation coefficient
(K) is independent of temperature. This assumption is not L
satisfied for combustion gases comprising of H 2 O and CO2 whose P
emissivities are very wavelength and temperature dependent.
Because of their non-greyness, temperature dependence extends 
to both the source of emitted radiation as well as to the gas 
itself. The form of the equations for calculating radiative 
heat transfer in an enclosure is however greatly simplified if P
the grey gas assumption can be retained. This can be achieved 
by representing the emissivity of a real gas as an a-weighted J
summation of the emissivities of a number of grey gases. The 
total emissivity of a grey gas is given by:
D
0
D
Dr
L
n
L
3
3
3
Gg = 1 - exp(-kgpL) 3.43)
where L is the radiation beam length.
The simplest representation of a non-grey gas is the one 
clear, one grey gas model. The 'clear gas' component 
represents the windows in the spectrum between the strong 
emission bands. In this case the total emissivity is given by:
Gg = ag,i(l - exp{-kg,ipL})
where,
3g,l =
and,
3g,o = 1 - 3g,l
2 Sg,L - Sg,2 L
3g^o and ag^i are the grey-gas weighting coefficients and Gg^^ 
J and Gg^2L are the calculated emissivities at beam length L and
2L respectively. The above equations do not give an accurate 
fit to emissivity over the wide range of T and pL encountered 
in a typical furnace . Consequently, as the solution 
progresses over each iteration or time step, and zone 
temperatures change, new values of Gg^^ and Gg^2 L are
- 3.19 -
ucalculated from curve fits to T and pL and these are used to 
recalculate new weighting coefficients.
The total emissivity of a real gas can be represented more 
accurately and over a wider range of conditions by assuming a 
larger number of grey gas components. This is expressed 
mathematically as:
Eg = Z ag n [1 - exp(-kg n.pL) ] 3.44)
n=l
N
where, Z ag,n = 1
n=l
The total emissivity of CO2 and H 2 O and of mixtures of the two 
gases corresponding to fuel derived combustion products, has 
been accurately expressed by a sum of a few grey gases plus 
one gas with zero absorption coefficient (kg,i = 0 ).
The important advantage in representing a real gas in this way 
is that it has been found that kg^n be held constant and
independent of temperature, and that the temperature 
dependence of Gg over a wide range can be totally carried by 
variation of the weighting coefficients Correlations of
this form to measured emissivity data have been derived by 
Taylor and Foster [27] and Truelove [28] for combustion 
products comprising of p^ and p^ in the ratios of 1 : 1  and 1 :2 .
- 3.20 - D
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DP  These ratios correspond approximately to the products of fuel
oil and of natural gas combustion respectively. Temperature 
n dependence of Gg was correlated to acceptable accuracy by
assuming that:
^g,n = ^l,n + ^2,n^q 3.45)
]
D
D
r
L
where Tg is the gas temperature in degrees Kelvin.
The correlation coefficients kg^n , and b 2 ^n for a 3 term
(2 grey + 1 clear gas) and a 4 term (3 grey + 1 clear gas) fit 
are given in Table 3.2 for a Pw/Pc ratio of 2 . The fit of 
these correlations to published emissivity data are shown in 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3. These data are for p^ = 0.1 and for a 
total pressure of 1 atm. p^ and p^ will vary according to the 
excess air level and this will lead to changes in emissivity 
due to pressure broadening effects. Correction factors to the 
combustion product emissivity due to variations in these 
partial pressures are given by Hottel and Sarofim [11]. These 
indicate that the degree of correction is small (<5 %) for the 
normal variations in partial pressures expected in practice. 
No correction is therefore applied in this work.
J The absorptivity OLg^s a gas at Tg to blackbody radiation
from a surface at T can be fitted in a like manner, thus:
]
N
1 “g,s = - exp(-kg,n.pL)] 3.46)
- 3.21 -
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Table 3.2 Grev eras parameters used in the correlations
Pw/Pc “ 
3g,n =
2
&l,n + 1 0 - 3 •b 2 , n • f
n &l,n * 2 ,n kg,n
(K-l) (m-latm-1 )
2 qrey..+. 1 clear aas model:
1 .437 .0713 0
2 .39 -.0052 1 . 8 8
3 .173 — .0661 6 8 . 8
3 qrey + 1 clear aas mode :
1 .423 .0433 0
2 .285 .0513 0.89
3 .227 -.0676 15.5
4 .065 -.027 240.0
[
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Figure 3.2. Three term fit (1 clear + 2 grey gases) to total
emissivity of natural gas combustion products. [28]
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Figure 3.3. Four term fit (1 clear + 3 grey gases) to total
emissivity of natural gas combustion products. [28]
]
nand, as,n = ^l,n + & 2 ,n?
To acceptable accuracy, ^g,n and as,n are found to be 
dependent only on the temperature of the emitter (i.e. gas 
temperature in the case of emissivity and source emitter 
temperature in the case of absorptivity).
3.7 Directed Flux Areas
It has been shown how the emissivity and absorptivity of a 
non-grey gas can be correlated against pL and T by an 
a-weighted summation of a small number of grey gases plus one 
clear gas. If the set of all total exchange areas are 
calculated for each of the grey and clear gases within such a 
model, the radiant flux between any two zones can also be 
represented by the same a-weighted summation of the 
independent contributions of each gas. The net flux between a 
gas zone i at temperature Tg^i and a surface zone j at Tg^j 
for example is given by.
Q. T 3g,n(Tg i){GiSj}(Kn)'Eg i ~ ^ g n(Ts j) {GfSj } (K^) .Eg
H r j  n-l n-l
3.47)
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n where each summation is over the N component gases in the
mixed grey and clear gas model with G^Sj(K^) evaluated with 
1 Ki = O , K2 = kg,2(Pw+Pc) , Kn = kg,n(Pw+Pc)'
n
0
D
D
rn
L
3
1
1
]
The definition of all directed flux areas follows by 
comparison of this equation with equation 3 .1 ) thus;
i^Sj - ^^g,nC^g,i) (GiSj)(Kn) 3.48(a)
GiSj = S_ag^n(Ts,j) {GiSj)(Kn) 3.48(b)
and for surface-surface transfer,
iSj — ^^s,nC^s,i) {GiSj)(Kn) 3.48(c)
:iS] = S_ag,n(Ts,j) {SiSj)(Kn). 3.48(d)
and gas-gas transfer.
GiGj = Z^ag^n(Tg,i) {GiGj)(Kn) 3.48(e)
'iGj = S_ag^n(Tg,j) (GiGjXKn) 3.48(f)
- 3.23 -
The weighting coefficients in each case are given as follows:
3g,n(Tg,i) = + •^ 2 ,n*Tg,i 3.49(a) Q
2s,n(Tg,i) - -^i,n ■^2,n«'^s,i 3.49(b)
where bi^n / & 2 ,n and kg^i , kg ^ 2  kg^n are the
coefficients in the mixed grey gas model.
A total energy balance can now be written on each volume and 
surface zone in the enclosure in terms of the zone 
temperatures (T) and their hemispherical black-body emissive 
powers (E).
The balance on surface zone i can be written as follows, which 
includes the convective heat transfer from the contiguous gas 
zone at temperature Tg :
0
n
n3.8 The Total Energy Balance y
0
D
D
Z SjSi.Egy + Z GjSi.Egy - A^eiEg^i + A^hi(Tg - Tg^i) - Qi
3.50)
where Qi is the net heat transfer rate into the surface. For 
an adiabatic surface, Qi = 0. In practice Qi will equal a 
loss to a heat sink or to the ambient environment.
The balance on a gas zone i is written as follows:
- 3.24 - L
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3
3
Z GjGi.Eg^j + Z SjGi.Eg^j - 4KiViEg^i +
^ ^GfiCnet Qenth,i - Qconv,i ~ 0
3.51)
J where,
] ^G,iGnet ” is the rate of net heat input to the zone from
the combustion of mg^i kg/s of fuel (assuming complete 
J combustion).
n Qenth,i ” is the rate of arrival minus departure of sensible
enthalpy of the products of combustion flow through zone i.
Qconv,i ” is the convective heat transfer to all contiguous 
surface zones.
4KiViEg^i - equals the rate of emission of radiant energy 
from the gas within i which can be expanded for a multiple 
grey gas model as follows:
4KiVj[Eg^i - 4 S^ag,nkg,n(Pw^Pc) i^i^g,i 3.52)
- 3.25 -
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CHAPTER 4
Description of the Steadv-State and Transient Models
4 . 1 Introduction
Generalised steady-state and a transient long furnace models 
have been written based on the zone method described in 
Chapter 3. The specification and description of these models 
is now described in Chapters 4-6. For convenience the 
abbreviations SSZONE for the steady-state model and TRZONE for 
the transient model are employed.
4.2 Zone Numbering in SSZONE and TRZONE
The zoning arrangement is illustrated in Figure 4.1. It 
comprises of a single row of NZONE gas zones of equal width 
and of equal length in the longitudinal (x) direction. There 
is an equal load surface area in each zone, which is centrally 
placed on the floor or hearth of the furnace. By 
specification of the parameter NWALL in the models, two 
alternative options can be selected for the configuration of 
the internal surfaces.
J In its simplest form (NWALL = 2) , the roof, side walls and
exposed hearth surrounding each gas zone are assumed to be one 
isothermal surface of common material of construction. An
— 4.1 —
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roof (NWALL = 3)
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m #
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end wall
Figure 4.1 The arrangement of surface and gas zones in 
SSZONE and TRZONE
0
D
D1
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1
alternative zoning arrangement (NWALL = 3) can be selected 
whereby the roof is treated as a separate zone. In either 
case the end walls are treated as separate surfaces.
U  The width (y - dimension) of both the furnace and the load are
assumed to be constant along the length. To facilitate 
-J exchange area calculation between zones, the height of all
■J zones was also initially assumed to be constant giving a
rectangular furnace geometry. This restriction was later 
relaxed with the development of a Monte-Carlo method for 
exchange area calculation (see Chapter 9).
^  4.3 Choosing the Zone size
^  A compromise has to be reached between maximising the number
of zones (NZONE), and thereby increasing the accuracy of the 
_ model, and minimising the computation time. In practice,
selection of the zone length may be dictated by the 
requirements of the model to accurately represent the 
J following:
- the number and position of burners
- the length and number of temperature control zones
- flue positions
- the geometry or longitudinal profile of the furnace
- 4.2 —
4.4 Outline of the Preliminary Computation Procedure
Both SSZONE and TRZONE start with a common list of input 
parameters which are needed to calculate the large number of 
total exchange areas for each zone pair (see Table 3.1).
These parameters are :
- Number of zones (NZONE).
- Zone length, width and height.
- NWALL
- Surface emissivities
- Excess air level (this defines Ph2 0  and Pco2 )•
ss for kg = l C g , l  -  0 (ie. the clear gas component)
gg for kg — kg,2 (ie. the first grey gas component)
p for kg = kg,2 (ie. the first grey gas component)
is for kg kg, 2 (ie. the first grey gas component)
gg for kg = kg, 3 (ie. the second grey gas component)
gs for kg = kg, 3 (ie. the second grey gas component)
is for kg = kg,3 (ie. the second grey gas component)
D
D
0
D
D
D
Initially, the direct exchange areas are calculated using all p
of this input data excepting the surface emissivities ; the 
direct exchange areas are calculated by the methods to be 
described in Chapters 7 to 9 and these are assigned to arrays 
as follows:
n
D
- 4.3 - y
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p. These are then used with the surface emissivities, to compute
^  the corresponding arrays of total exchange areas using
p equations 3.36)-3.38). After a checking and correction
procedure (described in Chapter 10) to ensure that the
U  summation and reciprocity rules are obeyed, the arrays of
total exchange areas are written to a file for subsequent
J access by SSZONE and TRZONE.
4.5 Physical Assumptions
0
0
]
]
In the development of SSZONE and TRZONE, the following 
physical assumptions have been made.
1) In accordance with the requirements of the zone method, 
Q  the gas zones are assumed to be well stirred thus implying
uniform composition and temperature. The surrounding surface
I
U  zones are similarly assumed to be isothermal. For simplicity,
gas composition is assumed to be uniform throughout the 
furnace chamber.
2) Surfaces are assumed to be grey and diffusely reflecting 
(i.e. grey Lambert surfaces).
3) The combustion products are assumed to be non-luminous. 
Their non-grey nature is considered to be important and is 
represented by a multiple grey and clear gas model.
- 4.4 -
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4) Radiant interchange between zones is considered to be 
important. Correct representation of the internal furnace 
geometry is considered important.
5) Convective heat transfer at the surface zones, although 
included, accounts for less than 5% of the total heat 
transfered within most conventional furnaces. Therefore, 
convective heat transfer coefficients do not need to be 
accurately specified and can be calculated from experimental 
correlations for simple flow configurations.
6 ) Variation of the thermal properties of the furnace and 
load materials over the wide range of temperatures encountered 
is considered to be significant.
7) Combustion is assumed to be completed at the point of 
entry of the thermal input to a zone. This is approximated by 
many modern industrial gas burners which make use of the 
thrust provided by the combustion air to generate high rates 
of mixing within the burner quarl or tunnel. Therefore, a heat 
release pattern does not need to be specified within each 
zone.
— 4.5 —
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CHAPTER 5
The Steady-State Model (SSZONE)
5•1 Specification of SSZONE
SSZONE predicts the performance of a furnace which is 
operating continuously at a constant firing and production 
rate. It predicts the energy (gas) consumption on a natural 
gas fired furnace given the load throughput rate and discharge 
temperature. Although SSZONE simulates a furnace operating 
under idealised conditions, it will represent a real furnace 
that has been running for a prolonged period of continuous 
operation as occurs with some larger reheating applications.
In SSZONE, it is assumed that the load enters the furnace atnÜ  zone NZONE and is discharged hot from zone 1 at a specified
n  temperature and throughput rate. The load is also assumed to
be at uniform temperature throughout its thickness i.e. 
J infinite thermal conductivity in the load is assumed.
Although the total rate of fuel input is computed, the
relative distribution of fuel to each zone must be specified
in the input data. Similarly, the distribution of the
combustion products exhausted to atmosphere from each zone
must be specified.
-5.1 —
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The output from the model includes all surface and gas zone 
temperatures and heat fluxes, together with the computed rates 
of useful energy transfer to the load.
— 5.2 —
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A steady-state value for the heat flux (qioss) through the 
wall, roof and hearth surfaces to the ambient environment is 
specified in the input data. Calculation of the external wall 
temperatures is thereby ignored. Furnace wall insulation 
should normally be designed to ensure a maximum outside 
surface temperature (typically clOO^C). It would therefore jj
seem appropriate to equate this to a heat flux and thus avoid 
the solution of additional equations for the heat transfer by 
conduction through the insulation and by natural convection 
and radiation off the external surface. Since wall losses are 
usually a small fraction (<5%) of the thermal input to a 
furnace, this simplified treatment of the insulation losses is 
justified. By avoiding the need to solve for the external L
insulation temperatures at each zone, a larger number of zones  ^ p 
can be employed in the model for the same demands on computer 
memory and time.
5.2 The Heat Balance Formulation in SSZONE L
Total energy balance equations are written for each gas and 
surface zone including terms for arriving and leaving 
radiation, convection, conduction and enthalpy transport. The
D
D
0
DD
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0
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total number of surface zones for which a balance equation 
must be formulated is given by,
M = NZONE X NWALL + 2  5.1)
These equations generally comprise of NZONE equations for load 
surfaces with the remainder (M-NZONE) being stationary wall 
and roof surfaces. The energy balance equation for an internal 
roof or wall surface zone i is given as follows:
M __ ^ L __^
E SjSicTj-* + E GjSiaTg,j4 -AjSioTii +Aiç(conv,i -Aiqcond,i = ° 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
5.2)
For a load surface zone i:
j SjS^aTj^ + Z GjSioTg^j4 - AiE^aTi^ + Aiqconv,i “ Ai9cond,i 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
= mL(lL(Ti)-lL(Tk)) 5.3)
(F)
where L = NZONE and M is as defined above.
In equations 5.2) and 5.3), the terms A to F are as follows:
— 5.3 —
D is the convective heat transfer between i and the contiguous 
gas zone whose temperature is Tg. This is given by,
— 5.4 —
A and B are the sum of the arriving radiation from all surface 
zones (including i), and all gas zones respectively.
C is the leaving radiation from i. ~|
LJ
D
Ai9conv,i ~ Aih(Tg - T^) 5.4) J
u
D
D
The calculation of h will be dealt with in Section 5.5.
E is the conduction through the insulation where qcond,i is 
specified in the input data. It is equal to the combined flux 
due to radiation and natural convection between the outer 
casing of the furnace and the ambient environment. In the case 
of the load zone, qcond,i equals the conduction through the 
hearth of the furnace.
F in the load heat balance equation, equals the enthalpy 
gained by the load as it moves to i from the downstream zone k 
(with respect to the direction of load transport) . I&(T) is
the specific enthalpy of the load material and m^ is the mass 
throughput of load. Il (T) is described by a polynomial in (T) 
dependent on the type of load. Data and polynomials for a
nnumber of common metals are given by Tucker and Rhine [30]. Ü
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NZONE energy balance equations can also be written for each 
gas zone i as follows:
EGjGiaTg,j4 + i:GiSj(JTj4 - Qconv,i " 4 KiViOTg,i4 
(A) (B) (D) (C)
i(^nef^^ala(Ta) ) + Qenth,i ~ ® 5.5)
(G) (H)
Terms A, B and C represent the same terms as defined in the 
surface energy balance equations.
Term D in this case is the sum of the convective transfer to 
all contiguous surface zones.
p  Term G equals the enthalpy input to i due to combustion of
LJ.
^G,i kg/s natural gas entering the zone plus the enthalpy 
input in kg/s combustion air at temperature T^. Itr is
assumed that 1 0 0  % heat release due to combustion occurs at 
the point of input to the zone. T^ can be calculated from the 
effectiveness and the inlet flue gas temperature of a heat 
recovery device (see section 5.6).
Term H equals the sensible enthalpy input minus output to the 
zone due to the transport of the combustion products flowing 
through i, see Figure 5.1. This includes the rate of sensible
— 5.5 —
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Figure 5.1 The flow field specification across a zone
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enthalpy arriving minus that leaving i from adjacent gas 
zones, minus the enthalpy loss from i through a flue (if 
present at that position), or due to leakage from the furnace.
5.3 The Solution procedure.
The energy balance equations for each zone, which are 
non-linear in temperature, are solved simultaneously using an 
iterative solution procedure for all unknown variables. These 
equations are rearranged into the general form.
fi(Ti,T2 ,...... Tn) = 0 5.6)
where f^ is the energy balance equation for surface or gas
zone i, and T^, T2 etc are the surface and gas zone 
temperatures.
A total of NX equations can be written and solved for NX
^ unknown variables, where NX is the total number of surface and
gas zones in the model, and is given by,
NX = M + NZONE 5.7)
A general solution procedure based on the Newton technique was
selected for this purpose. The Newton method solves all
— 5.6 —
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equations simultaneously. Initially however, a Gauss-Seidel 
procedure was tried. Both techniques are described in detail 
in Appendix 1.
i) The Gauss-Seidel method required 35 cycles to achieve a 
convergence to within 0.1 degrees K. At convergence, the 
absolute sum of the residuals on all heat balance equations 
was 3 0.4 Joules. .
— 5.7 —
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A comparison of the solutions obtained by the two methods was jj
made for a simple 5 zone model. The following observations 
were made: D
D
D
D
n
ii) The general Newton method required 4 iterations to achieve 
the same convergence at which the sum of the residuals was 
2.84 Joules.
ciii) Inspection of a sample of the variables solved by the two 
techniques is given in Table 5.1, which shows that there is 
significant difference between the solutions, above 30 deg K 
in some cases. Since the sum of the residuals is much smaller 
with the general Newton method, it can be assumed that this is 
achieving a more accurate solution. Inspection of the 
individual residuals on each equation confirmed that all 
equations were being solved within an acceptable limit. The 
Gauss-Seidel method clearly provides insufficient correction
[
[
[
[
nLJ
n
]
]
]
]
]
Table 5.1 A comparison of the solutions of the heat balance 
equations by the general Newton method and by Gauss-Seidel 
iteration.
i = load surface zone ; g = gas zone ; ew = end wall 
w = wall zone ( = side walls and exposed hearth) ; r = roof
Zone
number
I
First
guess
Second
guess
Newton
TOL
T(I)
solutiom 
= 0 . 1  
Residual
Gauss-Seidel 
Solution 
T(I) Residi
1 (ew) 1600 1 0 0 0 1760 -.156 1736 -2.09
2 (w) 1600 1 0 0 0 1759 -.089 1736 -2.03
4(1) 1523 1523 1705 .26 1676 — 1 . 6 6
6 (r) 1550 950 1688 -.338 1663 -1.78
7(1) 1276 1276 1579 .0805 1545 - 1 . 2
9(r) 1500 900 1578 .0783 1553 — 1 . 2
1 0 ( 1 ) 1029 1029 1364 -.0853 1326 — . 6
1 2 (f) 1450 850 1463 .104 1440 -.906
13(1) 782 782 1055 - . 0 1 1 0 2 0 -.25
15(f) 1400 800 1393 .029 1371 -.789
16(1) 535 535 679 -.0393 658 -.0156
17 (ew) 1400 800 1408 .0788 1386 -.797
18(g) 1800 1400 2 0 2 0 — .000405 2 0 1 1 -.0142
19(g) 1800 1400 1919 -.00106 1905 -.0142
2 0 (g) 1800 1400 1818 -.00133 1800 -.0138
2 1 (g) 1800 1400 1716 .00178 1696 -.0142
2 2 (g) 1800 1400 1619 -.00269 1598 -.0133
Rsum=2.84 Rsum=30.4
]
nu
0
to the variables once the solution is approached. Thus the ^
same convergence criterion is satisfied because the ^
corrections to Tj are so small at each cycle. T
iv) As a final test of the validity of the general Newton 
method, the initial guesses were changed dramatically to the 
values shown in column 4 of Table 5.1. The same solution was 
achieved with a sum of residuals of 2.91. L
Thus, the Newton method was selected as the chosen solution 
procedure. It also has the advantage over the Gauss-Seidel 
method, that solution need not be restricted to unknown 
temperatures only. The Gauss-Seidel technique only works 
because the heat balance about each zone j is dominated by the r
unknown temperature T j . With the Newton technique, if one of 
the temperatures is known, such as the load discharge 
temperature, this can be replaced by an alternative unknown 
variable such as fuel flow rate. L
0
In SSZONE, all surface and gas zone temperatures excepting the 
load discharge temperature from zone 1 are unknown. The 
latter is specified in the input data to the model. In the 
solution procedure, the fuel flow rate is substituted for the L
load discharge temperature to complete the list of NX unknown 
parameters to be determined.
D
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The energy balance equations include the directed flux areas 
which are computed from the a-weighted summation of the total 
exchange areas. As zone temperatures change after each 
iteration towards a solution, the directed flux areas must be 
re-calculated since the a-weighting coefficients are 
temperature dependent (see Chapter 3).
The Newton solution procedure for solving a system of 
simultaneous non-linear equations is described in detail in 
Appendix 1.
5.4 The calculation of Oenth.i
With reference to Figure 5.1 , Qenth,i can be expanded as 
follows:
Qenth,i = Di-llg,i-l + Ui+llg,i+l - (Ui+Di)Ig,i “ mc,ilg,i
5.8)
J where Ig,i is the specific enthalpy of the combustion products
]
in zone i.
D and U are downstream and upstream components of mass flow, 
and these are specified in the input data.
- 5.9-
5.5 The calculation of Convective Heat Transfer
The convective transfer Qconv,i between a gas at Tg and a 
contiguous surface zone i at T^ is calculated from the simple 
expression,
Qconv,i “ bAi(Tg-Ti) 5.9)
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient which is 
determined from simple dimensionless correlations available in 
the literature. These are of the general form,
Nu = aRebprC 5.10)
nwhere Nu = h D/X ; Re = pDu/p ; Pr = Cpji/X
In SSZONE and TRZONE , the Dittus-Boelter correlation [29] was L
applied where the constants a = 0.023 , b = 0.8 and c = 0.4  ^ r
This correlation applies to fully developed and turbulent flow 
in a pipe where Re > 20 000. In most furnaces, the flow is 
transitional (2000 < Re < 20 000) and developing. Transitional 
flows often have a strong buoyancy component giving rise to so L
called 'mixed-convection', particularly where large r
temperature gradients exist at the surfaces. Simple 
correlations for h do not exist for these complex flows. Some ^
allowance can however be made for developing flow 
downstream of a sharp edged entrance. Using the following L
—  5.10 —
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relationship [29], the mean coefficient h^  ^ over the entry 
length x=0 to x=L is related to the fully developed value 
hgg at L= 00 as follows:
hm/beo = 1 + (D/L) 0-7 5.11)
hin is related to the local coefficient h^ by,
D
r . bui = l/L • I h
J X=0
L
%.dx 5.12)
The local coefficient h^ can be related to the fully developed 
coefficient h„, as follows,
= h*(l + .3(D/x)-7) 5.13)
Where the main flow direction is from zone 1 to NZONE, then x 
is equal to the distance from the end wall in zone 1 to the 
centre of the zone for which h^ is being calculated. For flow 
in the opposing direction, x relates to the distance from the 
end wall in zone NZONE.
Because of the dominance of radiation, convective heat 
transfer in high temperature furnaces usually only accounts
- 5.11 —
nfor a small percentage (approximately 5%) of the total heat 
transfer from the combustion gases. The above correlation 
with an entry correction term for developing flows is 
therefore considered acceptable for the level of precision 
required. Q
The properties substituted into Re and Pr are calculated at 
the gas zone temperature Tg which is representative of the 
bulk fluid temperature. The length term in Nu and the entry 
correction term is equal to the hydraulic mean diameter 
calculated as follows,
Dm = 4Ag/P 5.14)
where Ag is the cross sectional area of the furnace 
perpendicular to the flow direction, and P is the perimeter. 
These terms can either be specified in the input data or they 
can be calculated from the geometry of the furnace.
In SSZONE, hx is repeatedly re-calculated using these 
correlations as the flow rates and temperatures in each zone 
change at each iteration towards the solution. The convective 
heat transfer coefficient can alternatively be specified as a 
fixed value in the input data which remains constant 
irrespective of the current temperatures and flow rates. This
- 5.12 -
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^  feature can be useful in the following two ways;
L
i) to carry out sensitivity checks on the effects of zero, or 
arbitrarily low or high convective heat transfer coefficients,
0
^  ii) to input coefficients determined from other sources eg.
^  physical modelling experiments or hot measurements.
1
1
]
5 . 6 The Calculation of Air Temperature
The air preheat temperature to a zone with combustion in it is 
calculated from a fixed effectiveness value (T)eff) relating to 
a given heat recovery device, tieff is defined as the energy 
recovered in the air as a fraction of the maximum recoverable 
within an infinitely long counterflow heat exchanger, thus:
(rôCp)air (Ta,out~Ta,in)
neff = — ------------------------  5.15)
(inCp)min (Tc,in"Ta,in)
Ta, out and T^^in are the air outlet and inlet
temperatures respectively.
Tc,in is the inlet combustion products temperature.
(mCp)air is the heat capacity flow rate of the air.
(mCp)min is the lower of the heat capacity flow rates of the
air and combustion products streams. Where all of the
— 5.13 —
combustion products derived from the air are returned through 
the heat recovery device, then this term equals (mCp)air.
Hence,
(Ta, oufTa, in)
neff ~   5.16)
(Tc, in“Ta, in)
and. Ta,out - Heff (Tc, in“Ta, in) Ta, in 5.17)
Two alternative methods of heat recovery can be selected in 
the input data, as follows (Figure 5.2):
D
0
0
i) Local heat recovery on zone i representing recuperative or 
regenerative burners for example. In this case Tc,in = Tg,i 
and Ta,out is the preheat temperature for air supplied to zone 
i only. The air preheat temperature at each zone may in this 
case be different depending on the value of Tg^i. F
ii) Heat recovery from the main flue for example, which 
receives combustion products from all flues specified in the J
model and preheats the combustion air to the furnace to the
same temperature irrespective of the firing zone. In this
case,
Tc,in “ ^ ^c, iTg, i / ^  ^c,i 5.18)
which equals a mass flow weighted average of all exit flue gas 
temperatures from the zones.
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a) Local heat recovery on zone I
combustion products 
1
air
^c, in 1r Ta, out
Tg, i
zone i
u
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b) Heat recovery from main flue
'a , out
air
c, in
zone 1 zone 2 zone i-1 zone i
Figure 6.2 The representation of combustion air preheating
in a long furnace model.
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5.7 The Calculation of Door Losses
Open doors on furnaces can result in considerable heat loss by 
radiation which can significantly reduce the thermal 
efficiency of high temperature plant. Combustion product 
leakage or, if the furnace operates under suction, cold air 
ingress through the door can also contribute to a reduction in 
thermal performance. A method is now described for allowing 
for radiation loss from a single door of area A^ in SSZONE. 
Because of the difficulties of calculating leakage or air 
ingress through doors, no attempt is made to allow for these 
although air leakage can simply be represented in SSZONE by
specifying an additional flue loss from the zone containing
/
the door.
To avoid the necessity of simulating the door as an extra 
surface zone, and therefore calculating the exchange areas to 
it, the door was assumed to occupy a fixed fraction (A(j/An ) of r
a specified surface zone N of surface area Ajj and to 'share' 
its exchange areas. ^
The presence of a door does not affect the quantity of L_
radiation arriving at zone N from all other zones in the r
enclosure. It does however reduce the radiation that is both 
reflected and re-emitted from N. The reduction in reflected 
radiation can be simulated by specifying an increased surface
- 5.15 -
D
PI emissivity for zone N when the exchange areas are calculated.
^  For this purpose, a corrected emissivity is applied equal to
1 an area weighted average of the true surface emissivity and
that of a hole with an emissivity of 1 . 0  representing the 
door, thus:
D
D
0
]
1
]
EN - + (1-Ad/AN)EN 5.19)
where is the emissivity of the refractory in zone N, 
and is the corrected emissivity allowing for a door.
The emitted radiation is assumed to be reduced by a factor 
(l-Ad/Aw). The radiation from surface N with black emissive 
power En to all other gas and surface zones in the enclosure 
then becomes :
Q - (1-A(J/An ) . (S GjSN+ Z SjSji) .Eji 5.20)
^ The radiation loss through the door is therefore,
] .
Qdoor - ^d/^N* (? + E SjSjj) .Ejj 5.21)
J which represents the decrease in emission from zone N on
account of the fraction (Ad/A^) of its area having an
— 5.16 —
effectively zero radiant emission.
This treatment of the door loss is similar in concept to the 
speckled enclosure model of Hottel and Sarofim [11]. The 
geometric position and orientation of the door in zone N is 
assumed to be intimately mixed with the surface.
- 5.17 -
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CHAPTER 6
n The Transient Model (TRZONE)
6.1 Specification of TRZONE
J In practice the mode of operation of most furnaces is
n transient. Modelling of their true thermal behaviour under
real production conditions demands the use of a transient 
"j mathematical model. The purpose of TRZONE is to simulate the
time varying thermal performance of a furnace for the 
J following situations:
i) During its start up from cold
ii) During the period when the furnace is operating but when
the temperatures of the walls, hearth and load are still
approaching their thermal equilibrium values (i.e. 
steady-state)
iii) When a delay in production occurs or when other operating 
parameters such as output temperature are changed.
TRZONE is also capable of simulating,
i) A batch furnace where the whole of the load is replaced
by cold material at each recharging operation.
— 6.1 —
nii) A continuous furnace through which the load is indexed 
zone by zone at discrete time intervals. As for SSZONE the 
load enters the furnace at zone NZONE and leaves at zone 1.
The thermal efficiency of furnaces operated under the above 
conditions is strongly influenced by the rate of heat 
conduction into the insulation and the resident load in the 
furnace. The zone model is therefore linked to an analysis 
of the transient conduction into the wall, hearth and load.
To represent real operating practices, the model simulates 
the modulation and control of the thermal input to each zone 
in response to a given control parameter (e.g. load discharge 
temperature, roof temperature etc.), as well as any scheduled 
change or delay in throughput specification.
TRZONE predicts the following time varying data:
i) Thermal consumption and useful energy output. This includes 
the time and thermal consumption to start of discharge of the 
load and the thermal consumption during production delays.
ii) The surface and internal temperatures of the walls, hearth 
and load. Unlike SSZONE, the temperature differences between 
the hot face of the load and the cold face in contact with the 
hearth are calculated.
— 6.2 —
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From the data given in i) , it is possible to compute the 
efficiency of the furnace. Two definitions of efficiency can 
be applied to the analysis of furnaces operated under 
transient conditions:
1) Overall efficiency equals the energy output in the 
discharged load divided by the energy input, both referenced 
to zero time (ie.the furnace start-up).
]  2) Running efficiency equals the energy output in the
discharged load over a defined time period, divided by the 
energy input over the same period. The running efficiency of a 
continuously operated furnace approaches the steady state 
efficiency.
6.2 The Heat Balance Formulation in TRZONE
In TRZONE, the zone energy balance solutions are linked to a 
series of one-dimensional transient conduction calculations 
J through the furnace insulation, the hearth and the load in
each zone. In this way, the effects of both the finite 
- conduction and of the changes in heat storage in the solid
structures are simulated. A simplified flow diagram for the 
computation procedure is shown in Figure 6.1. The transient 
J conduction analysis is carried out using the Crank-Nicolson
finite difference solution technique of the following 
one-dimensional partial differential equation:
— 6.3 —
END
read input data
TIME TIME + At
adjust Tsp
billet pushing 
 logic_____
calculate surface areas
read total exchange areas
calculate mass flow rates
calculate controlled 
gas input rate
set array [T°] of hot face 
surface temperatures = [T^]
calculate heat balance 
and print (optional)
solve all gas temperatures 
 [Tg] based on [T°]____
calculate surface heat fluxes 
based on [Tg] and [T°]
assign new hot face 
temperatures to array [T^
calculate surface to gas fluxes 
term B eqn. 6.3) 
(function of [T°] only)
transient conduction analysis 
end walls 
side walls 
billet and hearth 
roof
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Figure 6.1 Simplified computer flow diagram for TRZONE D
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(Cpp) —  = _  X —  ) 6.1)
ôt ôx V ôx y
The solution assumes a constant heat flux (q) into the hot 
face at X = 0 , and assumes a convective boundary at x=L , 
thus:
/ÔT \ /ÔT \
- X I J = q and - XI --1 = hfT^ -T ) 6.2)
\0x /x=0 \0x Jx=L
The finite difference solution time step is equal to the 
simulation time step in TRZONE. The formulation of the finite 
difference solution is described in Appendix 2. The technique 
allows changes to be made to these boundary conditions at each 
time step. The heat flux (q) to each surface is calculated 
using the zone model and assuming the internal surface 
temperatures calculated at the last time step. These are 
designated as (T^O). Since surface temperatures are fixed at 
each time step, only the gas zone heat balance equations need 
to be solved using the zone method. In the formulation of the 
gas zone energy balance equations, the thermal capacity of the 
combustion products in each zone is considered negligible 
compared to the energy contained in the products flowing 
through the zone, and to the heat capacity of the surrounding 
solid structures.
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For a model comprising of N gas zones and M surface zones, the 
energy balance equation on gas zone i is:
N __ ^ M ^__
r GjGiGTg^j4 + Z Gj^SjaTj^ - Qconv,i “ •^^i^i^'^g, i^
(A) (B) (C)
+ ^G, i [^nef^^a^a C^a) ] Qenth,i ~ 0
6.3)
In equation 6.3), all surface temperatures Tj used to 
calculate terms (B) and (C) are constant and equal to the hot 
face temperatures of the surface zones calculated at the 
previous time step after the conduction analysis (Ti°). Hence, 
a system of N non-linear simultaneous equations in Tg^j must 
be solved at each time step using the Newton-Raphson technique 
(see Appendix 1). The initial guesses for Tg^j in this 
solution procedure are set equal to the gas zone temperatures 
calculated at the preceding time step (Tg,j°), and which in 
general will be close to the solution for all Tg^j at the 
current time step.
6.3 Conduction Calculation
In the finite difference technique, allowance can be made for 
the significant variations of the specific heat (Cp) and 
conductivity (X) of the load and insulation materials. This is
— 6.5 —
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Dparticularly important because these materials may commonly be 
J heated from ambient to over 1300 Oc during a single firing,
n The variation of Cp and X with temperature are described by
simple polynomial expressions [30], which can be automatically 
accessed by the transient conduction subroutine. The transient 
conduction solution domain is discretised into spatialn
U  increments representing internal points in the conducting
p material. This technique enables multi-layer structures to be
simulated. A very useful example of this is the simulation of 
Q  ceramic fibre veneer on dense refractory. A typical furnace
simulation would include the start up of a furnace from cold. 
In this case all node temperatures are initialised to a preset 
ambient value (normally 15 ^c).
D
]
] 6.4 Furnace Temperature Control
_ At the end of each time step, various parameters are checked,
and depending on their value, changes can be made to the 
operating conditions. For example, the gas rate to designated 
J zones is modulated in response to a calculated internal
wall,roof or load surface temperature, thereby simulating a 
desired control strategy. Idealised two position or 
proportional control of temperature is simulated based on 
deviation about a preset temperature (Tgp) as shown in Figure 
6 .2 , and using a simple algorithm relating the firing rate, as 
a proportion (F) of the maximum value, to the deviation about 
Tgp. Within the proportional control band illustrated in
] — 6.6 —
F = 
td = 
Tsp =
Pb =
Proportion of maximum firing rate 
Proportional turn down 
Set point temperature 
Proportional band
D
n
]
i) Proportional control
1
Temperaturesp
R
D
D
D
ii) high-low or on -  off control
F =
F = d
Temperature
D
0
D
Figure 6.2 The strategey for gas input rate control
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Figure 6.2, F is related to temperature T as follows:
^ F = bT+ c 6.4)
D where b = (td“l)/Pb
and c = (td+l) / 2  - (td-l)Tsp/Pb
6 .5 Load Discharge Simulation
At the end of each time step, the surface temperature of the 
load and the elapsed simulation time are checked to determine 
whether conditions are satisfied for discharge of the load to 
occur. In the case of a model of a batch furnace for example, 
all node points representing the load would be re-initialised 
to a specified input value. In TRZONE, the load movement 
between zones can be handled by reassigning the node
temperatures to new zone locations. At a time when load
discharge occurs, all temperatures at nodes J in the steel in
zone I, are reassigned to zone I-l . Thus,
T(1,J) = T(2,J) all J
T(I-1,J) = T(I,J) all J
T(N,J) = TIN all J
where TIN is the load inlet temperature to zone N
— 6.7 —
where, CHARG = weight of load in each zone (kg)
WPT = load throughput (kg/hr)
TSTEP = CHARG/WPT *3600/1FREQ 6 .6 )
— 6.8
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A discharge or 'push' occurs at a multiple of time steps and 
at a frequency determined by the specified load throughput 
rate and the zone size. The latter governs the mass of load J
in each zone and therefore the mass transferred at each push.
For example, in a model of a continuous furnace wherein the Q
load in 1 zone is moved at each push, then the pushing p
interval is calculated by the following FORTRAN logic:
]
IFREQ = CHARG/WPT/TSTEP*3600. 6.5) R
D
D
TSTEP = the calculation time step (sec)
IFREQ is the number of time steps between pushes. IFREQ is^ an 
integer variable and is therefore 'rounded down' to the
nnearest integer value. Since the actual pushing interval may
not be an exact multiple of time steps, TSTEP is then _
readjusted as follows: ^
D
u
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Q
Background to the Calculation of Exchange Areas
7.1 Introduction
-J As discussed in the introduction to Chapter 3, the major
1  computational task in the application of the zone method to
furnace design is the calculation of the large number of
J directed flux areas and the corresponding total and direct
exchange areas between all possible zone pairs. It was evident 
U  therefore that for a mathematical model to be easy to use,
and flexible enough to handle the large number of likely
geometries, the methods of calculation of exchange areas 
needed to be reviewed and evaluated.
J The simple furnace models used by Lucas [24] and Saimbi and
n Tucker [22] ignore the radiation transfer between zones. These
models only consider interchange between two surfaces and the
—II gas within each zone. Since results from a simple model of
_J
this form are to be compared to those from SSZONE, the method 
of calculating the direct exchange areas by these models will 
be reviewed in this chapter.
J For exchange area calculation assuming interzone radiation
exchange, two approaches were applied, namely.
- 7.1 -
ni) calculation of the direct exchange area integrals 
(equations 3.8,3.13 and 3.15) by numerical integration,
ii) calculation by the Monte Carlo method.
These techniques will be described separately in chapters 8 
and 9. The calculation of the total exchange areas from the 
direct exchange areas will then be discussed in chapter 1 0 .
7.2 Assumptions of the simple model
- 7.2 -
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The radiant energy balance equations formulated in SSZONE and J
TRZONE in the previous two chapters assume that interzone 
radiation occurs. These equations can easily be re-written so 
that intra-zone radiation only is considered [30]. The r
physical basis and method of calculation of the exchange areas 
for this simple model will now be described. J
0
• D
p
The following assumptions were made in the development of the 
simple long furnace model:
a) There is zero net radiation transfer across the p
imaginary boundaries between adjacent gas zones. The only 
heat transfer across these boundaries is the enthalpy ^
transported in the combustion gases and the load.
D
u
u3
]
]
]
b) Each gas zone is assumed to be surrounded by two
surfaces only, representing the wall (surface 2 ) and the load 
(surface 1 ). Consequently, the radiative exchange between 
wall, load and gas within each zone involves only six 
directed flux areas (GSi, GSi, GS2 , GS2 , S%S2 , 8 ^ 8 2 ).
The calculation of these total exchange areas is further 
simplified by assuming that:
c) Surface 1 is unable to see itself, since the load is 
usually a flat or convex surface.
d) All points on surface 2 have an equal view of surface 1 and 
vice-versa.
e) Radiation attenuation and emission by the gas can be
n  calculated assuming a mean path length for radiation transfer
J
given by.
Lm = 3.5 V/A 7.1)
where V = the volume of the zone
A = the bounding area of the zone
This model is similar in concept to Hottel and Sarofim's
speckled enclosure model [1 1 ] wherein the load and refractory
- 7.3 -
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are assumed to be intimately mixed. However, assumption c) p
above provides an additional constraint on the geometry. 
Assumptions c) - e) are only rigorously obeyed in a system 
comprising of an absorbing gas enclosed between either a pair 
of infinite parallel plates, or a pair of concentric [_
cylindrical surfaces where the load is represented by the p
inner convex surface. ^
0
The above assumptions enable the total exchange areas within a 
given zone to be calculated from the surface areas,
emissivities and the mean beam length only, and avoids 
evaluating the complex multiple integrals describing the true 
geometry of the zone. Simple algebraic expressions for total 
exchange area calculation are now derived.
7.3 Calculation of total exchange areas
A zone in the above model comprises of an absorbing gas of 
mean radiating beam length surrounded by two grey surfaces 
of emissivities and S2 (the load and the refractory wall) J
whose mutual view factors are given by:
Fii = 0 i.e. the load cannot see itself P
Fi2 = 1 i.e. the load can see nothing but refractory
Since A 1 F 1 2 = A 2 F2 1  then F2 1  = A 1/A 2
and since F2 1  + F2 2 = 1 then F2 2 = 1 - A 1/A 2 L.
— 7.4 —
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If the participating gas in the zone is assumed to be grey 
with a mean transmittance t  given b y ;
D
T = expf-k.pLm) 7.2)
then the following direct exchange areas can be defined,
sisi AiFiiT = 0
S1 S2 - &lFl2? = A^T = S2 S 1
S2 S2 = A 2 F2 2 T = (A2 -Ai)t
7.3)
7.4)
7.5)
L)
and the matrix of direct exchange areas is therefore complete. 
Equation 3.36) is now applied to derive the corresponding 2 x 
2 matrix of total exchange areas,thus.
SS = AX . R . S3 . el 3.36)
]
]
where R = [AI - ss.pl]-!
Substitution into the terms in square brackets and its 
inversion to give R is first carried out as follows;
R " 1  = Ai 0 0 AiT Pi 0
0 A2 Al ( A 2 - A i )t 0 P2
Ai -A1 P2T
-AfPlT A 2 “ (A2 -Ai)P2T
7.6)
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The inverse of this matrix (R) is given by [31],
(R-l)
-1 adj(R-1 )
= R
»-l|
7.7)
where adj (R"l) is the matrix adjoint to R " 1  and |r"^ | is the 
second order determinant associated with the matrix R~T.
The adjoint matrix adj(R”l) is the transpose of the matrix of 
cofactors of (R“ )^ which is given by;
adj(R-1) = A 2 ” (A2 "Ai)P2T A^tp2
AiTpi Ai
7.8) D
Substitution of eqn.7.7) into eqn.3.36) yields
SS
AI . adj R-1 . SS . el
R-l|
Expansion of the denominator yields: 0
R - 1  = Ai(A2 “ (A2 “Ai) P2^ )-Ai2?2 p^p2
Expansion of the numerator gives the following matrix:
Ai^G^ZpgfZ
Al^A2Gie2T
Ai2 sie2T(A2 - (&2 -Al) P2'*^ 
+eie2Ai 2T2 p2 (A2 "Ai)
Ai2a 2 G2 ^t2 pi 
+AiA2 G2  ^(A2 “Ai)t
D
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thus,
S 1 S 2 = S2 S 1 =
& 1  (*2 “ (A2 -A1 ) P2T) -Ax^r^p2.p2
Division by A 1A 2T gives:
S 1 S2 = S 2 S 1
A 1G1G2
A 1/A2 P2 ( 1 -PiT) +I/T-P2
7.10)
For surface to gas total exchange areas, eqn 3.37) is applied:
S6  = eAI.R.sg
D EAI . adj (R-1) . sg^-11
r
L
where sg = gsi
gs2
]
1
gsi and gs2 are given by application of the sum rules, thus
gsi + S2 S1 = Ai gs2 + S2 S1 + S2 S2 = A 2
therefore
gsi = Ai - S2 S1 = Ai-AiT = Ai(l-T)
- 7.7 -
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g s 2  =  & 2  -  -  ( A 2 ” A i ) t  =  A 2  ( 1 - T )
Expansion of the numerator in eqn 3.44) gives the following (1 
X 2) matrix:
A i ^ G i  ( 1 - T )  ( A 2 - ( A 2 - A i )  P 2 T ) + A i 2 a 2 E i T P 2  ( 1 - T )  
A l ^ A 2 G2 T p i  (  1 - T )  + A i A 2 2 e 2  (  1 - ? )
from which,
GS 1 =
Ai^Gi(l-T) . [A2 +A1 P2T]
Ai (A2 -(A2 -A1 ) P2T) -Ai2t2 p^p2
Division by A 1A 2T gives:
GSi
AiEi(1 -t)/t [ I+A1/A2 . P2 ]^ 
A 1/A 2 P2 ( 1 -PlT) +I/T-P2
A i Gi [Ai/A2P2 (1"T)+1/t-1] 
A 1/A 2 P2 ( 1 -PlT) +I/T-P2
Similarly,
GS2
A 2 G 2  [ A 1 / A 2 P I  (  1 - T )  + 1 / T - 1 ]  
A 1/A 2 P2 ( 1 -PlT) +I/T-P2
0
7 . 1 1 )
7.12) D
D
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p  Thus, the relevant surface-surface and gas-surface total
exchange areas are defined by equations 7 .1 0 , 7 . 1 1  and 7 .1 2 . 
Q  Using a mixed grey gas model, the calculated total exchange
areas can then be substituted into equations 3.48, to derive 
^ the directed flux areas, which are implemented into the
P, surface or gas zone heat balance equations.
D
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]
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CHAPTER 8
^  Exchange Area Calculation bv Numerical Integration
n
y  8.1 Introduction
G
Ll
G
The integral expressions for direct exchange areas (equations 
3.8,3.13 and 3.15) when K = 0, are not analytically solvable, 
except for the simplest of geometric configurations or for 
optically thin media (see Hottel & Sarofim p.262 [1 1 ]).
Numerical integration provides the most accurate alternative 
method of solution. Its accuracy can be reliably tested by 
successively reducing the integration step until satisfactory 
convergence is obtained. It therefore provides a standard 
against which more approximate methods such as the Monte Carlo 
technique, to be described in Chapter 9, can be compared.
A simple numerical integration technique has been adopted to 
calculate exchange areas within the rectangular furnace 
^ enclosure shown in Figure 8.1. Each gas zone is subdivided
into Nx X  Ny X  Ng cubic elements of side B metres. The
J bounding surfaces are accordingly subdivided into square
elements of side B (Figure 8.2). Subroutines have been written 
to calculate the complete set of direct exchange areas ( ^ , ^  
J and 5S) for all zone pairs in the enclosure and for each grey
and clear gas component. The direct exchange areas are 
_ calculated by a simple summation of exchange areas between
- 8.1 -
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Figure 8.1. The arrangement and numbering of volume zones, 
and their subdivision into cubic elements for 
the calculation of the direct exchange areas by 
numerical integration.
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___ Iu
LOAD 4,7,10...LAST-1
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..LAST-2
___ k
-y.
SIDE WALLS 2,5,8 ...LAST-3
7—  END WALLS 1,LAST
Figure 8.2. The arrangement and numbering of surface zones, 
and their subdivision into square elements for 
the calculation of the direct exchange areas by 
numerical integration.
component cubes and/or squares. r
For greater accuracy, smaller element sizes should be used for
closely spaced zones. This restriction is relaxed in the
present study, by utilising accurate exchange area data L
published as part of this study [32] and reproduced in r
Appendix 3 for cubic and square elements in close proximity to
each other. Rectangular geometries can then be built up from a ^
fairly coarse arrangement of cubical and square elements.
The technique will now be described.
8.2 Gas-Gas Direct Exchange Areas
The problem of evaluating the general exchange area g%gj can 
be formulated as follows;
9ïgj = Ç ^ (figj) 8 .la)
gigj = k2 b6 exp(-Krc)/nrc2 8 .1b)
where r^ = the centre to centre separation of i,j
= (x2 + y 2 + z2)0«5 8 .1 c)
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where each gas zone is subdivided into n^ x ny x cubic ^
elements. The exchange area between any two elements (i,j)
can be approximated from equation 3.15 as follows: Q
D
0
D
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]
]
]
]
]
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This formula however assumes that the 'view' and path length 
for absorption are the same from all points within either 
element. This assumption is only valid for element pairs with 
a large relative separation i.e. r^/B »  1. For element pairs 
in close proximity to each other, the data and correlations in 
Appendix 3 have been applied. For gas-gas exchange these are 
in the form:
gjgj / KB(gs)b = C exp{-A.KB) 8 .2 )
Where (gs)^ is the direct exchange area between a cube of side 
B and all of its six bounding surfaces, sometimes referred to 
as the 'escape factor'. ( ^ b  is given as a polynomial 
expression in KB. C and A are correlation coefficients 
2  dependent on the particular relative configuration of the
element pair. These are given in Table A3.4 (Appendix 3).
A subroutine (GGDEX) has been written which utilises the 
correlation given by equation 8 .2 ) together with equations 
^ 8 .1 ) to evaluate the direct exchange areas between pairs of
rectangular gas zones in the model. To evaluate the matrix 
gg(I,J) where I,J denotes the rectangular zone pair I and J, 
the summation of the exchange areas between all component 
cubical elements within I and J is undertaken as shown in 
Figure 8.3.
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n
select 
gas zone I
select 
gas zone J
select cubical element i within I
select cubical element j within J
determine recurrence of configuration i,j 
_______ within zone pair I, J (= Ni,j)_____
calculate gi gj 
by eqns. 8.1b and 8.1c
calculate gi gj 
by eqn. 8.2
gigj = gigj + Ni,j gi gj
store gigj 
in array
NEXT J
NEXT I
n
J
D
Figure 8.3. A schematic flow diagram for the calculation of 
gas-gas direct exchange areas between zone pair 
I and J in subroutine GGDEX.
]]
]
within the calculation loop, it might at first be assumed that 
a total of nxZ.RyZ.nz^ elemental exchange areas must be 
calculated and summated for each zone pair. In fact, the 
problem is reduced to the summation of just 
(2n%-l).(2ny-l).(2nz”l) unique terms. The recurrence of each 
unique term must however be determined. (This technique is 
described in Appendix 4 for the evaluation of exchange areas 
^ between cubes in close proximity to each other.) Each
exchange area contains an exponential function, whose repeated 
evaluation can be computationally time consuming. 
Minimisation of the number of summations in this way is 
therefore very important. If n% = 5, ny = 4 and n^ = 2, then 
the calculation is reduced from the summation of 1600 
exponential terms, to the summation of just 189 terms.
]
]
]
3
3
3
The problem is further reduced as follows:
i) By recognising that mutually displaced zone pairs in the
model share the same exchange areas, thus:
gg(I,J) = gg(I+l,j+i) = gg(l+2,J+2) etc.
This only applies because of the assumed parallel and
rectangular geometry and the assumed equal attenuation
coefficient in each zone.
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ii) By the requirements . for reciprocity , for example
gg(I,J) = gg(J,I), calculation for zone pairs which are merely 
reciprocal to previously calculated zone pairs is avoided.
8.3 Gas-Surface Direct Exchange Areas
Gas to surface direct exchange areas between cubes and squares 
(of side B) in close proximity to each other are given in 
Appendix 3 together with a set of correlation coefficients (A 
and C) relating g%sj and KB as follows;
glsj/(gs)b = , C exp(-A.KB ) 8.3)
For a cube and a surface element which happens to form a 
bounding side of the cube, the direct exchange area is simply:
gîsj = (gs)b / 6 8.4)
For an element pair separated by distances greater than those 
given in Appendix 3, the exchange area is approximated by
- 8.5 -
n
]
D
Consequently, GGDEX only selects gas zone 1 as the emitting _
zone and selects zones 1 to NZONE as receiving zones. The top
line only of the matrix gg is therefore calculated and all ^
other terms in gg follow from the governing requirements i) P
and ii) above. In this way, only NZONE unique exchange areas
need be calculated to satisfy the matrix of NZONE^ terms. J
D
D
D
C
C
]]
]
]
]
equation 3.13 as follows:
gisj = KB5.cos0.exp{-Krc)/7rrc2 8.5)
]
where 0 is the angle subtended by the volume element with the 
J normal to the surface (see Figure 3.1b) ) and where,
COS0 = Az/rc 8.6)
Az is the z component of the volume-surface separation 
(measured parallel to the normal to j).
A subroutine (GSDEX) has been written employing similar logic
^ to that of GGDEX although in this case gas zones 1 to NZONE
are selected in turn as emitting zones. A reduced matrix 
gs'(I,J) of dimension NZONE x 7 elementary exchange areas is 
initially evaluated. These are the exchange areas between 
each gas zone (I) and one of the seven identified surfaces (J) 
J enclosing gas zone 1 (see Figure 8.4),
-the end wall (y - z plane)
gs'(I,2 ) and ^'(1,4) -the vertical side walls (x - z plane)
gs'(I/3) -the horizontal roof (x - y plane)
J gs'(I,5) and gs'(I,7) -the unladen hearth (x - y plane)
9 3 '(I,6 ) -the load (x - y plane)
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n
J
]
zone M
3+6M
4 + 6M 2 + 6M
T
/5 + 6M /  6 + 6M / 7 + 6M
zone 1
4
;
0
D
D
D
Figure 8.4. The numbering of surface zone elements adopted 
in subroutines GSDEX and SSDEX (for M = 0 to 
NZONE-1).
D
D
C
D
D
Once these have been evaluated, they can be grouped together 
according to the surface zone definitions given in Chapter 4 
^ and the value chosen for NWALL. For example, if NWALL = 3,
which assumes separate roof and wall zones, then is
further reduced to a matrix gs of dimension (NZONE x 4) as 
follows;
n  gs(I,l) = gs'(l,l)
gs(l,2) = gs/ (1,2) + p'(l,4) + gs/ (l,5) + gs/ (1,7)
= 2 ( p /  (1 ,2 ) + p /  (1 ,5 ) )
p(I,3) = p/(I,3)
p(I,4) = p / ( I , 6 )
n
This matrix is then expanded to give the lower diagonal 
^  elements of the full NZONE x LAST dimension matrix by
utilising the simple relationships that:
]
n p(I,J) = p(I+M,J+NWALLxM) for J = 2,3 and 4J _
gs(I,l) = p(NZONE+l-I,LAST)
1
]
for 1=1 to NZONE
Finally, values for the upper diagonal elements of p  are 
assigned from the assumed geometry and reciprocity of the 
problem. For example the exchange areas between gas zone 1 
and the surfaces surrounding zone 2 , are equal to those 
between gas zone 2 and the surfaces surrounding zone 1. This 
leads to a matrix of the structure shown in Figure 8.5.
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symmetry
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n
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[
Figure 8.5. The general structure of the matrix of
gas-surface exchange areas for NWALL = 3.
D
C
]
]
The above programming structure facilitates re-grouping of
I
surface zones in the model since the direct exchange areas are 
built-up from their most elementary terms. The logic for 
NWALL=2 extends the re-grouping one stage further by assigning
1
J the side walls, empty hearth and roof as one surface.
8.4 Surface-surface direct exchange areas
Surface to surface direct exchange areas between squares (of 
side B) in both parallel and perpendicular configuration are 
given in Appendix 3 together with the set of correlation 
coefficients (A and C) for the following curve fit:
sjsj / b2 = C exp(-A.KB} 8 .7 )
For an element pair separated by a distance beyond the range 
given in Appendix 3, the exchange area is approximated by the 
following equation:
sjsj = B4.cos8i.cos8j.exp{-Krc}/nrc2 8 .8 )
where 8 ^, 8j are the relative angles of orientation of the 
element pair (measured relative to the normal to each 
element). For parallel surfaces 0 1 =  0 j •
A subroutine (SSDEX) has been written employing similar logic 
to GSDEX and GGDEX and utilising the above equations. In
- 8.8 -
]
]
n
SSDEX, the surfaces 1,2 and 3 as defined in Figure 8.4 are 
selected in turn as 'emitting' zones and surfaces 
corresponding to 4, 5, 6 and 7 surrounding each volume zone
are selected as receiving zones.
Thus, the following matrix of elementary exchange areas (ss') 
is evaluated.
D
D
is' (I, J) for 1 = 1 
is'(I,J) for 1 = 2  
is'(I,J) for 1 = 3
J = 4+6M to 7+6M and M = 0 to NZONE-1
J = 4+6M to 7+6M and M = 0 to NZONE-1
J = 5+6M to 7+6M and M = 0 to NZONE-1
D
SSDEX automatically checks whether the surface pair (I,J) are 
parallel or perpendicular and then directs the calculation to 
the appropriate section of the routine. The remaining 
exchange areas can simply be calculated by summation of the 
above terms for M = 0 to NZONE-1 , thus:
SS'(3,4+6M) = SS'(2,5+6M) + ss'(2,6+6M) + is'(2,7+6M) 
ss'(l,2+6M) = ss'(l,4+6M)
ss'(l,3+6M) = ss'(l,5+6M) + ss'(l,6+6M) + ss'(l,7+6M) 
SS'(2,3+6M) = SS'(3,4+6M)
for M = 0 to NZONE-1
D
D
Thus, having built up the matrix of elemental exchange areas 
between surfaces 1 to 7 in Figure 8.4, grouping of exchange 
areas can then be carried out according to the surface zone
- 8.9 -
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D
C
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1
]
]
definitions given in Chapter 4 .
For example if NWALL = 3,
ss(l,2+3M) = 2 ( ss'(l,2+6M) + ss'(l,5+6M) )
SS(3,2+3M) = 2 ( ss'(3,2+6M) + SS'(3,5+6M) )
ss(2,2+3M) = 2{ ss'(2,4+6M) + 2 [ss'(2,5+6M) ) + ss'(2,7+6M)]} 
etc., for M = 0 to NZONE - 1
Finally , the matrix is completed by recognising that those 
zone pairs which are equally displaced in any given direction 
have equal exchange areas and that reciprocity must apply.
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CHAPTER 9
n Exchange Area Calculation bv the Monte-Carlo Technique
^ 9.1 Background
T  . . .Numerical solution of the direct exchange area integrals is 
^ difficult for zones of complex shape or where the two zones
are partially obscured (shaded) by another surface. Standard 
numerical techniques do not check for shading. An alternative 
approach to the calculation of radiation exchange areas is
J described based on a statistical Monte-Carlo technique for
photon sampling and tracking. Although less accurate than 
numerical integration, this can be easily applied to irregular 
J geometries and to shaded zone pairs. This technique therefore
avoids the need to simplify the real furnace geometry by a
cylindrical or rectangular zonal representation. The
application of the Monte Carlo technique for calculating 
radiant exchange factors in enclosures containing an 
^ absorbing-emitting medium such as combustion products is well
documented in the literature [33]. The use of the technique 
in a long furnace model is now described.]
]
The direct exchange area between a zone pair is calculated by
J numerically simulating the emission of a large number of beams
from one zone, and counting the fraction that intercept a1
J surface zone or are absorbed by a gas zone. The beam origin
1
J - 9.1 -
nfrom within the emitting zone is selected randomly to attempt 
to reproduce a uniform spatial distribution of emitted L
photons. The direction of each beam is also selected randomly r
although the angular distribution of a large number of 
simulated beams must conform approximately to the true 
distribution of radiant energy emission from the gas or 
surface. It is convenient to resolve each beam into component L
vectors parallel to the x,y and z co-ordinates , since this r
facilitates the calculation of the point of intercept of the 
beam with a surface and of the path length of the beam through 
an intervening gas.
— 9.2 —
DThe technique has been developed to calculate all direct 
exchange areas within the long furnace model shown in Figure
9.1. The vertical height of the furnace is allowed to vary P
from zone to zone and can be selected to give rise to
shading. The model is therefore thought to be flexible enough L
to represent accurately the geometry of a large number of
practical furnace shapes. This is an improvement on 
previously published models which usually approximate the Q
furnace shape by a rectangular or cylindrical geometry so that 
the exchange areas within the enclosure can be calculated by 
numerical integration as described for example in chapter 6 .
In accordance with the previous assumptions, the surfaces are 
assumed to be grey and diffusely reflecting.
D
D
C
C
n
u
D
D
n
]
n
0
n
G
]
]
]
1
up to 15 zones
fixed chamber 
width
A  ^A 1\  1
/  I
r
equal zone 
lengths
variable ordinate at 
zone boundaries
centrally placed load 
(fixed width)
Figure 9.1 The geometry of the long furnace model simulated 
by the Monte Carlo technique
]
9.2 Outline of Method
The Monte Carlo technique is used to determine direct exchange 
areas by counting the fraction of randomly selected rays 
emitted from a zone which reach a second surface or gas zone. 
This involves:
These steps will now be examined in detail:
9.3 Selection of Beam Origin and Direction
- 9.3 -
D
D
D
i) randomly selecting the origin of emitted rays, Q
ii) randomly selecting their direction of emission,
ill) determining the point of direct incidence of the beam on L
another surface, ^
iv) determining the fractional attenuation of the beam through 
an absorbing gas if present. u
D
0
D
Imagine a plane rectangular surface lying parallel to the x-y 
plane as shown in Figure 9.2. This plane may for example, 
represent the floor zone of the long furnace model in Figure
9.1. The origin (Xo,yo) of a randomly selected beam can be 
defined by choosing just two random numbers, and Ry between ^
0 and 1 such that:
^o “ ^x (%max ” %min) %min 9.1) P
Yo = Ry (Ymax ” Ymin) Ymin 9.2)
D
n
J
1]
1
surface element 
on unit hemisphere
sin T| d0
Ymax
Ymin
]
]
1
Figure 9.2. The specification of the direction and origin of 
a randomly selected beam from zone ABCD.
1
J
The direction of a beam emitted by the surface can be defined 
in terms of the circumferential (0 ) and cone (t]) angles as 
defined in Figure 9.2.
The radiant energy flux from a black surface in the (n,0) 
direction is given by,
dq = it,, cost], dec 9.3
where dco is the solid angle ( = sinq.dq.dO )
The total intensity i^ ( = ) is the total rate of
radiant emission over all wavelengths from a black surface, 
per unit elemental projected surface area normal to the beam 
and into unit elemental solid angle centred around the beam. 
It is independent of the direction of emission from a diffuse 
surface.
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The Monte Carlo technique considers the emission of N bundles L
of energy leaving the finite surface from any random location , r 
(Xo'Yo)• Each bundle irrespective of its direction is assumed 
to contain the same quantity of radiant energy. However, 
from equation 9.3) it is clear that there is an angular 
distribution of energy leaving the surface. In the Monte 
Carlo technique, bundles of randomly directed energy are r
simulated by a statistical technique that ensures an angular 
distribution conforming to that given by equation 9.3). The j"
procedure for sampling N beams with the correct angular 
distribution uses the cumulative distribution function . ^
0
c 
c
]]
Consider the curve in Figure 9.3 representing schematically 
the relationship between dq and r\ . The probability that r\ 
has a value of ni or less is given by the cumulative 
distribution function as follows:
= prob [n < m ]
ni
f(n) dn
m!2
9.4)
f(Ti) dn
J
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
This is represented graphically as the shaded area in Figure 
9.3 as a fraction of the total area under the curve ABC. 
is the fraction of energy flux emitted with a cone angle of 
m  or less. By selecting values of Rq uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 1 , and equating this to the c.d.f. to determine 
T|, ensures that the energy flux distribution with respect to 
n is correctly selected. Thus for N values of R^, there are 
N corresponding values of n which will be distributed between 
r| = 0 and i] = tt/ 2  such that dq is correctly reproduced. 
Applying this to equation 9.3) above gives:
it) cosT].sinTi.dn.d0
.7T/2
sin/n 9.5)
it) cosq.sinn.dn.d8
Hence, n = sin-l(Rq)0.5 9.6)
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n
J
dq = f (T|)
0
B
A
0 n
0
D
0
0
D
D
D
Figure 9.3. The schematic relationship between energy 
emission (d^;) and cone angle (T|) .
D
D
C
]1
similarly for 0 ,
R0
ib COST!. sinn .dn .d0
rlTT
ib cosn.sinn.dn.d0
0/2% 9.7)
Hence, 0 = 2% Rg 9.8)
Thus, by the selection of 4 random numbers, the origin and 
direction of emission can be determined.
]
]
]
]
]
1
9.4 Emission from a gas volume
The origin and direction of emission from within a gas volume 
must be selected in a similar fashion to that for a surface, 
such that point sources are uniformly distributed and such
that the angular distribution of energy is correctly
simulated. In this case, the total intensity of radiation is
the energy flux emitted per unit time into elemental solid
angle centred around ri,0 .
dq = ib'dw 9.9)
Since we are not dealing with a plane of emission, the 
projected area term cosn is omitted, being unity for all
beams within a gas zone. Furthermore, beams can be emitted in 
any direction such that 0 < n < ^ and 0 < 0 < 2 %
- 9.6 -
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The c.d.f. for r\ gives the following.
n
Rt
ib sinn.dn.d8
r%
ib sinn.dn.d0
1 - cosn
9.10)
D
Hence, n = cos”l(l-2Rn) 9.11)
Similarly 0 = 2%R0 which conforms to a uniform
circumferential energy distribution.
9.5 The selection of point sources from non-rectancrular zones
Uniformly distributed points can be selected from within a 
rectangular plane surface zone by application of equations 
9.1) and 9.2). For a rectangular volume zone an additional 
equation for the third co-ordinate direction is required. For 
the non-rectangular (trapezoidal) zones shown in Figure 9.1, 
it is necessary to apply the cumulative distribution function 
to the x-z plane. For the surface zone (or x-z section 
through a gas zone) shown in Figure 9.4 the following 
cumulative distribution function ensures that the randomly 
selected points within the region OABC of area A are uniformly 
distributed.
0
0
D
D
D
0
D
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3
3
3
3
3
>m= ax +
Zm
X0
Figure 9.4. The selection of uniformly distributed points 
within a trapezoidal zone in the x-z plane.
3
3
3
3
J
^2,out
= ioexp(-r^out K)
Figure 9.5. The determination of gas-gas exchange areas.
RX
(ax+b) dx
(ax+b) dx
( _ Xq2 + bXo)/A 
2
9.12)
where 0 < R% < 1
For a given value of R^, this quadratic equation is solved for 
Xq taking care to eliminate those roots that are outside the 
range 1 < Xq < x^. The co-ordinate z is determined from,
Zo ~ Rz^m “ (&%o b) 9.13)
where 0 < R? < 1
0
D
0
0
D
D
D
9 . 6 Evaluation of Direct Exchange Areas
Surface-Surface Exchange - Consider two finite black surfaces 
Ai and A 2 . The Monte Carlo technique enables the view factor 
between the surfaces to be calculated by simply counting the 
fraction of beams leaving surface 1 which are intercepted by 
surface 2. The technique for determining whether a region 
intercepts a given beam will be described later. The view 
factor Fi2 is simply n/N where n is the number of beams 
intercepted by 2 and N the total number emitted from 1. The 
surface-surface direct exchange area assuming zero absorption 
between the surfaces is given by:
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(s i S2)k =0 = A^n/N 9.14)
If the two surfaces are now separated by an absorbing grey gas 
of uniform absorption coefficient (K) , then each of the n 
beams arriving at 2 is partially absorbed during its passage 
through the gas. The fractional transmission of a beam is 
given by exp(-Kr) where r is its path length through the gas.
Hence,
siS2 = Ai/N Zexp(-Kr)n 9.15)
n
Gas-Surface Exchange - Consider now a grey gas zone of volume 
V and absorption coefficient K. The direct exchange area 
between the gas and any surface zone A is determined Jpy 
2  summing the fraction of each beam arriving at the surface
taking into account absorption by the gas zone itself and any 
other intervening gas. The direct exchange area is the 
fraction of the total emission by the gas in 47T steradians 
(=4KV) ,thus:
gs = 4KV/N Zexp(-Kr)n 9.16)
n
1
I__________ Gas-Gas_Exchange - The direct exchange area between two gas
zones and V 2 is calculated by determining the fraction of 
each emitted beam crossing and absorbed in V 2 in its ultimate
- 9.9 -
npassage to a surface in the enclosure, (see Figure 9.5). The 
beam at source can be assumed to have unit intensity (ig=i) . 
At r2 ^in ,the point of entry into V 2 ,
iin/io = exp(-r2,in.K) 9.17)
At r2^out /the point of departure from V 2 , the fractional 
intensity is:
iout/io = exp(-r2,out'K) 9.18)
The fraction of ig absorbed in V 2 is then given by.
Ai = (iin-iout)/io = exp(-r2,in-K) - expf-rg^out-K) 9.19)
and the gas-gas direct exchange area is given as follows:
]
c
D
0
D
9Ï92 = 4KVi/N L Ai 9.20) J
where n in this case is the number of beams traversing zone 2 . J
n9.7 The point of incidence of the beam with a surface U
. . . 0 
Having defined the beam source and direction, it is necessary
to calculate its point or zone of incidence within the furnace ^
enclosure. This is facilitated by resolving the beam into the
component vectors a^, aj and aj^  parallel respectively to the L
n
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x,y and z co-ordinate axes. Consider a unit vector OE emitted 
from a surface element lying parallel to the x-y plane as 
shown in Figure 9.6.
The component vectors are given by;
ai = OA = sinqcosG 9.21)
aj = OB = sinqsinG 9.22)
&k = OC = COST] 9.23)
1
J In Table 9.1, the appropriate vectors are assigned to these
expressions according to the plane of the emitting surface. 
Because of the slope of the roof zones in the model, the roof 
^  emitted vectors are resolved into components parallel to an
x'-y'-z' co-ordinate system where the zone lies parallel to 
the x'-y' plane and perpendicular to the y'-z' and x'-z' 
planes. The roof emitted component vectors are then 
transformed with the x-y-z co-ordinate frame of reference. 
Since the y and y ^ co-ordinates are parallel, it is only 
necessary to resolve the x - z '  co-ordinates by rotation into 
the corresponding x-z plane of reference (see Figure 9 .7 )
3
3
3
Resolving a^' into the , corresponding vector a^ in the x-z 
plane of reference:
ai = OA - BC = ai'cosa - a%'sina 9.24)
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J
X
]
-ve -ve
+ve-ve
+ve +ve
+ve
Figure 9.6. The resolution of the emitted beam into 
component vectors.
vector
J
D
[
D
0
D
D
D
D
Figure 9.7. The transformation of a vector from the (x',z') 
to the (x,z) co-ordinate frames of reference.
]]
]
]
]
]
1
Table 9.1 The component vectors and their expressions from 
various zones.
Component Vector 
Zone Type: Side Wall End Wall Floor Roof
Plane:— x-z z-y x-y % l - y l
Expression:
COST] ±aj ±ai ak -ak'
sinr|cos0 &i ai
sinr|sin0 ak ak
]
1
Resolving into a%,
Ay = y - yo = Ax.(aj/ai) 9.26)
where Ax = x^- Xq 9.27)
Similarly for the x-z plane,
Az = z - Zq = Ax.(a^/ai) 9.28)
Since the end wall is bounded by the limits 0 < y < y^ and 0 < 
z < zi then it is a simple matter to determine whether y and z 
calculated by equations 9.26-9.28), fall within the boundary 
of the end wall.
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a% = OD + EF = a%'cosa + a^'sina 9.25) 1
The point of incidence (y,z) of a vector of components a^, aj, ]
with a plane surface representing for example, an end wall 
which is- parallel to the y-z plane at x=xi, is given by 
applying the properties of similar triangles. In the x-y plane J
as shown in Figure 9.8, this is given by,
D 
0 
D
D
D
D
Likewise, the determination of the point of incidence of a P
vector on the side wall and floor zones can be determined.
The point of incidence of the beam P on a sloping roof zone Q
is now determined. An equation describing the slope of the
roof (Figure 9.9) is given as; L
c
c
n
I
J
]
]
]
1
Ay=y-yo
(x,y)
X=Xi
-4—
Ax=Xi“Xc
]
]
]
Figure 9.8. The determination of the point of incidence of a 
beam with a surface.
nPoint of 
incidence
Zi+l
A x
X
Xi + iXi
Figure 9.9. The determination of the point of incidence of 
beam P on a sloping roof zone.
x-mAx
zonezone
m-1
A xA x
Figure 9.10.The determination of the beam length through a
zone m.
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n Z = ’ b 2 .x + C2 9.29)
where b 2 = (Zi+i - Zi)/Ax 
r and ^ 2 = Zi - b 2 .X£
n
]
1
1
A similar equation describing the vector P resolved as a 
vector parallel to the x-z plane can also be written,
z = b^.x + Cl 9.30)
where bi = aj^ai (i.e. the vector ratios in the z and x
planes respectively) 
and Cl = Zq - bi.Xo
The point of intercept of these two straight lines is given by
combining equations 9.29) and 9.30) thus:
b 2 *x + C2 = bi.x + Cl
from which,
] X = (ci - C2 )/(b2 - bi)
- The y co-ordinate of incidence is given by:
y = yo + (X - Xo).(aj/ai)
It is a simple matter to determine whether the lines cross 
J between the limits xi+i and xi i.e. if xi < x < xi+i. A
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check must also be made to determine whether the vector 
crosses the zone in a, positive direction to avoid counting 
beams which are travelling away from the zone as exemplified 
by Q in Figure 9.9.
9.8 Determination of becim length
r = {(x-Xo) 2 + (y-yo) 2 + (z-Zo)2 }0 - 5
The partial beam length and r^^out entering and leaving
gas zone m (Figure 9.10) is easily calculated by applying the 
property of similar triangles, thus:
(m-1 ),Ax - Xq 
^m, in = — ------------- • r
X  -  X o
m,Ax - Xq 
^m,out = --------- . r
X  -  X,
^m+l,in “ ^m,out etc.
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j
DFor the purposes of determining beam attenuation or absorption 
by a gas, the length r of each beam between its source at {Xq ,
Yof^o) end its ultimate point of incidence (x,y,z) on a
surface is given by: ^
D
D
D
D
D
n
1
]n
9.9 Programming logic
The computation of the zone of incidence of each beam proceeds 
in a logical sequence as shown in the simplified flow diagram 
in Figure 9.11. The principal steps in the computation are:-
1-. The emitter zone is first selected within gas zone I 
(either a surface zone or gas zone I itself).
2. Random numbers between 0 and 1 are generated in the VAX 
subroutine URAN and these are used to calculate the point of 
emission (Xo,yo,Zo) and the direction (n,8 ) of each beam.
3. The beam is resolved into vectors aj^ , aj and a^.
4. The surface zone of incidence is determined by a trial and 
error search. The point of intercept of the beam with a plane 
n surface parallel to and containing the nearest roof zone is
first determined. If this point is outside the boundary of 
^ the zone, the next roof zone (in the direction corresponding
to ai) is checked and so on i.e. the roof zones are checked 
sequentially from zone I through the NZONE if a^ is positive 
- and from I to 1 if a^ is negative. This ensures that the
nearest zone of incidence on the roof is determined and 
thereby enables an obscurring roof profile to be specified in 
the model.
]
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STOP
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K = K2
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no /  IS
N = NSTOP 
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yes print
results
STOP
Figure 9.11.Flow diagram for the computation by the
Monte-Carlo technique of the direct exchange 
areas in Fig. 9.1.
(numbers refer to steps in section 9.9)
0
calculate ndirect exchange u
areas
0
5. If no 'hit is scored' on a roof zone, the incidence of the 
beam with a plane surface containing the appropriate end wall 
is determined. If the incidence is outside the zone boundary, 
then incidence with either a floor or side wall zone is 
checked according to the logic in Figure 9.11. Again if a^ is 
positive, floor and side wall zones from zone I to NZONE are 
checked (and conversely zone I to 1 if is negative).
6 . The path length and attenuation of each beam through the
^ gas between its point of emission and incidence with a surface
is calculated according to the value of the grey gas 
J attenuation coefficient. When using a multiple grey gas
model, attenuation of any one beam can be calculated for each 
component grey or clear gas. This avoids the necessity to 
^ generate and track a new beam for each individual grey gas.
]
] 7. The fraction of the beam absorbed by a receiving surface or 
gas zone is recorded.
J 8 . Unless the requisite sample of beams (NSTOP) has been
tracked, the next beam is selected randomly and the process is 
repeated.
9. When NSTOP beams have been simulated, the direct exchange 
areas are calculated as described in section 9 .6 . and then 
stored in the appropriate location in the exchange area array.
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D10. The computation is then repeated for the next emitting 
zone.
9•10 Verification of the Monte Carlo model
In order to verify the model, direct exchange areas have been 
calculated for the simple geometry comprising of 2 gas zones 
and 7 surfaces as shown in Figure 9.12 for K equal to 0 , 1  and
1 . 8  and some of the values have been compared to exact or 
accurate values derived from alternative methods as follows:
1. The charts in Appendix 3 have been used for orthogonal L
surface-surface or cubic gas and square surface zone pairs. T
2. Exact data from analytical formulations [34,35,36] have ^
been used for the zero K exchange areas (view factors) 
involving the inclined and/or triangular zones. L
3. The gas-surface exchange areas involving the triangular gas 
zone (1) have been calculated by a numerical (Simpsons' rule) 
integration.
The Monte Carlo values have been calculated with N = 500, P
1000, 5000, 10000 and 50000. The results are compared in
Table 9.2. With N = 50000, the discrepancy compared to the 
accurate value is generally small (6 % max, < 2.5% typical).
This essentially verifies the model. Large discrepancies are L
n
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Surface zone
Im
A Gas zone 1
Surface zone 2
.1 II 3
II II 4
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]
1
] Figure 9.12.A 2 zone model for the verification of the
Monte-Carlo technique for calculating direct 
exchange areas.
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A1 noticed with N = 500 particularly for some of the gas-surface exchange areas (g^ ^ 4  and g^sg), although these errors are
1 significantly reduced when N > 5000. Thus, some caution may
be needed in selecting an appropriately large sample size when 
] computing certain exchange areas.
^ The accuracy of the Monte Carlo method will be discussed
2  further in chapter 11 with particular reference to the effects
of errors in direct exchange areas on computed heat transfer 
and thermal performance.
]
1
1
9.11 Sample Calculation
]
]
]
A sample calculation follows to illustrate the selection of 
^  the origin and direction of a beam from the triangular surface
ABC in Figure 9.12, and to track it's destination and point of 
incidence with a surface.
1. Select beam origin and direction:
Select BxfRzfBn'RG solve for x,z,r| and 0 using equations
9.12) ,9.13) ,9.6) and
Rx = .921 =>
Rz = .422 =>
Rn = .590 =>
R0 = .867 =>
Xq = .9597 
Zq — .405
1 q    n = .876 radians = 50.2°
^ _ 0 = 5.448 radians = 312.1°
- 9.18 -
nD
2. Resolve beam into component vectors - see Table 9.1.
aj = cosr) = .640 L
ai = sinrjcosO = .515 r
L
ajr = sinqsinO = -.5695
3. Calculate point of incidence with plane parallel to floor 
zone.
Az = Zq = -.405
Ax/Az = ai/a% from which Ax = -.405 * .515/(-.5695)
= .366
and hence x = Xg + .366 = 1.3259
Ay/Az = aj/a% from which Ay = .455 and y = .455
The values of x and y confirm incidence with the surface zone 
7 in Figure 9.12.
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CHAPTER 10
The Calculation of Total Exchange Areas
10.1 Introduction
Calculation of the total exchange areas from the direct 
exchange areas will now be described. Before they can be 
“ calculated however, the direct exchange areas must be checked
and adjusted, if necessary, in order to ensure that they are 
consistent with the requirements of a heat balance on each 
zone. The direct exchange areas calculated by numerical 
—I integration and the Monte Carlo techniques described in the
previous chapters, are inexact because of the approximate 
J  nature of these techniques, particularly if a course grid size
or a small sample of beams are used. Consequently, adjustments 
„ must be made to the direct or total exchange areas. In this
study, these adjustments are made to the direct exchange 
areas, although similar adjustments can be made to the total 
exchange areas.
10.2 Rules governing direct exchange areas.
The direct exchange areas must obey certain simple 
relationships in order to satisfy the criterion for radiative 
energy conservation at each zone.
- 10.1 -
n10.2.1 Reciprocity
For thermal equilibrium to exist within an enclosure at 
uniform temperature, reciprocity must exist between the 
computed direct exchange areas.
This requires that:
- 10.2 -
0
D
S j S j  = s j S i  10.1) U
sigj = gjsi 1 0 .2 ) y
gigj = gjli 1 0 .3 ) H
Reciprocity is used to advantage in the numerical integration L
method to avoid the repeated calculation of direct exchange n
areas which are merely reciprocal to those which have been 
previously calculated. P
In the Monte-Carlo technique however, the calculation of 
reciprocal exchange areas cannot be avoided since the paths 
followed by emitted beams are not predetermined. Moreover, 
because of the approximate nature of the technique, the 
calculated reciprocal areas are not necessarily identical. 
Thus, to ensure conformity to the reciprocity rule, the 
arithmetic mean of the reciprocal direct exchange areas is 
determined for each zone pair.
D
D
D 
D 
C
n3
J
J
3
3
3
3
3
J
For example, the corrected exchange area (s%s"j ) corr is 
computed from the reciprocal exchange area as follows:
(siSj)corr - (sisj + sjSi) / 2
10,2.2 Sum rule checks.
n  For a zoned enclosure comprising of M surface and L gas zones,
the arrays of exchange areas must also be consistent with the 
^  following sum rule equations:
On surface zone i :
M L
Ai = Z sïsj + Z Sign 10.4)j-i j-i
On gas zone i:
M L
4K±Vi = Z gjsj + Z gïg-î 10.5)
i-i i-i
J With numerical integration there is necessarily some error in
the calculation of direct exchange areas so that these sum
rules are not initially obeyed. With the Monte Carlo
J technique, conservation of the simulated beams ensures
- 10.3 -
conformity with these sum rules. However, the subsequent 
averaging of exchange areas to ensure reciprocity, destroys 
the inherent agreement with the sum rules.
10.3 Adjustment of computed exchange areas.
10.3.1 Adjustment to self exchange areas
- 10.4
D
D
D
Assuming reciprocity is obtained therefore, the direct 
exchange areas must be adjusted to obey the sum rule checks by Q
a technique which does not destroy the reciprocity. Two 
techniques were tried and compared.
0
0
0
0
0
D
0
In this method, adjustments were made only to the
surface-surface and gas-gas self exchange areas ie. to sjsj[ 
and gigi . Correction of any of the gas-surface exchange areas 
was avoided since these affect both sum rule equations 10.4) 
and 10.5) , see Figure 10.1. The gas-surface exchange areas
also govern the primary rate of radiant emission from the 
combustion products to a particular zone, and hence these Q
terms have a direct influence on the predicted overall heat 
transfer. It was therefore considered unwise to absorb any 
correction in these terms once they had been calculated.
Thus, the sum rule equation for surface zone i can be written 
in terms of a residual error thus (see Figure 10.1), Q
D
D
n
U
]]
J
]
3
3
3
sisi siS2 siS2 
+
S2 S1 S2 S2 S2 S3 
+
S3 S1 S3 S2 S3 S3
+
9isi + giS2 + giS3 \ +  / gigi + gig2
+
= 4KiV]_ +
92S1 g 2 S2 g2S3 / \ g 2 gi g292
A 2+CÏ2
3
3 
3 Figure 10.1 A shematic illustration of the method of
adjusting self exchange areas.
1
M L
Z Sj_sj + z Sigj - Ai = Qi 10.6)j-i j-i
Sfsi is then adjusted to siSi - Qi so that equation 10.4) is 
obeyed exactly.
The sum rule equation for gas zone i is similarly adjusted by 
replacement of gïgi by gj^gi - Qi so that equation 10.5) is 
obeyed.
10.3,2 Least squares smoothing of direct exchange areas
— 10.5 —
nJ
D
D
0
0
0
D
The method described in the previous section, can lead to zero 
or low valued self exchange area becoming negative. An 
improved method of smoothing using a least squares technique 
has been described by Larsen and Howell [37]. This adjusts all 
exchange areas, including the gas-surface areas, in proportion 
to their original value, and therefore ensures that zero or 
low valued exchange areas remain zero or positive. This J
technique will now be described. The full derivation of the 
technique is given in reference [37].
D
0
0 
0
Consider an enclosure of M surface and L volume zones. The
direct exchange areas can be assembled into a single matrix X C
where,
0
c
]
]
J
]
X = ss sg
P  gg
(gs is the transpose matrix of sg )
Reciprocity requires that X is symmetrical. Furthermore, the 
sum rule equations require that the ith row (or column) sums 
to ci where.
M + L
Cj_ = Ai for i < M 
Ci = (4KV)i_^ for i > M
Assume that an estimate of X has been made which obeys the 
symmetry (reciprocity) constraints, but which does not satisfy
the sum rules. The problem is to adjust X to satisfy the sum
^  rules and to maintain reciprocity, but by minimising the
J disturbances to the original values of xij .
]
Larsen and Howell describe a technique for determining 
multipliers (X^ and Xj) which can be applied to the exchange 
^  areas as follows, and which satisfies the above constraints:
] x'ij = Xij + Wij(Xi + Xj) 10.8)
i
J where, x^j is the original estimate of the exchange area,
x'ij is the adjusted exchange area, 
and w^j is a weighting coefficient.
- 10.6 -
rii = Wii + Z Wij
M + L
1
j-1
ôi =  C i  - Z Xij
M + L
:
Eqn 10.9) is inverted to derive all values of X by a 
Gaussian elimination technique [38].
Smoothing with wij = Xij2 was demonstrated by Larsen and 
Howell and was subsequently applied in this work. This choice 
of weighting coefficient avoids the occurrence of negative 
exchange areas.
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0
n
J
□
The matrix W of weighting coefficients allows relative p,
adjustments to be made to particular exchange areas. If w^j =
1 for all i and j , then equal adjustment is made to all P
exchange areas.
The multipliers X^ are calculated as follows:
rX = Ô 10.9) n
where the elements r^j (in the matrix r) = w^j for i not J
equal to j , and where,
0 
D
D
0
D
0
D
0
n
J
C
C
nD
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
0
]
]
]
]
1
A comparison of this technique for adjusting exchange areas 
with that described in the previous section has been made and 
this will be described in chapter 1 1 .
10.4 Calculation of Total Exchange Areas
The arrays of adjusted direct exchange areas are substituted 
into equations 3.36-3.38), to derive the corresponding arrays 
of total exchange areas SS , SG and GG . The steps in the 
computation of the arrays representing the various terms in 
these equations will now be described and illustrated for a 
simple model comprising of 3 surface and 2 gas zones (ie. 
M=3,L=2).
10.4.1 Determination of R
1. The inverse matrix R“1 of order M x M is first determined 
as follows:
R- 1  = Al 0 0 SiSi S1 S2 S1 S3 Pi 0 0
0 A 2 0 - S2 S1 S2 S2 S2 S3 • 0 P2 0
0 0 A3 S3 S1 S3 S2 S3 S3 0 0 P3
] - 10.8 -
nAl - pi-s^si
(a)
-P2 .S1 S2
(b)
-P1 .S2 S1
(d)
A 2 - P2 'S2 S2 
(e)
-P3 •S1S3 
(c)
-p4.S2S3
(f)
Pl'S3Si
(g)
P2'S3S2
(h)
A3 -P3.S3S3
(i) — '
2. This matrix is then inverted to give R such that
R.R-1 = I
or in long-hand,
a b c rii ri2 ri3 1 0 0
d e f • 3:21 ^ 2 2 ^23 = 0 1 0
g h i ^31 ^32 r33 0 0 1
Known matrix R”T Unknown matrix R Unit matrix
where a,b,c.. etc are terms in the matrix representing R “ 1 
above.
This is done using standard numerical techniques for solving 
systems of linear equations, by solving for the unknown 
variables (rij) in columnwise fashion ,thus:
0
0
D
D
0
0
D
D
0
0
Q
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[
n
A
0
0
3
3
— — —
a b c rii 1
d e f • ^ 2 1 = 0
9 h i ^31 0
a b c ri2 0
d e f • ^ 2 2 = 1
9 h i ^32 0
etc
3 These equations can be solved by Gaussian elimination for r
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
]
which are then assigned to an array representing the matrix R 
of order M x M.
10.4.2 Determination of 58
1. The product of the diagonal matrix eAI and R is first 
computed, thus,
ElAi 0 0 rii ri2 ri3 ElAirii ElAiri2 ElAiri3
0 G2 & 2 0 • ^ 2 1 Z"22 ^23 = G2A 2 f2 1 ^2^ 2 ^ 2 2 ^2^2^23
0 0 G3A 3 ^31 ^32 f33 G3&3r31 ^3^3^32 ^3^3^33
This is carried out by simply multiplying each element in row 
i in R by siAi . (Note that eAI.R = R.eAI)
- 10.10 -
np
.J
2. The product eAI.R is then multiplied by the array 
representing the matrix ss by simple matrix multiplication.
3. The product matrix is then multiplied by the diagonal 
matrix el . In this case, this is carried out by multiplying 
each element in column j in the product matrix by ej .
The resulting array represents the matrix of total exchange 
areas SS . The matrix order (M x M) is retained throughout
this computation.
10.4.3 Determination of SG
Steps 1 and 2 in the previous section are repeated above
except that the product eAI.R is multiplied by the array sg 
of order M x L to give the matrix SG of total exchange areas. 
(Note: sg and SG are of identical order.)
10.4.4 Determination of GG
1. The product of the matrix gs of order L x M and the 
diagonal matrix pi , is first calculated thus:
0
0
0
0
D
0
0
D
D
D
9isi 9lS2 9lS3 Pi 0 0 Pl9l5i P291S2 P3 9 1 S3
• 0 P2 0 =
9251 9252 9253 0 0 P3 Pi925i P29252 P3 9 2 5 3
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[
[
[
[
Dn
0
D
a
0
]
]
]
]
Note that the matrix order of the product is the same as gë .
2. Calculate the product of this matrix with the M x M matrix 
R . Again, a product matrix of order L x M is obtained.
3. Calculate the product of this matrix with the M x L matrix 
sg (the transpose of g s ) . This yields a matrix of order L x L 
representing the product g s . p I . R . s g
4. Add this matrix to the matrix of direct exchange areas gg 
U  to give the matrix of total exchange areas GG
10.4.5 Computation Procedure
The computation procedure is outlined in Figure 10.2. -
The attenuation coefficient (K^) for each grey gas in the 
mixed grey gas model is given by (Pw+Pc) • For a
given fuel gas composition, and assuming fully burnt 
stoichiometric or fuel lean combustion products, the partial 
pressures are determined by the excess air level. The 
^  computation of gs, gg, GS and GG are bypassed for the clear
^  gas components.
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nSTART
Select 1st grey gas
Repeat for 
next grey gas
Repeat for 
next grey gas
Set up arrays A, e, p
Select 1st grey gas
Calculate Total Exchange 
Areas 88 , SG , GG_______
Write to file all direct 
exchange areas (Optional)
Write all total exchange areas 
to file.
Correct exchange areas 
for reciprocity 
and summation rules.
READ Input data
No.of zones,zone dimensions.
Excess air, surface e
Calculate direct exchange areas 
by numerical integration or 
Monte Carlo technique.__________
Calculate grey gas attenuation 
coefficients (K^) for mixed grey 
gas model._________________________
D 
D
C 
C 
D 
0 
0 
D
END
D 
D
Figure 10.2 The computation procedure for calculating
total exchange areas.
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CHAPTER 11
Numerical Evaluation of the Model
11.1 Purpose of study
Two alternative techniques have been identified and developed 
for calculating direct exchange areas, namely;
- numerical integration (Chapter 7)
- the Monte-Carlo technique (Chapter 8 )
Depending on the element size adopted, numerical integration 
offers a high level of accuracy. However, its method of 
application in this study is restricted to rectangular 
geometries only. The Monte-Carlo technique was developed to 
relax this restriction so that irregular geometries could be 
simulated including those where shading can occur. However, 
the latter technique is less accurate. In this chapter the 
two techniques are evaluated by:
1) Comparing the accuracy of calculation of the direct 
exchange areas using the Monte-Carlo technique against those 
calculated by numerical integration.
2) Assessing the effects of the error in the direct exchange 
areas on the predicted performance of a simple furnace.
- 11.1 -
3) Determining the importance of accurately representing 
furnace geometry for thermal performance predictions.
Also included in this study will be a comparison of the 
choice of smoothing technique for the direct exchange areas, 
and its effect on thermal predictions. Although the project 
has concentrated on the development of a long furnace model 
with interzone radiation, the effect of neglecting interzone 
radiation using a simple long furnace model has also been 
studied and is presented. Finally, a study of the effect of 
the number of zones on the thermal predictions is given.
11.2 Comparison of numerical integration and Monte-Carlo 
techniques.
Direct exchange areas were calculated by the Monte Carlo 
technique using beam sample sizes (N) of 500, 1000, 5000 and 
10000. These were generated for a 4xlxlm rectangular 
enclosure zoned into 4 equal gas zones of Im^ volume each 
(see Figure 11.1). Surface zoning comprised of 2 end walls, 4 
load surface zones and 4 wall zones as shown in Figure 11.1. 
A furnace atmosphere corresponding to natural gas combustion 
products with 15% excess air was specified in the exchange 
area calculation. Exchange areas were generated for the 3 
grey-gas model with attenuation coefficients of = 0 , K 2 = 
0.47 m-l and K3 = 17.2 m"l.
n
PLi
0
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
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1
Figure 11.1 The surface and gas zone numbering system in a
4 zone long furnace model.
G
1
' J
As a standard of comparison, a reference set of exchange p
areas were generated by numerical integration with an
element size of 0.05 m side length giving 8000 elements per 1
cubic gas zone. Convergence of the exchange areas to an
accuracy of 0.5% was obtained in this case. H
Before the comparison was made, the exchange areas generated 
by the Monte-Carlo technique were averaged to ensure 
reciprocity. Self-exchange areas were also adjusted to ensure 
that the sum rules were obeyed. The latter adjustment was 
also made to the reference set of exchange areas (generated 
by numerical integration), although the degree of adjustment 
was small in this case.
D
0
Table 11.1(a) compares values for zone pairs in close proxim- ^
ity to each other, i.e. where the exchange areas are of the
order of O.Olm^ or greater. Table 11.1(b) provides L
comparisons for zone pairs at opposite extremes of the  ^ Q
enclosure.
As a further indication of the accuracy of the Monte-Carlo 
technique, the mean absolute percentage error for groups of L.
corresponding direct exchange areas are presented in Tables P
11.2a)-d). The mean absolute error of a sample of n exchange 
areas is defined by,
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Table 11.1
A comparison of selected direct exchange areas evaluated by 
numerical integration and bv the Monte-Carlo technique.
Direct K 
Exchange
Area m -1
Reference
valuel
m 2
Monte-Carlo Method 
N=500 N=1000 N=5000 N=10000
(% deviation from reference value)
(a) Proximate zone pairs
S 1 S3 0 .2004 3.8 -3.7 -1.0 -1.0
S1 S3 0.47 .1565 2.9 - 4 .5 -0.75 -0.43
S1 S3 17.2 .0121 11.6 8.2 9.7 7.7
gisi 0.47 .2558 1.8 -8.1 -4 . 0 0.2
91S1 17.2 .9574 -39.4 -16.4 -11.2 6.6
9192 0.47 .0579 15.4 -0.9 2.4 2.9
9192 17.2 .8836 -26.7 16.2 3.4 5.3
(b) Distant zone pairs
S 1 S9 0 .00347 -42.4 72.9 26.8 3.7
S1 S9 0.47 .0067 -43.3 79.1 -38.8 17.9
9 1 S9 0.47 .00070 351 -100 -41.1 12.9
9194 0.47 .00203 -30.5 -4.9 -14.8 3.5
1 Calculated by numerical integration.
]
Table 11.2
A comparison of direct exchange areas generated by the 
Monte-Carlo technique with values derived bv numerical inte­
gration - all areas averaged and adjusted for conformity with 
sum rules.
Table 11.2a) (N=500)
Nos. = mean absolute percentage errors (see eqn.11.1) 
Nos. in brackets = sample size
Numerical range of exchange areas m2
K(m-l) 0.0001- 0.001 0.001-0.01 0.01--0.1 >0 . 1 TOTAL
Gas-Gas 0.47 - (0) 4.7 (6) 1.5 (6) 3.9 (4) 3.3
Gas-Gas 17.2 - (0) - (0) - (0) 16.4 (10) 16.4
Gas-Surf. 0.47 240.0 (2) 62.7 (10) 25.0 (12) 6.9 (16) 37.9
Gas-Surf. 17.2 - (0) - (0) 76.0 (12) 27.8 (10) 54.1
Surf-Surf. 0.0 -■ (0) 30.0 (12) 23.4 (32) 5.6 (38) 16.1
Surf-Surf. 0.47 2988. (6) 21.1 (28) 12.2 (24) 6.1 (26) 225.8
Surf-Surf. 17.2 72.6 (18) - (0) 318.8 (20) - (0) 202.2
TOTAL 754.9 (26) 28.7 (56) 81.5(106) 9.0(104)
p
J
n
J
D
D
0
D
D
D
0
0
D
D
D
D
D
Dn
0
D
0
]
]
]
Table 11.2b) fN=1000)
Nos. = mean absolute percentage errors (see eqn.11.1) 
Nos. in brackets = sample size
Numerical range of exchange areas m2
K(m-l) 0.0001- 0.001 0.001 -0.01 0. 01- 0.1 > 0.1 TOTAL
Gas-Gas 0.47 - (0) 19.8 (6) 1.3 (6) 1.6 (4) 8.3
Gas-Gas 17.2 - (0) - (0) - (0) 9.8 (10) 9.8
Gas-Surf 0.47 91.4 (2) 40.0 (10) 12 .0 (12) 3.7 (16) 19.6
Gas-Surf 17.2 - (0) - (0) 46 . 5 (12) 13.1 (10) 31.3
Surf-Surf 0.0 - (0) 37.3 (12) 12 .0 (32) 3.5 (38) 11.8
Surf-Surf 0.47 2532 (6) 17.4 (28) 9 .5 (24) 2.7 (26) 190.2
Surf-Surf 17.2 46.7 (18) - (0) 214 .5 (20) - (0) 135.0
TOTAL 624.2 (26) 25.9 (56) 52 •9( 106) 4.8 (104)
Table 11.2c) (N=5000)
Nos. = mean absolute percentage errors (see eqn.11.1) 
Nos. in brackets = sample size
Numerical range of exchange areas m2
K(m-l) 0.0001- 0.001 0.001--0.01 0.01 -0.1 > 0.1 TOTAL
Gas-Gas 0.47 - (0) 8.1 (6) 1.3 (6) 1.4 (4) 3.9
Gas-Gas 17.2 - (0) - (0) - (0) 2.5 (10) 2.5
Gas-Surf 0.47 42.1 (2) 19.4 (10) 7.0 (12) 2.5 (16) 10.1
Gas-Surf 17.2 - (0) - (0) 50.4 (12) 7.0 (10) 30.7
Surf-Surf 0.0 - (0) 10.9 (12) 6.9 (32) 1.3 (38) 4.9
Surf-Surf 0.47 1337. (6) 7.9 (28) 3.3 (24) 1.2 (26) 99.5
Surf-Surf 17.2 19.7 (18) - (0) 121.3 (20) - (0) 73 .1
TOTAL 325.1 (26) 10.6 (56) 32.3(106) 2.2(104)
nJ
nu
0
D
0
D
D
LJ
0
0
0
n
L
D 
D
DD
D
D
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D
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]
1
]
]
Table 11.2d) (N=100001
Nos. = mean absolute percentage errors (see eqn.11.1) 
Nos. in brackets = sample size
Numerical range of exchange areas m2
K(m-l) 0.0001- 0.001 0.001 -0.01 0.01 -0.1 > 0. 1 TOTAL
Gas-Gas 0.47 - (0) 5.3 (6) 1.6 (6) .8 (4) 2.8
Gas-Gas 17.2 - (0) - (0) - (0) 2.1 (10) 2.1
Gas-Surf 0.47 16.4 (2) 7.1 (10) 4.6 (12) 1.5 (16) 4.6
Gas-Surf 17.2 - . (0) - (0) 29.6 (12) 6.0 (10) 18.9
Surf-Surf 0.0 - (0) 10.7 (12) 4.7 (32) 1.0 (38) 3.9
Surf-Surf 0.47 1305. (6) 6.0 (28) 2.6 (24) .8 (26) 96.2
Surf-Surf 17.2 19. 0 (18) - (0) 90.1 (20) - (0) 56.4
TOTAL 316.2 (26) 7.1 (56) 23.0 (106) 1.6 (104)
100 N ------------ p
Error (%) =   E {(Xi - Yi)2)0.5/Yi 1 1 .1 )
n i = i
D
where = direct exchange area calculated by the Monte-Carlo 
technique.
Yi = reference value of the corresponding direct exchange 
calculated by numerical integration.
In Tables 11.2a)-d) the areas are grouped according to the 
order of magnitude of their numerical value
The main features of these comparisons (assuming the 
reference data are correct) are:
n
n
J
D
0
(a) For closely-spaced zone pairs, where K is zero or small 
(0.47 m”l), the Monte-Carlo technique with a sample size (N) 
of 500 ( Table 11.2a) ) yields errors which are less than 25% 
and typically below 10%. These differences are reduced to <5% 
at the largest sample size, N = 10000 ( Table 11.2d) ).
(b) With the highly absorbing grey gas (i.e. K = 17.2 m”l) 
the Monte-Carlo technique is less accurate. Substantial dif­
ferences occur for all exchange areas, and a high sample size 
(N = 10000) is required to ensure errors below 10% for the 
most closely spaced zone pairs.
c
[
[
[
[
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(c) The largest errors are associated with the lower-valued 
ranges of exchange areas. This is to be expected since the 
samples of received beams are obviously much smaller and 
therefore statistically less significant in these situations. 
These errors are however, unlikely to be important with re­
gard to radiation calculations because the exchange areas are 
so small, so that the corresponding zone pairs play little 
part in the overall radiation process.
11.3 The effect of exchange area accuracy.
Thus, some of the direct exchange areas calculated using the 
Monte-Carlo technique are considerably less accurate than 
those obtained by numerical integration. It is therefore 
important to assess the effect of these inaccuracies on the 
predicted thermal performance of a furnace.
SSZONE was run to simulate a continuous counterflow steel 
reheating furnace. The furnace dimensions and zoning, and the 
^ furnace atmosphere were those specified in the previous
^ section. Steel input and output temperatures of IS^C, and
J ISOO^c were assumed, with a throughput of 2 Te/hour, equating
] to a load heat transfer rate of 0.47 MW. 100% of the fuel 
(natural gas) was supplied and fully combusted in zone 1 with 
all of the combustion products flued from zone 4. All wall 
and roof zones were assumed to be black and adiabatic and 
convective heat transfer was ignored by specifying all
- 11.5 -
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D
convection coefficients to zero. The load surface was also 
assumed to be black. These conditions, together with the 
general arrangement of the zones were such that interzone 
radiation exchange along the furnace was expected to be 
significant, thus providing a rigorous test of the radiation 
model and of the influence of direct exchange areas. Table
1 1 . 3  compares the thermal predictions using the reference set 
of direct exchange areas, to those using the Monte-Carlo 
derived exchange areas.
comparisons confirmed that a long furnace model can tolerate 
large errors in the supplied direct exchange area data and 
suggest that the Monte-Carlo technique can be used with 
confidence.
11.4 Effect of exchange area smoothing technique.
Two alternative methods were applied for smoothing the
- 11.6 -
D
D
DThe differences in the predictions are small despite the com­paratively large differences in direct exchange areas. As 
expected, increasing N to 10000 produces results which, in 
general, display closer agreement with the predictions using 
the reference data. All results are, however, acceptable for ^
practical furnace design purposes. The individual gas and ^
surface zone temperatures are also compared in Table 11.4. ^
These only differed by a maximum of 7^C provided N 1000^ . Ç
Differences of up to 14^C were noted when N = 500. These
c
[
[
[
[
[
[
D
D
Table 11.3
A— comparison of the steady state thermal predictions using
various sets of direct exchange areas.
( Heat transfer rate to steel = 0.47 MW )
D Heat flux (kW/m2)
D
u
r
L
r
U
]
1
Source of Predicted
exchange Thermal
areas Efficiency % Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone4
Reference set by numerical integration
37.38 64.7 110.0 154.4 157.4
Monte-Carlo (N = 10000)
37.36
Monte-Carlo (N = 5000)
37.21
Monte-Carlo (N = 1000)
37.25
Monte-Carlo (N = 500)
36.80
63.5 109.8 154.2 159.0
64.3 109.5 153.2 159.5
63.9 109.3 152.9 160.4
61.4 111.1 152.0 161.9
(NB. In all cases a solution was achieved with a heat balance
error of < 0.03% )
Table 11.4 A comparison of the predicted steady-state
temperatures using various sets of direct exchange areas.
Source of 
exchange
area. Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4
Numerical 
Integration; 
Monte-Carlo: 
N = 10000 
N = 5000 
N = 1000 
N = 500
Gas Temps (Oc)
1559 1403 1263 1146
1559 1403 1263 1147
1560 1404 1265 1150
1560 1405 1267 1149
1566 1405 1277 1157
Wall Temps (OC)
1355 1250 1109 1008
Numerical 
Integration: 
Monte Carlo: 
N = 10000 
N = 5000 
N = 1000 
N = 500
(NB. In all cases a solution was achieved with a heat balance
error of < 0.03% )
D
1354 1251 1109 1009
1355 1251 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1362 1253 1114 1 0 1 2 p
1359 1258 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 0
n
L
D
D
n
D
]
calculated direct exchange areas so that they conform to the 
reciprocity and sum rules. These were;
i) correction to self exchange areas s^si and gigin
ii) least squares smoothing to all exchange areas by the
technique of Larsen and Howell [37]
n  Direct exchange areas were calculated by the Monte-Carlo
L
technique with N = 500 . One set of exchange areas was then 
[ corrected by the technique i) and the other duplicate set by
least squares smoothing. Again, a reference set of exchange 
areas was also generated by numerical integration using a 
fine integration step. These exchange areas were smoothed by 
the former technique, although only minor corrections to the 
self exchange areas were necessary in this case. This set of 
exchange areas was therefore considered accurate. In Table 
u 11.5, samples of exchange areas are compared for proximate
r and distant zone pairs, and for zones separated by a
* • 
non-absorbing, a weakly absorbing and a strongly absorbing
J grey gas. This comparison revealed no evidence that least
squares smoothing produced more accurate exchange areas.
Larsen and Howell [37] do not in fact claim such a benefit.
The exercise was repeated with N = 10000 and the same
conclusion was drawn.
A comparison of the computed thermal performance data for the 
example given in the previous section was also made using the
- 11.7 -
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Table 11.5 A comparison of the errors in computed direct
exchanae areas usina alternative methods of correction for
reciprocity and sum rule adjustment.
Direct K Reference Monte-Carlo method
Exchange Valuel (% deviation)
Area (m-l) (m2 ) N = 500 N = 10000
(a) Proximate zone pairs
S1 S3 0 .2004 4.9 (3.8) -0 . 8 (-1 .0 )
S 1 S3 0.47 .1565 1.6 (2.9) -1.4 (-0.43)
S 1 S3 17.2 . 0 1 2 1 25.0 (11.6) -0.4 (7.7)
9isi 0.47 .2558 6.3 (1.8) —0 . 6 (0 .2 )
9isi 17.2 .9574 -0.94 (-39. 4) -0.6 (6 .6 )
9192 0.47 .0579 -6.0 (15.4) 1 . 1 (2.9)
9192 17.2 .8836 24.8 (-26.7) 7.7 (5.3)
(b) Distant zone pairs
S 1 S9
S 1 S9
giS9
giS4
0
0.47
0.47
0.47
.00347 
.00067 
.00070 
.00203
100 (-42.4) 
100 (-43.3) 
100 (35.1) 
6.9 (-30.5)
(1) Calculated by numerical integration
Numbers = percentage error, (relative to reference value) 
using least squares smoothing. Numbers in brackets = 
percentage error using self-exchange area correction method.
D
0
-2 2 . 2 (3.7)
-23.9 (17.9) “
—8 . 6 (12.9) D
-1.5 (3.5)
DD
n
reference set of direct exchange areas, and using the 
Monte-Carlo data smoothed by the two alternative techniques. 
The results are shown in Table 11.6. In these comparisons, 
some slight improvements in predicted efficiency and heat 
fluxes are indicated, although either set of predictions were 
acceptably close to those derived using the reference set of 
exchange areas.
Thus, the simpler technique of correction to the self 
exchange areas was found to be reliable and does not lead to 
significant inaccuracies in computed thermal performance 
data. Where programming is to be kept simple, this can be 
used with confidence. However, the least squares smoothing 
technique has been embodied in the programs since it does 
avoid the occurrence of negative self exchange areas. 
Although more complicated to program, it does not require 
significant additional computer storage or run time.
11.5 Effect of furnace shape.
--| The advantage of the Monte-Carlo technique is that it can
“I easily be applied to furnaces of irregular geometry. Thermal
performance predictions were therefore carried out to assess 
the importance of accurately representing geometry.
J Steady-state predictions were generated for the three
geometries shown in Figure 11.1 for a simple steel reheating 
application. The furnace volume was maintained equal in all
- 11.8 -
Table 11.6 A comparison of the steady-state thermal
predictions using various sets of direct exchanae areas.
Source of Predicted Heat Flux kW/m2
Exchange Efficiency Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone4
Areas (%)
Numerical Integration;
37.38 64.7 110.0 154.4 157.4
Monte-Carlo (N=10000);
37.36 63.5 109.8 154.2 159.0
Monte-Carlo with Issl (N=10000);
37.42 65.0 110.3 154.2 157.0
Monte-Carlo (N=500);
36.80 61.4 111.1 152.0 161.9
Monte-Carlo with Issl (N=500);
37.71 67.5 110.2 154.4 154.4
(^) Iss = least square smoothing
DD
]
]
three cases. Cases A and B represent geometries with 
considerable shading between zones caused by the roof.
The furnace was subdivided into 8 zones with thermal input to 
_ zone 1 and the flue at zone 8 . Steel input and output
temperatures of IS^C and 1 2 0 0 Oc were assumed with a 
throughout of 4 Te/hour. The results are shown in Figure 
1^  11.2. It was found that the predicted thermal efficiency was
only very slightly different in the three cases despite the 
very different shapes. However, comparison of the normalised 
^  heat flux profile along the furnace indicated that the
^  rectangular geometry (C) produces lower heat flux at zone 1,
^  a much lower peak heat flux at zone 3 , and a higher flux at
zone 8 where the cold load enters the furnace. This trend is 
_ expected since the effect of interzone radiation towards zone
8 is expected to be higher than in cases B and C.
n This study has therefore confirmed that simplification of the
geometry by a rectangular representation can lead to 
^ considerable distortion of the heat flux and temperature
profile at the load surface. This can have serious practical 
consequences for these types of furnaces particularly those 
^ used for heating material of thick section and low
conductivity. In these, the heat flux profile determines the 
rate of conduction into the material and its temperature 
uniformity at discharge. Particularly with metal reheating, 
the temperature history of the material through the furnace
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1
may also influence its surface condition or state of 
oxidation.
11.6 Effect of the number of zones.
When applying any zone model, it is important to ensure that 
the solution obtained is independent of the number and size 
of zones used to represent the radiating enclosure. This can 
be achieved simply by increasing the number of zones until 
acceptably small changes in the predictions between succes­
sive solutions are achieved (ie. convergence is achieved). 
The steady state model (SSZONE) was tested for a simple steel 
reheating application using various zoning arrangements. The 
data for this simulation were:
P  Furnace length 3m
Furnace width Im
Furnace height im
Steel throughput 1000, 1500, 2000 and 3000 kg/hr
No. of zones 6 , 8 , 10, 12 were used.
(NWALL = 2 , roof and side walls treated as 1 surface zone)
As with the previous simulation, the fuel input was confined 
to zone 1 and all products were flued in the last zone. 
Simulations were performed without convection switched on in 
the model.
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The predicted results are plotted in Figures 11.3 and 11.4 . p
The predicted steady-state efficiency (Figure 11.3) is shown 
to be reasonably constant for all 4 zoning arrangements, 
although the drop in efficiency noted when going from 8 to 6 
zones may not be tolerable in some situations. Examination of 
the predicted heat flux profiles also show acceptable toler­
ance to the number of zones (Figure 11.4). A reduction from 
1 2 to 6 zones reduces the total number of direct exchange 
areas needed from 1132 to 316 (a reduction by a factor of 
about 3.5). Thus, when machine memory or speed are limited 
there is advantage in using the minimum number of zones that 
gives a solution within acceptable accuracy.
Comparisons such as these should be carried out for every new 
application being modelled. It is not considered worthwhile 
attempting to derive general guidelines for zoning that can 
be used for every possible new application. The above results 
are therefore only illustrative.
11.7 Effect of interzone radiation.
The above steady-state predictions were repeated using a 
simple long furnace model which neglects interzone radiation 
transfer. The basis of this model, and the method of 
calculating exchange areas are described in chapter 7. 
Predictions were obtained using 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 zones. The
corresponding results are also plotted in Figures 11.5 and
- 11.11 -
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11.6. In Figure 11.5, the efficiencies are also compared with 
those using SSZONE. It is noted that the efficiency at 1500 
and 2 0 0 0  kg/hr are considerably lower than predicted by 
SSZONE. At 3 000 kg/hr a stable solution could not be achieved 
with more than 6 zones. With 6 zones there was a very large 
discrepancy in predicted efficiency. Predictions at 1000 
kg/hr are reasonably close to those from SSZONE. Thus, the 
influence of axial radiation on predicted thermal performance 
is most important at the higher throughputs. These results 
also agree with those derived for a similar type of furnace 
by Tucker and Lorton [2] and which are reproduced in Figures
11.7 and 11.8.
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a CHAPTER 12
1 Model Validation Against a Continuous Furnace
12•1 Introduction
n
U  Thermal performance measurements were taken from a continuous
J reheating furnace in a steel rolling mill and on a batch heat
treatment furnace in a forging plant. SSZONE and TRZONE were 
r then applied to simulate these furnaces and the measured and
predicted data were analysed and compared in order to validate 
J the mathematical models and to verify their level of accuracy,
n  This chapter describes the validation of SSZONE and TRZONE
using the data from the continuous furnace. Chapter 13
^  describes the validation of TRZONE using the batch furnace
data.
12.2 Description of the Furnace
Views of the furnace from the billet discharge end and from 
the loading end are shown in Figures 12.1-12.3. The main 
dimensions of the continuous furnace are shown in Figure 12.4. 
It comprises a refractory hearth and side walls cast from a 
leoo^c grade dense castable refractory. The walls support a 
modular ceramic fibre roof of convoluted blanket construction. 
Billets or slabs of up to 2. 3m length are pushed down the 
gently inclined hearth counterflow to the combustion products.
- 12.1 -
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They drop out of the furnace through a discharge door beneath 
the burners and are then conveyed sideways to the first 
edging/de-scaling stand (see Figure 12.1). The furnace is 
fired by four Stordy NMG 240 burners, each nominally rated at 
about 1350 kW gross input of natural gas. These are mounted 
in line across the end wall. The combustion products are 
flued in a tall stack through openings in the side walls near 
to the billet loading position. A chain curtain is suspended 
across the loading end to reduce combustion product leakage 
and radiation transfer towards the pusher operator. The 
temperature of the furnace is monitored and controlled from a 
sheathed Platinum/Rhodium thermocouple with its junction close 
to the surface of the ceramic fibre roof at about 2. 5m from 
the burners. The controller acts on a motorised valve in the 
main air supply line to the burner manifold and the air 
pressure at each burner is loaded against a governor on the 
gas supply line to that burner. The air-fuel ratio control 
however, suffers from a degree of manual intervention.
12.3 The Measurement Trial
The measurements were taken following a cold start-up on 
Monday 13th.February 1984 over one complete production shift.
The following data were measured and recorded:
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Figure 12 .1 A view of the continuous steel reheating 
furnace taken from the billet discharge end
(The photograph shows the first edging and 
de-scaling stand in the foreground).
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Figure 12.2 A view showing billets being pushed into the 
furnace.
Figure 12.3 A view inside the furnace towards the four 
burners.
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ni) The cumulative gas consumption from start-up.
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ii) The billet discharges and temperature. The data
acquisition system (DAS) detected when a billet was being 
pushed together with its temperature, which was measured using 
a tripod mounted Ircon optical pyrometer sighted on billets 
■leaving the edging stand. The measurement is therefore made 
several seconds after the billet had left the furnace. At this 
position however, much of the scale had been removed and the 
measurement was not influenced by the chilled surface layer of 
scale, and thus the temperature measurement was considered 
more reliable. The billets normally took 1-2 seconds to pass
the pyrometer enabling four measurements to be recorded and an [
L
average to be calculated by the DAS. The pyrometer was 
sighted on the side of the billet which is in contact with the 
hearth in the furnace and which would be expected to be colder 
than the hot face.
iii) The billet temperature history. Two billets were 
monitored each with three mineral fibre insulated type K 
thermocouples peened into holes in the surface of the metal. 
The first billet was positioned beneath the burners to record 
the temperature-time curve during the start-up period. The 
second thermocoupled billet was pushed through the furnace 
from the billet loading end (see Figure 12.2) during a period 
of steady uninterrupted production.
0
n
L
0
D 
C
n iv) The furnace chamber oxygen concentration.
J V )  The furnace control temperature and flue gas exit
temperature. These were recorded manually.
a
D
D
D
1
1
12.4 Measured Results
The following operating and performance data were recorded 
during the trial:
i) . The overall operating schedule for the:, furnace was as 
follows:
5.20 a.m. Furnace light-up.
7.00 a.m. 1st billet discharged.
^  10.30 - 11.00 a.m. Scheduled production delay
^  for breakfast,
n  14.00 p.m. End of measurement trial.
Other unscheduled delays of shorter duration were noted during 
the trial.
ii) • The furnace controller set point was maintained
constant at 1380^0.
iii). A chamber oxygen concentration of 0.5% indicated an 
excess air level of about 2 .5 % .
- 12.4 -
niv) . Steel throughput, billet sizes, gas consumption and
calculated efficiencies are given in Table 12.1 grouped 
according to the scheduled stock sizes discharged from the 
furnace. Billet temperatures recorded ranged from less than 
llOO^c to 1216^0. The efficiency data in Table 12.1 however 
assumes a mean billet temperature of llSO^c (equivalent to 760 
MJ/Te). ■ Overall efficiency equals the ratio of heat output in 
the hot steel to the gross energy input in the fuel since 
light-up. The running efficiency equals the ratio of output 
to input over the duration of each group of billets. The high 
running efficiency after start of production and after the 
delay periods, arises because the average firing rate during 
these periods is lower since the billets contain considerable 
stored energy from the preceding periods when the load is 
stationary.
12.5 Furnace Representation bv Model
The representation of the furnace by TRZONE and SSZONE is 
illustrated in Figure 12.5 showing its subdivision into 10 
zones of equal length with separate roof, wall and load 
(billet) surfaces in each zone (ie.NWALL = 3) . One simulation 
using TRZONE employing a 20 zone representation was also 
carried out to test the sensitivity of the predictions to the 
number and size of zones. In order to improve the 
representation of the furnace, the following features were 
incorporated in both models.
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i) À region of exposed hearth was assumed to exist in front
of the burners. In the 10 zone model, the first zone was
n
j assumed to be empty. With 20 zones, the first two zones were
empty. Billets were assumed to be discharged from zones 2 and 
J 3 in the respective models.
ii) Because of the presence of a permanently open discharge
door beneath the burners, an opening of variable area for 
radiation loss from the floor of zone 1 to the ambient
J environment was incorporated in the models.
D
iii) Since the billets are resting directly on the hearth, 
P the area for contact conductance is considered high and so
conduction as well as radiation were included for the
__ billet-hearth heat transfer calculation. Assuming unit
emissivity for the two surfaces, the heat flux (%) into the 
hearth is calculated by:
9h = "(Tb^-Th^) + Cc(Tb-Tb) 12.1)
D
2  where Tjj and are the adjacent cold face billet and hearth
]
]
surfaces.
Values for the contact conductance Cq between a metal and a 
refractory are hot available. Data have been published 
J however for the contact conductance between billets and
J - 12.6 -
iv) Some recirculation of combustion products immediately 
downstream of the burners was assumed. This was derived by 
application of the Craya-Curtet formula for confined jet flow 
[41] as follows:
The maximum combustion products recirculation (()>) downstream 
of a confined burner jet is given by the Craya-Curtet 
parameter (?y) :
Mr,max « .
<|> =   = .430(a%0.5 _ 1.65) 12.4)
ihrr + ma
where,
Gg Ga
^  = _  + _ _  - 0.5
G(X) 2 G(p
n
0
water-cooled skid rails [40]. These are reproduced in Figure r
12.6 as a function of the average temperature T = (Tb+Tb)/2.
The following approximation to this has been applied to both 
models to test the sensitivity of the predictions to the 
inclusion of contact conductance. L
DT < 3500c ; = 5000 W/m^K 12.2)
T > 3500C ; Cc = 500 W/mZR 12.3) 1
D
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uHence, = .486 x 3.58 = 1.74 N
Thus, rri = 30.5/1.74 - 0.5 = 17
giving, * = 1.06
Gg, Ga and G^ q are the momentum fluxes of the primary jet (the 
burner tunnel exit), a secondary air stream (nonexistent in 
this case) and the fully expanded jet, and i h g  and m^ are the Q
mass flow rates of the jet and secondary stream, and Ar,max is 
the maximum mass flow rate of recirculating combustion Q
products.
Calculation of Gg and G q^  now follows: r
The natural gas supply rate to one burner is .0375 m3(s)/s and 
the tunnel exit diameter is .241m. Assuming an exit 
temperature of 2000 K and an excess air level of 2.5%, the L
mass flow rate of the jet (mg) is .486 kg/s and its exit p
velocity is 62.8 m/s.
Therefore, Gg = mgU = .486 x 62.8 = 30.5 N
Assuming a cross sectional area of 2.88 m^ and a temperature p
of 1800K, the mean velocity of the combustion products in the 
near downstream region of the burners is 3.58 m/s.
D
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0
0
Q0 
D
n Thus, the recirculation of combustion products equals
approximately that of the input mass flow rate of fuel and air 
to the furnace. With 10 zones, recirculation between zones 1 
and 2 was specified (see Figure 12.5). With 20 zones, this 
L extended to include recirculation between zones 2 and 3.
D
TRZONE was initially applied to simulate the start-up period 
J from cold, up to the commencement of pushing (Runs 1 & 2). In
this simulation, the gas consumption pattern was force fitted 
to the measured pattern by an appropriate polynomial 
expression relating total gas consumed with time. The same 
model was then used (Run 3) to simulate start-up and 
production up to and including the 30 mins delay for breakfast 
(i.e. the first 39.7 Te of production), and including the two 
shorter delays preceding this (see Table 12.1). In this case, 
the gas input rate was varied with time during the simulation 
to control the internal roof surface above the discharge zone 
U  at the observed set point temperature of 1380^0, thereby
simulating the temperature control of the furnace. A high 
fire-rate of 5.8 MW gross of natural gas was assumed with a 
turn down range of 50% over a proportional band of lO^C.
The high fire rate was chosen to equal the observed maximum
^ firing rate during start-up before the controller was
responding. The discharge rate of billets from the furnace 
was also varied during the simulation in accordance with the 
observations. The assumed operating schedule in the model for 
this period is shown schematically in Figure 12.7 with a
0
]
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comparison of the simulated and actual output pattern.
After the breakfast delay, the length of the billets pushed 
through the furnace were significantly shorter (see Table 
^  12.1). TRZONE cannot easily represent a change in billet size
during production since the total exchange areas are 
J calculated once for a specified furnace geometry and load size
and these are specified as input to the model. It would be 
possible to re-calculate and input new total exchange areas as 
1 the shorter billets replace the longer billets at each push,
although this would impose a heavy computational burden on the 
_ model. Since the billet size and throughput remained
n approximately constant for nearly 3 hours during this period,
it was assumed that approximately steady-state thermal 
performance was being achieved. The 10 zone model was 
therefore run for an extended period simulating 8.65 hrs of 
] production (Run 4) , in order to predict the quasi-steady-state
r-j performance on the shorter billets. SSZONE using a 10 zone
^  representation was also run for these same conditions.
G
The input data for TRZONE relating to the pre-breakfast and 
]  post-breakfast simulations are shown in Table 12.2.
]
1
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12.6 Results
12.6.1 Start-UD Simulation
12.6.2 Production Simulations
Assuming therefore a door area of lm2, and (in TRZONE) 
allowing the gas input rate to modulate from start-up to 
control furnace set point temperature at 1380^0, the following 
simulations were performed :
i) A simulation of the period up to and including the
breakfast delay using TRZONE with 10 zones (Run 3).
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From the start-up simulations using TRZONE, it was evident 
that the door area selected in the model had the most marked 
effect on predicted final billet temperature. The door area 
for radiation loss is not easy to define precisely from the T
furnace geometry. An area of Im^ however gave a sensible
prediction of the final surface temperature of the billet in 
the discharge zone although this was higher than indicated by
the thermocoupled billet (see Figure 12.8). The measurements L
are somewhat suspect however, due to the high values at the 
start of monitoring and the fluctuating values towards the end 
of the start-up period. This may be caused by preheating of 
the thermocouple leads by the hot combustion products beneath 
the burners. L
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ii) A repeat of Run 3 using TRZONE with 20 zones (Run 5).
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Acceptable agreement with the measured gas consumption output 
pattern is obtained (Figure 12.9) with the measured ]
consumption during start-up and the production delays 
accurately simulated. A plot of the predicted energy balance 
over this period is shown in Figure 12.10. The heat transfer J
to the load includes the energy stored in the load residing in 
the furnace, as well as the energy output in discharged 
billets. These predictions indicate the significance of the r
wall and hearth losses during the early part of the trial 
period. From the shape of the curves, it also appears that by 
the end of the simulation period, a state of thermal 
equilibrium has been closely approached. L
Predicted hot face and cold face billet temperatures at 
discharge are plotted in Figure 12.11. It is seen that 
temperatures vary from a maximum hot face value of 1360^0 to a
minimum of 118O^C with corresponding cold face temperatures of
1320 and 1030^0 respectively. The range of observed cold face 
billet temperatures (measured after the first edging stand) is 
indicated for comparison. Excepting the high temperature 
over-prediction at start-up and immediately after the 
breakfast delay, agreement is otherwise acceptable. The 
predictions show a sharp increase in temperatures after the 3 
simulated delays. This is not unexpected and was certainly 
observed in practice.
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Comparison with Run 3 (Figure 12.12) shows a slightly lower 
predicted gas-consumption at any given output. Billet 
temperatures at discharge closely agree with those predicted 
using the 10 zone model. The 20 zone model took 205 CPU 
minutes on a Vax 11/780 compared to the 10 zone model which 
took 51 CPU minutes. Thus, computing time is proportional to 
the square of the number of zones. For economy of computing, 
the 10 zone model is obviously preferred and appears to give 
acceptable accuracy.
iii) A transient simulation of the total trial with shorter 
billets corresponding to the latter half of the trial (Run 4) .
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D
It was only valid to compare results from after the breakfast 
delay in this case. For this reason the predictions after the Q
delay are presented in Figure 12.13 and Figure 12.14 as a 
continuation of the data from Run 3. Acceptable agreement in L
the consumption output pattern is again obtained (Figure r
12.13) and predicted billet temperatures at discharge are 
comparable to the range of observed values (Figure 12.14). ^
Div) A simulation using SSZONE. Assuming a discharge billet 
temperature of 1200^0 corresponding to the hot face values r
predicted by the transient model, a simulation using SSZONE of
the later half of the trial predicted a specific fuel F
consumption of 1.892 GJ/Te (17.93 therms/Te) which is 
comparable to a measured value during the period of 1.930 D
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GJ/Te (18.3 therms/tonne). A ±50^0 variation in discharge 
temperature produced a variation in specific fuel consumption 
of +7% and -6% respectively. A summary of the predicted and 
measured specific fuel consumption during this period is given 
in Table 12.3.
12.6.3 Billet Temperature Profile Through the Furnace
The second thermocoupled billet was pushed through the furnace 
after the breakfast delay period when the furnace was 
discharging billets of 1.651m length. The recorded surface 
temperatures are compared in Figure 12.15 to the SSZONE 
predictions of billet temperature in each zone and the TRZONE 
predictions (Run 4) for the corresponding period of furnace 
operation. Unfortunately, the thermocouples failed at about 
SOO^C when the billet was 75% through the furnace. The 
measurements up to this point, agree closely with the 
steady-state temperature profile which assumes infinite 
conductivity in the steel and therefore zero differential 
between the top and bottom surfaces of the billet. If the 
measurements are regarded as a true representation of the hot 
face of the billet, TRZONE is seen to overpredict 
temperatures along the furnace. In general however, agreement 
would be considered acceptable for practical furnace design.
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12.7 Application of the Model and Sensitivity Analysis
|” Taking Run 3 as a reference case, the models were applied to
study the influence of the following factors on the overall 
J thermal performance:
J 1. Furnace Control on Billet Temperature (Run 6).
In this run, the simulated gas input rate is controlled on the 
^ hot face billet temperature in zone 2 (the discharge zone). A
set point of 1200^0 was selected with delay on discharge if 
the billet in zone 2 is below set point. Consequently some 
n  unscheduled delays were simulated and the overall throughput
up to the start of the breakfast delay was 34.1 Te compared to 
"j 40 Te in Run 3. A reduction in the start-up energy
consumption of 7.24 GJ (20%) is predicted (Figure 12.16) which 
Q  decreases to a 4.6 GJ reduction at the end of the simulation
period. This is due to the lower average rate of energy 
consumption during production in Run 3 which is in part a 
^  consequence of the significant overheating of billets during
start-up.
2. Production at constant rate (Run 7).
J This is a repeat of Run 6 with control on billet temperature,
but with all scheduled delays removed and a constant push rate 
of 10.26 Te/hr simulated. Comparison between Runs 6 and 7 show
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that there is insignificant effect of delays on the overall 
energy consumption - output pattern (Figure 12.17).
3. Billet emissivity (Run 8).
Because the surface emissivity of steel is so dependent on its 
state of oxidation, there is inevitable uncertainty in the 
value assumed in the model. Run 7 was therefore repeated with 
billet emissivity reduced from 0.8 to 0.7. An increase in 
start-up energy consumption and running consumption of just 3% 
is predicted (see Table 12.4). A similar increase in 
predicted steady-state performance is also shown.
4. Ceramic fibre roof emissivity (Run 9).
There is also considerable uncertainty regarding the 
emissivity of ceramic fibre. Run 7 was repeated with roof 
n emissivity increased from 0.5 to 0.9. The decrease in
start-up, running and steady-state consumption (Table 12.4) is 
shown to be insignificant.
3  12.7 Conclusions
] .
1. The simulation of the start-up and production period for
^ the furnace, shows that acceptable predictive accuracy is
achieved. By simulating the control of the roof temperature, 
_ the energy consumption, billet discharge temperatures and load
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temperature profile through the furnace were all reliably n
predicted by TRZONE. The thermal performance under steady 
production conditions was also closely predicted by SSZONE.
3. Uncertainty in the surface emissivities of both the load 
and hot face of the ceramic fibre roof in the models has been 
shown to have small effect on the predicted energy consumption 
pattern.
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2. The use of TRZONE to simulate production delays and
changes in throughput has been demonstrated. After each
delay, the model simulates a significant increase in 
discharged billet temperature. This was observed in practice. ^
The effect of the delays on overall energy consumption was 
predicted to be small however. 0
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CHAPTER 13
Model Validation Against a Batch Furnace
13.1 Introduction
^  Chapter 12 described the validation of TRZONE and SSZONE
Q  against a continuous reheating furnace starting from cold.
Although the accuracy of the predictions throughout the 
^  production period was acceptable, there was some discrepancy
and uncertainty in the start-up period with predicted billet 
temperatures higher than measured (see section 12.6.1). This 
[1 was thought to be in part due to measurement inaccuracies, and
u
to uncertainty into the area for radiation loss presented by
n
J  the open door. Thus, further validation of TRZONE,
particularly simulating a cold start-up period, was considered 
J worthwhile.
TRZONE was also written to simulate batch furnaces. An 
I opportunity was therefore taken to carry out controlled
heating tests on a production batch heat treatment furnace. 
This furnace was newly built and of modern construction. It 
also operated at a lower temperature (ciOOoOc) than the 
continuous furnace described above, and incorporated a tightly 
J fitting door. The trial therefore provided an improved set of
data with which to test the model. The testing of TRZONE 
against a batch furnace, also completes the validation of the
- 13.1 -
nmodel for two main categories of furnaces.
13.2 Description of the Furnace and Measurement Trial
For this purpose an artificial load was constructed comprising 
of 41 mild steel bars of 50 mm square section. Thermocouples 
were inserted at a depth of 6 mm below the surface of selected 
bars at positions indicated in Figure 13.2. These were linked 
to a data acquisition system and subsequent processing of the
- 13.2 -
D
0
nThe main dimensions of the furnace are shown in Figure 13.1.
It comprises an arched ceramic fibre roof, and insulating 
brick side walls with 50 mm of fibre veneer on the hot face.
In normal use, the load which comprises of randomly packed 
automotive castings, rests on a tray to be loaded and removed 
from the furnace by a manually operated 'fork-lift' conveyor.
The hearth is constructed of dense cast refractory. The 
combustion products are flued through pigeon hole slots in the 
piers with the objective of encouraging some flow of gases 
between the castings. The furnace is fired by two Nu-Way 
Multi-plex medium velocity tunnel burners positioned as shown ^
in Figure 13.2. The tunnel exit on each burner is angled to 
encourage a strong torroidal recirculation of combustion 
products above the load with the objectives of achieving good 
temperature uniformity. The primary mission of the tests was 
to determine the influence of various firing arrangements on J
load temperature uniformity.
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D
-N data produced files of maximum, minimum and average load
surface temperature with time. Each test was carried out with 
^  the door firmly closed, and furnace pressure controlled at +.5
mm water gauge. The risk of air ingress into the chamber 
_ influencing the results was therefore considered small. The
firing rate of each burner was controlled by two roof inserted 
thermocouples positioned as shown in Figure 13.1. When the 
jj burners were on high fire, oxygen analysis of the flue gases
indicated an excess air level of between 10 and 12.5%. When 
U  the burners turned down, this increased to 20-35% due to
limitations of the control system to maintain constant ratio 
over different firing rates. During each test, the totalised 
Q  gas input was monitored manually and subsequently inputted
into the temperature-time files. Although a total of seven 
J  tests were carried out, only the first three were considered
to provide suitable data to rigorously test against the 
mathematical model. These were:
D
0
]
]
]
Test 1 . The furnace and load were heated from cold to 65QOc 
(as indicated by the control thermocouples) , and then held at 
this temperature for a period. This was followed by an 
increase in set point temperature to 900^0 and holding at 
temperature.
J Test 2 , The furnace was preheated empty to 650^0, the cold
load was inserted and heated to 650^0 and then held at this 
3 temperature.
- 13.3 -
Test 3. The furnace was preheated empty to 900^0, the cold 
load was inserted and heated to 900^0 and then held at this 
temperature.
13.3 Furnace Representation bv Model
The two end walls and the side walls in each zone were treated 
separately from the roof because of their very different 
materials of construction. Each simulation was carried out 
with the gas input force fitted to the measured consumption 
pattern thus eliminating the need to simulate the control 
thermocouples. The gas consumption for each test is plotted 
in Figure 13.4. An excess air level of 10% was assumed for 
all three simulations. A high degree of combustion product 
recirculation was assumed (Figure 13.3) in accordance with 
observations using wood dust as a flow visualisation medium
- 13.4 -
n
U
0
0
0
0
The furnace chamber was represented by TRZONE using 4 zones as 
indicated in Figure 13.3. The load was assumed to occupy 
zones 2 and 3 (the centre two zones only) with zones 1 and 4 
assumed to be exposed hearth. Since the load is supported jj
above the hearth with little direct contact with the 
refractory, the heat transfer from the underside of the steel 
to the hearth surface was assumed to be by radiation only.
Load thickness of 55 mm was assumed in the model to allow for 
the extra mass of steel work which supported the 50 mm square 
bars above the hearth.
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thrown into the furnace during firing with the door open. The 
model is symmetrical about the plane separating zones 2 and 3. 
^  A calculation time step of 2.5 seconds was selected after
ensuring that a stable solution of the transient wall 
J conduction was being achieved. If the time step is too large,
oscillation of the nodal temperatures in the one—dimensional 
■finite difference solution can occur, particularly when 
modelling conduction through ceramic fibre. CPU time on a VAX 
11/780 simulating the 290 minutes furnace operation of test 1 
was 470 secs.
D
D
]
13•4 ResultsD
J
The comparison of the predicted and measured charge 
n  temperatures corresponding to tests 1, 2 and 3 are given in
Figures 13.5, 13.6 and 13.7 respectively. The measured
results are the maximum, average and minimum values for the 13 
I thermocouples. The transient conduction into the charge was
modelled using a one-dimensional finite difference solution 
with nodes at 11 mm spacings. The predicted curve is the 
average of nodes 1 and 2 in the charge, thus corresponding 
approximately to the position of the thermocouples below the 
surface of the charge. Predicted temperature differences 
between the top and bottom of the charge were never greater 
than 60^C. Excellent predictive accuracy is achieved for test 
1 up to 650^C with an over prediction of the temperature rise 
to SOO^C. An analysis of the computed energy balance at the
- 13.5 -
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n end of this test is given in Table 13.1. This shows the
significant heat absorption by the hearth.
]
In tests 2 and 3, the empty furnace was preheated to 650^0 and
J 900 Oc respectively, prior to charging. This was simulated in
_  the model as follows:
^  1) The heat up of the empty furnace was initially simulated
1 with gas input controlled to maintain the roof surface in 
zones 2 and 3 at 650Oc or 900Oc. A total simulation time of 3
^ hrs was applied to ensure that the furnace structure had
reached thermal equilibrium.
^  2) The predicted roof, wall and hearth temperature profiles
in each zone were stored and appended to the input data files
2  for tests 2 and 3.
1
J 3) Tests 2 and 3 were then simulated using the temperatures
derived above as initial conditions. In these simulations the 
gas input was again force fitted to the measured consumption 
pattern.
In each test there is a slight underprediction of the measured 
temperatures. The agreement is however acceptable in view of 
the possible inaccuracies in specifying initial conditions.
1 The energy balance analysis for these tests (Table 13.1) shows
a significant reduction in the percentage of heat transferred 
to the hearth for these two warm start tests.
1
]
1
1
J - 13-6 -
]
D
nu
Table 13.1
The comDuted enerav balance for cold start test 1 at 290 mins
MJ (%)
Energy Input (net CV) 3092
Charge (810 kg, T = 945^0) 900 (29)
Flue Loss 1315 (43)
Walls 241 (8)
Roof 105 (3)
Hearth 530 (17)
The comDUted enerav balance for warm start test 2 at 115 mins
MJ (%)
Energy Input (net CV) 812
Charge (810 kg, T = 624^C) 329 (41)
Flue Loss 299 (37)
Walls 59 (7)
Roof 18 (2)
Hearth 107 (13)
The comDUted enerav balance for warm start test 3 at 115 mins
MJ (%)
Energy Input (net CV) 1381
Charge (810 kg, T = 871PC) 521 (38)
Flue Loss 620 (45)
Walls 86 (6)
Roof 25 (2)
Hearth 130 (9)
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13.5 Sensitivity Analysis
Q  There is considerable uncertainty in the thermal property data
and surface emissivity of ceramic fibre. Since this furnace 
Q  comprises both a fibre roof and fibre veneered walls, the
effects of fibre conductivity, density and emissivity on the 
U  predicted billet temperature rise was determined.
D
Because of the compressibility of ceramic fibre, its density 
Q  when installed is thought to vary. Shrinkage during
^ subsequent heating may also affect the final^density. Test 1
J was therefore repeated with fibre density reduced by 25% from
1 128 kg/m3. The conductivity of stack-bonded ceramic fibre has
J
also been shown by Junot et al , [42] to be higher than quoted
by the fibre suppliers. The fibre conductivity used in the 
simulations above used a curve fit to the Junot data. Test 1 
was repeated therefore with conductivity reduced to values 
corresponding approximately to the range of manufacturers 
quoted data.
The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 13.8a). 
Clearly, the large uncertainty in thermal properties for the 
ceramic fibre in this particular furnace has little overall 
effect on the predicted billet temperature rise.
The above exercise was repeated for the hearth and for the 
insulating fire brick in the side walls with similar
- 13.7 -
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upercentage changes in thermal conductivity (X) and density (p) 
_J applied in turn (Figures 13.8b) and 13,8c)). As expected,
n variations in the hearth properties have the most sensitive
effect on the predicted billet temperature curves since the
^ hearth does absorb a significant guantity of energy during a
cold start. Variations in the properties of the insulating 
brick in the walls has less effect than the ceramic fibre0
n properties even though a greater guantity of heat is absorbed
in the walls. Since the walls are veneered with ceramic 
fibre, it can be inferred that the properties at the hot face 
of the walls are more important.
D
D
D
]
n
J
1
J
Finally, the hot face emissivity (s) of the fibre walls and 
roof was increased from 0.5 to 0.9 covering the current range 
of uncertainty of ceramic fibre emissivity. Negligible 
influence on the billet temperature curves was predicted 
(Figure 13.8d)).
13.6 Conclusions
1. The simulation of the 3 tests by TRZONE, show that
acceptable agreement with the measured load temperature-time 
data is obtained. In particular, its application to a
transient batch heating process is demonstrated wherein the 
^ furnace structure is known to absorb a significant fraction of
J , -
the energy input to the process, and wherein the walls, roof 
^ and hearth interact strongly with the load heat transfer.
- 13.8 -
D2. Large uncertainty in the ceramic fibre properties can be 
tolerated in the model. The predictions are also insensitive 
to variations in the thermal properties of the insulating fire 
brick beneath the fibre veneered walls.
3. Since the hearth can absorb a large quantity of energy
in batch furnaces, especially over the first heating cycle, 
the predicted billet temperature rise is sensitive to its 
thermal properties.
4. The hot face surface emissivity of the fibre walls and 
roof is predicted to have negligible influence on the 
temperature curves.
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CHAPTER 14
Application of the models
14.1 Introduction
SSZONE and TRZONE have been verified by comparison with 
measurements from a continuous steel reheating furnace and a 
batch heat treatment furnace. In both cases, the agreement has 
been satisfactory. A number of applications of the models were 
then tried in order to demonstrate the use of the models for 
J practical furnace design and investigation. Because there are
n so many design and operating parameters to consider,i this
J
study has been based on just two application examples:
1. The continuous steel reheating furnace described in Chapter 
_ 12 which was used to validate the models. This was used to
pj study alternative methods of flue gas heat recovery on
continuous furnaces.
0
2. The models have also been applied to study the influence of
]  wall emissivity on thermal performance. This latter case has
been reported previously by Tucker and Docherty [43].
- 14.1 -
14.2 Flue Gas Heat Recovery on a Continuous Furnace
14.2.1 Introduction
Three methods of improving the thermal performance by flue gas 
heat recovery were considered;
— 14.2 —
J
J
D
D
- Flue stack recuperation r
- Recuperative burners
- Regenerative burners J
The furnace geometry and construction are described in Chapter L
12. For each case a 10 zone representation of the continuous rL
furnace shown in Figure 12.1 was used with billet discharge 
from zone 2, and allowance for radiation losses through a lm2 
open door in zone 1. For this particular study, the following 
operating specification was assumed: L
- Billet size 1650 x 213 x 76 mm'
- Throughput 15 Te/hr (50 secs/push)
- Output temperature 1200 ^C
- Excess air 10 % L
These parameters differ from those measured and were chosen in 
order to provide a better base case for this study. The ^
throughput is higher than the maximum recorded during the 
trial. However, a 50 seconds push interval represents a D
C
C
^  realistic maximum production rate in a steel rolling mill. The
U  excess air level is thought to represent a more sustainable
1 level on a well maintained furnace than the 2.5 % measured
during the trial.
The results are tabulated in Table 14.1. The simulations are 
J numbered 1 to 10 ; run 1 is the base case with no heat
n recovery. SSZONE was used to predict the gross steady-state
thermal efficiency. The gross heat input is also predicted and 
tabulated. TRZONE was run for selected cases to determine;
J i) The predicted efficiency under continuous and steady
n pushing (ie. the quasi-steady-state efficiency). TRZONE was
run for an extended period (approx.350 mins) until a 
steady-state solution was achieved.
n . . .  ' '
J ii) The billet temperature uniformity (surface-centre
n
]
]
temperature difference) and the load temperature profile 
through the furnace under the same conditions as for i).
iii) The gas consumption following a cold start-up and for a 
typical production period.
14.2.2 Flue Stack Recuperator
In this case, all of the thermal input was applied to zone 1 
and all combustion products were flued from zone 10. The
- 14.3 -
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performance of the flue stack recuperator was specified by a 
temperature effectiveness value (Tleff) defined by,
^eff = (Ta,out~Ta,in)/(Tc,in-Ta,in) 14.1)
where,
Ta,out = air outlet temperature from recuperator.
Ta,in = air inlet temperature to recuperator.
To,in = combustion products temperature to recuperator.
For simulating a flue stack recuperator, T^^in is set equal 
to the gas temperature in zone 10 of the model (see chapter 5, 
section 5.6).
J In runs 2,3 and 4 values of tleff 20,40 and 60% were
specified in SSZONE. The predicted results are compared in 
Table 14.1 to the base case (run 1) with no heat recovery. An 
effectiveness of 40% represents a typical value which is 
likely to be attained in a commercially available metallic 
flue stack recuperator. The predictions indicate that a 
substantial improvement in thermal efficiency is possible. 
However, inspection of the load temperature profile through 
the furnace (Figure 14.1) shows that the rate of heat transfer 
towards the discharge zone is increased as higher levels of 
heat recovery are applied. The expected increase in billet 
surface to cold face temperature difference (ATl ) due to the 
change in heating profile is confirmed by the predictions from
— 14.4 —
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un TRZONE which was run for the base case (run 1) and for thecase with a 40% effective recuperator (run 3) . The
1 steady-state efficiencies predicted by the two models are
compared in Table 14.1. The lower efficiency predicted by 
TRZONE is due to a higher steady-state heat loss through the 
walls, roof and hearth than the 1500 w/m^ specified in the 
lj input data to SSZONE. A comparison of the thermal heat
D
a
n
a
n
]
1
balances for run 1 predicted by the two models illustrates 
this point,
Predicted Heat Transfer Rate 
(% gross heat input)
SSZONE TRZONE
Load 36.4 33.3
Walls + roof + hearth 1.8 5.1
Door 5.9 5.8
Flue 55.9 55.8
If the total percentages to the load plus the walls, roof and
^ hearth are compared, then close agreement between the two
models is achieved, 38.2% in the case of SSZONE , and 38.4% in
the case of TRZONE.
The steady-state load temperature profiles predicted by the 
two models are also worth comparing. Figure 14.2 compares the 
TRZONE and SSZONE predictions for the base case with no 
recuperation. As expected, TRZONE gives a higher surface
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temperature throughout the furnace. The predicted surface to 
cold face temperature difference at discharge is 234 oc.
As with SSZONE, when recuperation is applied, the heat flux 
to the load predicted by TRZONE increases towards the 
discharge zones, giving a steeper temperature gradient and a 
higher surface to cold face temperature difference. Figure 
14.3. From a practical view point, the increased surface to 
cold face temperature difference may not be tolerable, 
although the change in heating profile would yield lower rates 
of scaling of the steel.
14.2.3 Recuperative Burners
In this case, the thermal input was distributed to a number of
L-
zones along the furnace length, and the air preheat to each 
J  fired zone is based on the combustion products temperature in
the respective zone ie. Tc^in is equal to the local zone gas 
temperature (see chapter 5, section 5.6). Three firing 
arrangements were modelled as follows:
J Scheme A : 66% fuel input to zone 1 ; 33% fuel input to zone 4
_ Scheme B : 33% fuel input to zone 1 ; 66% fuel input to zone 4
Scheme C : 25% fuel input to each of zones 1,3,5 and 7
In schemes A and B, 75% of the flue products were pulled back 
to the firing zones, and the remaining 25% was flued from zone
- 14.6 -
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10. In scheme C, 80% pull-back was employed. It is common 
practice to allow some products to flow to the ends of the 
furnace in order to maintain a positive pressure in the 
chamber. A 75 % pull-back is usually tolerable within a
recuperative burner without causing a significant drop in 
recuperator effectiveness (as defined in equation 14.1) and 
air preheat temperature. A constant recuperator effectiveness 
of 40% was assumed.
J Only scheme C (run 7) was predicted by SSZONE and TRZONE to
yield an improvement in steady-state thermal efficiency on the 
J base case without any heat recovery (run 1). The increase in
efficiency was small. Thus, the effect of pulling gases out of 
the furnace to individual recuperative burners instead of 
allowing them to travel to the main flue does, in this 
particular application, eliminate the benefits of the heat 
Q  recovery. However, the surface to cold face load temperature
difference is significantly reduced due to the change in load 
temperature profile through the furhace (see Figure 14.4). 
Applying the firing distribution in scheme C, but with 100% of 
the combustion products flued from zone 10 (run 8) , and a 40% 
2  effective flue stack recuperator, SSZONE predicts a higher
efficiency and an improved load temperature profile. Although 
this option is theoretically better, no consideration has been 
taken of the thermal losses involved in distributing hot air
from a single flue stack recuperator to a number of burners.
J The installation costs compared to fitting individual
- 14.7 -
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recuperative burners would also need to be compared in a 
complete design study.
14.2.4 Regenerative Burners
In this case only firing scheme C was simulated and a heat 
recovery effectiveness of 80% was assumed which is typical of 
the operating performance of commercially available 
regenerative burners [44]. SSZONE predicts an efficiency of 
59.8% (run 9). However, inspection of the calculated air 
preheat temperatures indicated a value of 1328°C to zone 1. 
This is a consequence of the high combustion products 
temperature of 1657°C predicted in this zone, which in turn is 
a consequence of there being no load in this zone, and there 
Q  being no recirculation of combustion products between this
zone and the cooler zone 2. The simulation was therefore
f”
L repeated (run 10) with a high level of combustion product
recirculation between all fired zones, in an attempt to reduce 
the high peak zone temperatures.' A small increase in 
efficiency to 60.5% was predicted with a maximum air preheat 
temperature of 1295°C occurring in zone 1. Inspection of the 
]  load temperature profiles predicted in runs 9 and 10 showed
that this was also insensitive to the degree of recirculation. 
Checks such as these are necessary to increase predictive 
confidence particularly where some of the input parameters 
cannot be specified with any certainty.
- 14.8 -
The predicted load temperature profile with regenerative 
burners was similar to that with recuperative burners (run 7); 
a very slight increase in heating rate towards zone 1 was 
predicted which produced a slight increase in the surface to 
cold face temperature difference at discharge.
14.2.5 Conclusions
This study has demonstrated how SSZONE and TRZONE can be used 
to compare various options for flue gas heat recovery on the 
same furnace. In this particular example, because the furnace 
employs a significant level of load heat recovery, the use of 
recuperative burners does not lead to a significant 
improvement in thermal efficiency, and with some firing 
configurations, they may actually reduce efficiency. This is 
because the gain in performance due to heat recovery by the 
combustion air is largely eliminated by the loss in load heat 
recuperation. It is only by installing regenerative burners on 
this furnace, with a much higher effectiveness, that 
significant gains in thermal efficiency are predicted.
- 14.9 —
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The cumulative gas consumption following a cold start-up is 
shown in Figure.14.5, for the four transient runs carried out 
(runs 1,3,7 and 10). This shows that the predicted start-up 
energy consumption of the recuperative burner option is 
higher. During start-up however, the load along the furnace 
achieves a higher temperature than the level during continuous Q
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Figure 14.5 The predicted energy consumption on a 
continuous furnace using various forms of heat 
recovery.
nproduction. Consequently, the gas rate to the furnace turns 
down once production commences and until the hot billets have 
been discharged from the furnace. An improved burner start-up 
strategy could be applied here as discussed by Saimbi and 
Tucker [22], with the light-up of some of the recuperative 
burners along the furnace delayed to avoid overheating of the 
load. This would reduce the start-up gas consumption and yield 
a curve closer to that for the base case. For the flue stack 
recuperator and regenerative burner options, the start-up 
consumption, and the consumption during pushing are both 
considerably reduced relative to the base case.
14.3 The influence of furnace wall emissivity
14.3.1 Introduction
Ceramic coatings are available which when applied to the hot 
face insulating walls of furnaces are claimed to raise their 
surface emissivity, and to lead to improvements in overall 
heat transfer and thermal performance [45]. The interchange of 
radiation between the combustion gases and the surfaces in a 
furnace enclosure will obviously be affected by a change in 
any surface emissivity. However, the effect on overall
— 14.10 —
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performance can only be estimated by application of a H
J
mathematical model of the furnace radiation heat transfer.
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The mechanism of radiation interchange within a gas fired 
J furnace is discussed in Chapter 1, section ,1.4. It is
1  postulated that an increase in wall emissivity will lead to an
increase in the proportion of radiation that can be 
Q  transmitted through the combustion products to the load. The
grey body emission from the wall, increases the intensity of 
radiation at those wavebands which can pass unattenuated 
through the combustion gases. (The radiation originating from 
the combustion products which is reflected off the wall will 
be attenuated by the combustion products before it arrives at 
the load) . This effect will lead to an increase in the 
radiation originating from the combustion products, which 
arrives at the load. Conversely, if the furnace atmosphere has 
a continuous spectral absorptivity over the wavelengths of 
interest (0.5-20pm), as typified by a luminous flame for 
example, radiation from the wall at all wavelengths is 
attenuated by the combustion products. In this case it is 
postulated that if the furnace atmosphere is grey, then an 
increase in wall emissivity will have no effect on overall 
^ heat transfer. SSZONE and TRZONE were therefore applied to
test these hypotheses. Using the mixed grey gas model 
^  described in chapter 3, these models simulate the non-grey
spectral character of the combustion products, and therefore 
- should be capable of simulating the effects being
investigated.
1
Û
3
] - 14.11 -
0
14.3.2 Application of SSZONE
SSZONE was applied to simulate emissivity changes on a 
continuous steel reheating furnace of dimensions 3x0.5x0.5 m 
with a load of width 0.5 m along the furnace length. Wall 
emissivity was varied from 0.01 to 1.0 and the effect on 
predicted gas consumption determined. The walls were assumed 
to be adiabatic (ie. zero conductivity). Since wall losses in 
a well maintained furnace is usually less than 5% of the 
thermal input, this assumption is justified.
Predictions were carried out for a steel discharge temperature 
of 1250 °C. The results are given in Figure 14.6 with gas 
consumption normalised to the predicted consumption with a 
wall emissivity of 0.5. These results also indicted that wall 
emissivity is more important at low levels of e^. An increase 
in emissivity from 0.5 to 1.0 gives a predicted 17% reduction 
in fuel consumption in this particular case.
D
D
0
D
0
SSZONE was also run to compare predictions with a mixed grey 
gas model of the combustion products to predictions assuming a 
single grey gas. The results (Table 14.2) support the 
hypothesis above that wall emissivity will have no effect on 
thermal performance if the gas is grey. This conclusion has 
also been arrived at independently by Elliston et al. [46], J
using both a simple mixed grey gas model, and a more detailed 
spectral radiation model for the gas. ,J
0
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] Figure 14.6 The effect of wall emissivity on predicted 
steady-state and transient energy consumption.
nTable 14.2 Prediction of the effect of wall emissivity usina 
SSZONE - the influence of non-arev gas behaviour.
Wall
emissivity
1.0
0.9
0.5
0.1
0.01
Thermal efficiency % gross
Grey-gas model^ Non-grey-gas model^
51.76
51.76 
51.74 
51.79 
51.85
48.28 
47.91 
45.83 
41.41
39.29
(1) kg=1.88 m-latm-1
(2) Mixed grey gas model:
kg,1=0.0 kg,2=1.88 kg,3=68.8 m"latm"l
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Again, applying SSZONE to a steel reheating furnace, the
effects of a number of design and operating parameters on the 
predicted savings were investigated, as follows. For each run,
was increased from 0.5 to 1.0 and the percentage drop in
1
j fuel consumption was noted. The results are summarised in
Table 14.3. The fuel saving was found to depend on the
J following factors:
D
0
]
i) The original furnace efficiency.
Comparing cases A,B,C and D, the fuel saving achieved by 
increasing is dependent on the original efficiency of the 
r-^ furnace at the lower emissivity. By varying the steel
throughput, the efficiency of the base case (e^ = 0.5) can be 
jj adjusted. A low efficiency furnace corresponds to a high flue
gas exit temperature. A change in wall emissivity increases 
[j the heat transfer from the combustion products to the load as
r- discussed above, and therefore has most effect on those
processes with an initially high flue gas exit temperature.
In the subsequent comparisons, furnace efficiency for the base 
2  case was maintained at approximately 23%.
ii) Furnace size.]
J
Comparing cases E,C and F, the predicted saving is smaller for 
J the larger furnaces and appears to reach a limiting value. It
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is postulated that this limit is reached when the absorbing 
components of the mixed grey gas model become opaque.
iii) Convective heat transfer.
In many natural gas fired processes, the forced convection 
between the combustion products and the wall and load surfaces
"~| is significant. In the cases so far considered, convective
J
heat transfer has been ignored. In cases G and E, two furnaces 
^ of the same size and base case efficiency were compared with
and without convection included. In case G, radiation from the 
combustion products accounts for only half of the total heat 
transfer to the load. Since radiation transfer from the 
combustion products is less significant, the predicted fuel 
savings are smaller.
iv) Load emissivity.
Comparing cases C and H, a furnace hëating a material of low 
surface emissivity is predicted to yield a reduced fuel 
saving. There is an increased reflection at the load surface 
of the clear gas component of radiation from the wall. This 
radiation is subsequently re-absorbed and emitted (at all 
wavelengths) by the wall, and some of this becomes re-absorbed 
by the combustion products.
- 14.14 -
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v) Load temperature.
Comparing cases C and I, the load temperature is predicted to 
have little effect on the potential fuel saving.
14.3.3 Application of TR20NE
a base case steady-state efficiency of 23%. This was 
considered important in order to enable a direct comparison to 
be made between some of the steady-state and the transient 
predictions. The predicted results shown in Figure 14.6 relate 
to the fuel consumption during heating of the 4th charge of 
billets after the furnace had been turned on from cold. The 
consumption is again normalised to the consumption with =
0.5. In contrast to the steady-state predictions, a much
- 14.15 —
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DIt can be postulated, that if heat loss into or through the 
furnace wall is high, then an increase in emissivity may lead 
to an increase in fuel demand by the furnace. Circumstances 
where wall heat losses are significant arise on intermittently 
operated furnaces, particularly when they are first switched 
on from cold. These effects can be tested by application of 
TRZONE which was applied to simulate a batch furnace of volume 
Im^ comprising of dense refractory walls and heating a steel Q
mass per charge of 393 kg to 1250°C. The simulation included a 
thermal soak at 1250°C for 3 0 mins. Convective heat transfer L
was neglected. Predicted flue temperature through the heating p
cycle were similar to those cases in Table 14.3 operating with ^
D
D
D
D
D
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D
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n
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D
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smaller fuel saving is predicted. At very low values of 
(<0.1), the wall heat loss effect dominates any improvement in 
radiation heat transfer within the chamber. Increasing 
emissivity under these conditions, increases wall heat loss, 
and hence the fuel consumption per cycle. This result also 
indicates potential savings by using very low emissivityn
J materials for the wall.
14.3.4 Conclusions
From this theoretical study, it is concluded that:
i) An improvement in heat transfer by increasing wall 
emissivity is only theoretically verifiable if the non-grey 
character of the combustion products is taken into account by
the model.
ii) The predicted savings are dependent on the original 
furnace efficiency, with low efficiency furnaces offering 
greatest potential savings.
^ iii) Where wall heat losses are significant, such as in many
^ transient processes, lower savings are predicted.
]
]
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3CHAPTER 15
Conclusions
D 
D 
D
[ The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
n^
 T) The zone method for radiation analysis provides an accurate
n and flexible method on which to base both steady-state and
transient mathematical models of industrial furnaces. In 
^ particular, the long furnace model has been demonstrated to be
an adequate model for practical furnace design problems. 
G  Comparison of predictions against data from both a batch and a
continuous steel reheating furnace, have verified that a long 
furnace model can accurately simulate both the transient 
^  start-up and the continuous steady-state operation of these
types of furnaces.
3 
3
J
3 
3
2) For accuracy in both the prediction of furnace efficiency 
and of load temperatures, it is important that allowance for 
radiation interchange between zones is included in the long 
furnace model. Simpler models which neglect interzone 
radiation can, for some operating conditions, yield inaccurate 
predictions of important performance parameters. The 
predictions from these simpler models are also more sensitive 
to the number of zones chosen to represent the furnace 
enclosure.
- 15.1 -
3) In order to allow fully for zone interchange, a large 
number of direct exchange areas between the zones must be 
calculated. Accurate techniques such as numerical integration 
can only handle regular geometries such as rectangular furnace 
enclosures. However, the Monte Carlo technique has been 
successfully used in this study to calculate exchange areas in 
more complex geometries, including those where shading can 
occur.
5) The model developed in this study can be easily applied to 
evaluate alternative methods of firing furnaces, such as the 
use of recuperative and regenerative burners, as well as 
changes to the furnace control or construction.
6) The models have shown that increasing wall emissivity in a 
furnace can improve the heat transfer to the load by 
increasing the proportion of radiation transmitted through the 
clear bands in the absorption spectrum of the combustion 
products. The effects are more significant on furnaces where 
wall heat loss is small, such as a continuously operated 
furnace.
— 15.2 —
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4) The Monte Carlo technique can produce large errors in some 
of the calculated exchange areas compared to the numerical 
integration technique. However, the effects of these errors on L
the computed thermal performance of a furnace using a long 
furnace model has been demonstrated to be insignificant. D
0
0
D
D
D
n
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APPENDIX 1
The Numerical Solution of Non-Linear Equations
nJ Because of the occurrence of terms in T and in the energy
balance equations in SSZONE and TRZONE, these equations are 
J described as non-linear in temperature. Their solution can be
n carried out by the Newton iterative procedure which is well
J
suited to machine computation. The technique as applied to a 
single equation in one unknown variable and to a set of n 
simultaneous non-linear equations in n variables is described.
nJ Solution of a Single Equation
Consider for example, a simple heat balance equation of the 
form,
aT4 + bT = c
1
J where a, b and c are constants. It is necessary to find the
values of T (there may be up to 4) which satisfy this
equation.
The problem can be generalised to finding the roots to the 
- non-linear function f(x) = 0 in any unknown variable x. The
"I problem formulated in this way lends itself to many standard
- Al.l -
methods of solution of which Newton's method is just one. 
Suppose X = XI is a known approximation to the root of 
f(x) = 0 .  If the exact root is x (where x = x^ + h) then
f(%l + h) = 0. This can be expanded by Taylor's theorem to 
give,
f(xi+h) = 0 = f(xi) + h f'(xi) + h2/2 f''(xi) +...etc.
h = -f (xi)/f ' (xi)
Consequently a second approximation to the root is given by 
%2 = xi + h = xi - f(xi)/f'(xi) Al.l)
D
n
L
Where f', f''represent the first and second order derivatives 
of f(x) with respect to x (i.e. df/dx, d2f/dx2 etc.). 
f(%i) is called the residual of f at x^.
If h is small, terms in f "  (x) and above can be neglected p
giving, ^
D
D
D
which is Newton's formula for improving the approximate root J
of f (x) = 0. This formula can be applied repeatedly to 
improve the approximation until the value of h is acceptably 
small. A convergence criterion must be defined in order to 
limit the number of iterations. This is defined by a
tolerance (toi) such that solution is assumed to be achieved u
- A1.2 -
when h < toi.
n Equation Al.l) can be derived by considering f'(x^) as the
slope of the tangent to the curve at x^. This is equal to
J f(^l)/ (X1-X2) from which the improved approximation X2 can be
derived.
p In practice it may often be impossible to differentiate f(x) .
In order to calculate the derivative f'(x) at any value of x, 
it is necessary to find a linear approximation to f'(xi) as 
follows:
n  f'(%l) = (f(xi) - f(xi- Ax))/Ax A1.2)
r where Ax equals an incremental change in x about x^.
U  A generalised procedure for finding the root to the equation
f(x) = 0 can now be written:
1. Guess an initial value x% to start the procedure. This 
must be a sensible guess particularly if more than one real 
root exists. Set k = 1.
2. Calculate f(x%)
3. Calculate a. linear approximation to f'(x%) by equation 
A1.2).
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4. Calculate the improved approximation x%+i from equation 
Al.l).
5. If x%+i and X]^  differ by more than an acceptable tolerance 
(toi), then repeat from step 2) with x%+i in place of x%. 
Increment k by 1.
The Gauss-Seidel method.
This involves the following steps;
i) Guess all unknown temperatures Tj and assign to array.
ii) Select zone 1 and its appropriate heat balance equation 
which is of the form,
fl(Ti) = 0 
and includes terms in T^^ and T^.
iv) Repeat procedure from step ii) for next zone (zone 2).
Solution for all NX temperatures in this way is called a 
cycle. The cycle is then repeated starting with the current
— A 1 .4 —
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iii) Solve this equation for T^ by Newton-Raphson method, r
keeping all other temperatures constant, to yield a new 
estimate of T% = T^l , and replace T^ in array by T^l.
D
3 
3
array of temperatures Tj until two consecutive cycles yield a 
set of temperatures which differ by less than a prescribed 
tolerance (TOL) or convergence criterion , ie.
max < TOL
n Solution of simultaneous Non-Linear Equations.
In the formulation of the energy balance equations, the 
balance at any one zone is a function of the temperature of
J all other zones representing the enclosure. Hence it is
-1 impossible to isolate and solve the balance on any zone
without simultaneously solving for all other zone
temperatures.
n
J  The problem can be generalised to solving the following set of
n non-linear functions in n unknown variables x^, X2 ...x^.
f1(%!/ %2/ ^3 I *••^n) ~ 0
^2(^1/ ^2 f Xg, ...X]^) = 0
^n(%lf ^2 f ^3 f '"'%n) ~ 0
or in short-hand notation F(x) = o3 
3
Newton's method for improving the k^^ approximation is 
"] generalised to a form analogous to equation Al.l). In the 1-D
— A 1 .5 —
case the procedure is defined by,
but in n dimensions this becomes,
Xk+l = Xk - F(Xk).H-l(Xk) A1.3)
where X% and X%+i are the vectors of n unknown variables at 
the kth and (k+l)th iterations respectively.
e.g Xk - XI
%2
»n
F(X%) is the vector of function residuals at the k"^  ^ iteration 
(equal to zero when solution is achieved),
F(X%) = fl
f2
D
[
[
[
[
[
[
•n
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and is the inverse of the matrix of partial
derivatives ôfi/ôxj (i = l,n and j = l,n) evaluated at X%. 
H(%k) is known as the Jacobian and can be expanded thus,
D
H(Xk) = Ôfi/Ôxi 
ôf2/ôxi
Bf1/5x2 
ôf2/ôx2
ôfn/ôxi 5fn/5x2
5fl/ôxn
5f2/5xn
ôfn/ôxn
D
D
If equation Al.3) is rewritten thus,
E = Xk-Xk+1 = F(X%) H-1(X%)
then H(X%) E = F(x%)
Al.4)
Al.5)
]
]
which is now a system of linear equations which can be easily 
solved for E by standard procedures for matrix manipulation 
(e.g. Gaussian Elimination and Back Substitution [38]. Once E 
has been solved, then the vector of improved approximations 
Xk+l can easily be evaluated.
As in the 1 - dimensional case, the problem of evaluating the 
partial derivatives at each iteration arises. They can be 
approximated by a linear approximation, thus.
- A1.7 -
max
ensuring that the maximum absolute adjustment to any one of 
the variables is less than an acceptable tolerance.
When convergence has been satisfied, it is also advisable to 
calculate the vector of residuals F to ensure that each energy 
balance equation is satisfied to acceptable accuracy.
Since the partial derivatives in H arë calculated according to 
the linear approximation (equation A1.6), it is possible to
solve for any unknown variable provided n independent
equations exist for n unknown variables and provided sensible 
initial guesses are made for these variables. In the zone 
energy balance formulation, some of the temperatures may be
known (e.g. the load discharge temperature) and during
solution these can be substituted by alternative unknown 
variables (e.g. fuel input rate, load throughput etc.). The
- A1.8 -
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'ôfi\ /fi(Xj) - fi(xj+ Axj)
A1.6)
,0xj/ k \ Axj
where Axj is a small perturbation to the k^ :h approximation to
X j . . [
A criterion for acceptable convergence must be defined by the
user. It is necessary to specify a realistic stopping L
criterion to avoid excessive iteration. An example might be, Q
xi,k+l - %i.k ^ kol Q
D
D
energy balance equations (if defined correctly) are a well 
J behaved independent system of equations and no problems arise
1 in defining H and H-1. This method fails if the equations are
inconsistent or not independent.
D
r
0
]
]
]
]
]
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APPENDIX 2
Finite Difference Solution of Transient Conduction Problems
A method is required to predict the non-steady-state 
conduction into the hearth, insulating walls and the load in 
the transient furnace models. Due to the wide temperature 
range through which these materials pass in their normal 
heating from ambient conditions, and due to the large 
temperature gradients and heat fluxes that can arise, the 
temperature dependence of conductivity and specific heat must 
be taken into account in any calculation. Furthermore, the 
furnace walls and hearth may comprise of two or more layers of 
graded insulation of differing thermal properties (eg.ceramic 
fibre on brick).
Analytical solution of transient conduction problems are 
restricted to simple geometries with a constant temperature, 
constant flux or a convective boundary condition. The thermal 
properties of the material are also assumed to be invariant 
with temperature and position. The application of analytical 
solutions to conduction problems in furnaces and fuel fired 
plant is therefore limited. Numerical methods using finite 
difference approximation techniques or finite element 
modelling can be applied for solving both steady-state and 
transient 1-D and multidimensional conduction problems and 
these allow all of the features described above to be
- A2.1 -
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simulated. Finite elements are widely applied to
multi-dimensional modelling of heat flow in complex bodies. 
The majority of furnace walls and loads can be reasonably 
closely modelled assuming temperature variation in one 
dimension only with the material represented as an infinite 
slab or as a cylinder. For 1-D modelling, the finite 
difference technique is therefore preferable since it is 
simple to formulate and can be easily integrated with other 
models.
A subroutine to calculate the 1-D transient conduction through 
a plane multi-layer wall with temperature dependent thermal 
properties was therefore written for integration into TRZONE.
The 1-D transient conduction equation.
ÔT Ô
(CpP) —  = —  A 2 .1
Ôt ÔX
is a parabolic partial differential equation in that it is 
defined in part by system boundary conditions and in part by 
an initial condition. Its solution by finite differencing is 
marched forward in discrete time steps from the initial 
condition. At each step however, solution is constrained by 
the boundary conditions. Steady-state problems give rise to 
elliptic partial differential equations which are constrained
- A 2 .2 —
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Dby boundary conditions only, over the extremes of the region 
of integration. Because, for transient problems, the solution 
1 is marched forward in discrete time steps, different boundary
conditions can be applied at each step and the thermal 
^ properties can be updated in accordance with their known
temperature dependency. This method of solution is easily 
LI incorporated into mathematical models which simulate other
"1 time dependent variables and events (such as a change in
firing rate or a discharge of load) which themselves produce 
step changes in the thermal boundary conditions.
J A Finite Difference Formulation of a Plane Wall Transient
The first step in the finite difference formulation of 
U  equation A2.1) is to subdivide the x direction into nodes
spaced Ax apart as shown in Figure A2.1 . As an
G  approximation, the temperature of each node m is assumed to
represent the temperature of a thin slice of thickness Ax 
surrounding the node (the shaded area in Figure A2.1). An 
energy balance about m can then be written in terms of the 
temperatures of the surrounding nodes m-1 and m+1. 
Considering a section of the wall of unit area (measured 
normal to the direction of heat flow), then:
1
] (pCp)Ax --- =.  (Tm-i-Tm) -  (Tm-Tm+l) A2.2
dt Ax Ax
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where are the conductivities of the solid
evaluated at the mean temperatures of the adjacent nodes, i.e. 
(Tm+Tm-i)/2 and (Tm+Tm+i)/2 respectively. Cp is evaluated at 
the temperature
The partial differential equation A2.1) has been reduced to a 
set of . ordinary differential equations, one for each node 
through the solid. The problem is further subdivided into 
equal time intervals At apart enabling the LHS of equation 
A2.2) to be rewritten, thus:
(pCp)Ax --- = (pCp)Ax(Tml-Tm°)/At A2.3)
dt
where Tj^ o and T^ n^  are the initial and final temperatures of 
node m over the time interval t to t+At.
If the derivatives in the RHS of equation A2.2) are written in 
terms of temperature at time t, then T^T can be expressed 
explicitly as a function of all temperature at time t 
(TOm-l,T°m T^m+i). An explicit method of solution (the Euler 
method) is therefore achieved. It is however, more accurate 
to use the arithmetic mean of the derivatives at the beginning 
and the end of the time interval. This approach, known as the 
Crank-Nicolson solution [47], leads to a system of algebraic 
equations with all temperatures T^ expressed implicitly.
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Equation A2.2) then becomes,
At
(pCp)Ax(Tnl-Tj,0) =   (Xm-(Tm-ll-Tml)-km+(Tml-Tm+ll)
2 Ax
+km-(Tm-l°-Tm°) " Xm+(Tm°-Tm+l°))
All thermal properties are evaluated at the initial 
J temperatures. Provided the time steps are sufficiently small
m that the temperature rise (T^^-T^^) does not significantly
affect conductivity at m, then this simplification in the 
finite difference equation is valid. The variation of X 
with position is however included since large spatialn
J temperature gradients can exist during transient heating.
Defining the parameters.
AtXj,- AtXj,+
%  = — —  % +  =   «m = pAx(Cp(Tm°)
2Ax 2Ax
where Cp(Tj,°) is the specific heat at temperature
Then,
“m(Tm^-Tm°) = %"(Tm-i^-Tn,l) - Km+(Tml-Tm+il)
+ % ” (Tm-l°-Tn°) - Km+(Tm°-Tm+l°) A2.5)
— A 2 .5 —
nRearranging with all terms on the LHS and all T° terms on 
the RHS,
Tm-ll(-Km-) + Tml(am+Km-+Km+) + T^+il (-%+) =
Tm-l°(Km") + Tm°(am-Km--Km+) + Tm+iO(%+) A2.6)
Equation A2.6) gives the finite difference formulation for an 
internal point within a homogeneous material. Although the 
derivatives are evaluated at the mean of the initial and final 
temperatures, the properties are evaluated at a representative 
average temperature at time t . ie. is evaluated with
conductivity X at a temperature (Tm-i°+Tm°)/2 , and a^ i with
Cp at a temperature It is possible to evaluate properties
at the mean of the initial and final temperatures in each case 
but additional numerical iteration becomes necessary at each 
time step. The proposed method is considered acceptable 
provided the time steps and temperature changes at each time 
step are not too large.
Finite difference equations can similarly be derived for the 
surface nodes incorporating the specified boundary conditions, 
and also for the node representing the interface between two 
different materials.
D
0
D
D
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Hot face boundary
A constant flux q at the hot face boundary is assumed. If this 
flux is applied at m=l for the duration of the time step At 
then a finite difference form of the hot face boundary 
condition can be derived by considering an energy balance on 
the slice of thickness Ax/2 adjacent to the surface (see 
Figure A2.2). Again, applying the mean of the derivatives at 
times t and t+At, the following finite difference equation 
for this slice can be written,
Ax Xi +-1 ‘ ^1^
(pCp) —  (To.5^-To.5°) = At q - --- (T1I-T2I) -   (Ti°-T2°)!
2 \ 2 Ax 2 Ax
]
]
1
Letting,
then,
A2.7)
AtXi+
Ki+= ____  and
2Ax
«1 =
pAxCp(To.5°)
]
]
]
1
« i (To .5^-To .5°) = qAt - Ki+(Til-T2l) - Ki+(Ti°-T20) A2.8)
Assuming a linear temperature variation between nodes 1 and 2, 
then the representative temperature of this slice is given by.
To.5 = -75T i + .25T2
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Substituting Ti and ?2 for Tq.s and rearranging all terms
on the LHS,
boundary, the following finite difference equation at L can be 
written.
aL(.75TLl+.25TL_il-.75TL°-.25TL-lO ) = Kl "(Tl -i ^-Tl I)
AtXL" pAxCp(To.5°)
where, Kl ” =   and “ -------------
2 Ax 2
— À 2 .8 —
n
D
Til(0.75ai+Ki+) + T2^(0.25ai-Ki+) [
= qAt + TiO(0.75ai-Ki+) + T2° (0.25ai+Ki+) A2.10) ^
D
Although q is considered constant in the above equation, it 
can be varied from time step to time step enabling time 
dependent boundary conditions to be simulated.
Cold face boundary
It is assumed that heat transfer by convection occurs at the 
cold face node m = L at a rate equal to hfT^o-T*) where h is 
the convection coefficient (assumed constant over the duration 
of each time step) , and is the surrounding fluid
ntemperature. Applying the same reasoning as for the hot face jj
D
[
n
+ Kl ” (Tl _iO-Tl°) - h(.5TL^+.5TL°-T„)At A2.11) |_
[
D
D
n
n
J
0
D
D
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]
and, To.5° = .75 Tl°+.25 Tl-i°
Rearranging,
TL-ll(0.25aL-KL-) + TLl(0.75aL+KL-+.5hAt) =
TL-l°(0-25aL+KL") + Tl ° (0.75aL-KL--.5hAt) + hAtT„ A2.12
n
J Interface between two layers
D
Consider the node i at the interface between two different 
J materials 1 and 2 as shown in Figure A 2 .3 , with finite
difference steps (Ax)i and (Ax)2 in the two materials.
] The finite difference equation around point i can be written,
3
n (—  PCp(To.5l-To.5°H + I—  PCp(To.5l-To.5°)j
LJ \2 / layerl \2 / layer 2
n
/.SXi" .5Xi+
At I  (Ti_il-Til+Tl_iO-Ti°) - ----  (Til-Ti+il+TiO-Ti+i°)
J  \ A x i  Ax 2
A2.13)
1 AtXi" AtXi+
Let, Ki" =   Ki+ = _____
2 Axi 2 A%2
1
J and, «1 = [pAxCp(To.5°)]iayerl/2
1
J 02 - tpAxCp(To.5°)]layer2/2
— A2.9 —
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and let, [To.sllayer 1 = .75Ti + .25Ti_i
and, [To.sllayer 2 = -75Ti + .25Ti+i
Substitution for Tq .s into equation 2.13) and rearranging
gives,
Ti_il (. 25ai-Ki") +Til (. 75 («1+02) +Ki*“+Ki+) +Ti+il (. 25a2~Ki+)
= Ti-.i°(Ki-+.25ai)-TiO{Ki“+Ki+-.75(ai+a2) }+Ti+iO (Ki++. 25a2)
A2.14)
Solution of the finite difference equations
The algebraic equations (A2.6), (A2.10), (A2.12) and (A2.14)
are all expressed in the following general form,
ai-l,iTi-l^ + ai.lTil + ai+i,iTi+il = di 
where dj^  is a function of temperature T°
D
0
D
D
D
D
D
[
D
0
For all points i = 1 to L, the following tri - diagonal matrix 
equation can be written:
D 
0
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]
1
J
ail ^21 0 0 Til dll
^12 ^22 ^32 0 ....... T2^
0 ^23 ^33 ^43 .... T3I di 1
0 0
*
: : : ;
: : :
or in short hand notation,
A.Tl = D A2.7)
A is a tri-diagonal matrix because the temperature at any node 
depends only on the temperatures at its two adjacent nodes. 
The Gaussian elimination technique with back substitution can 
be used to solve this set of simultaneous equations in t 1[38].
Choice of At and Ax
It is to be expected that if smaller time steps are assumed in 
the finite difference technique, then closer agreement with 
the exact solution will be achieved. In practice, in order to 
reduce computing time, one usually tries to select as large a 
time step as possible. Large time steps however, can 
introduce some unwanted numerically induced oscillations. The 
selection of A t  and A x  is discussed by Myers [48], for the 
fully explicit and for the Crank-Nicolson methods of solution 
of a 1-D transient problem with a step change in temperature
- A2.11 -
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on one face and the other face fully insulated. The following 
criteria for stability are derived,
At
The explicit (Euler) method   < 0.5
Ax
At
The Crank-Nicolson method < 1.0
  X At   Ax
where. At = (--- )   and Ax = —
pCp l 2 L
and L is the radius or semi-thickness of the system.
Although the Crank-Nicolson method is more stable than the 
Euler method, the wrong selection of At and Ax can lead to 
stable oscillations that merely cause error in the calculated 
temperatures rather than an abortive failure of the solution. 
When the Euler method fails, it usually produces unstable 
oscillations.
nJ
D
D
Ax r
L
0
D
D
D
The above stability criteria will differ according to the 
boundary conditions. For example a more restrictive criterion 
applies to the Euler method if a convective boundary condition 
is imposed. In practice it is advisable to repeat any finite ^
difference solution at an alternative time step in order to 
test for numerical accuracy. [_
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APPENDIX 3
Direct Exchange Areas Between Cubic Volume and/or Square
Surfaces in a Rectangular Framework
Exchange areas for cubes and/or squares in close proximity to 
each other and for values of KB up to 1.4 have been published 
in graphical form by Hottel and Cohen [21]. In all multiple 
grey gas models for combustion product emissivity or 
absorptivity, K for the highest absorptivity grey gas 
r] component can often exceed 20 m“l thereby limiting the range
of application of the above graphs to cubes or squares of 
maximum linear dimension (B^ax) 0.07 m. Furthermore,
Becker [49] identified minor inaccuracies in the graphs for 
some of the configurations. For the purposes of this study 
therefore, new data for cubes and/or squares were generated 
covering a wider range of KB from zero up to 18 (B^ax = 0.9m).
I—
The data are also expressed in the form of simple exponential 
correlations which can be easily implemented into a computer 
J file or subroutine [32].
]
Numerical integration of the multiple integrals describing 
J surface-surface, gas-surface and gas-gas direct exchange areas
(equations 3.8, 3.13 and 3.15) was carried out using a
_ modified form of Simpson's rule. An example of the method is
described in Appendix 4 for gas-gas exchange area
] - A3.1 -
calculation. The data are presented graphically in Figures 
A3.1 to A3.5 and as simple correlations in Tables A3.1 to 
A3.4, where;
K = the attenuation or extinction coefficient of the gas 
= kgp m”l
B = the cube or square side, m
A  =  B^
V = B3
The exchange areas are presented in normalised form as 
follows:
1. Gas-gas exchange areas are normalised by KB(gs)b where 
(gs)b is the exchange area between a cube of gas and its six 
bounding surfaces.
2. (qs)b is presented graphically in Figure A3.1, and is 
normalised by the unit emittance 4KV in 4x steradians of 
solid angle about the cube of volume V.
3. Gas-surface exchange areas are normalised by (gs)
4. Surface-surface exchange areas are normalised by B^.
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The exponential correlation given in Tables A3.1-A3.4 are best 
expressions. For most zone pairs, acceptable accuracy is 
1 provided by a correlation of the form,
<|> = C exp(-A.KB)
J where C is the intercept at KB = 0 and A the slope of the
n  function (J> on a log-linear plot against KB. For closely
spaced zone pairs, some of the curves are non-linear and the
P coefficient A in these cases is expressed as a polynomials
expression in KB. This non-linearity is not evident in the 
charts of Hottel and Cohen [21].D
The correlations have been implemented into DATA statements in 
r the subroutines SSDEX, GSDEX and GGDEX (see Chapter 8) where
they are applied to carry out the coarse integrations to yield
nJ exchange areas between rectangular zones in SSZONE and TRZONE.
J Verification of the Integration Techniques
]
The surface-surface exchange areas with KB = 0 can be compared 
to view factors for which exact values can be derived by 
analytical techniques. This comparison provides a level of 
verification of the numerical integration technique. It has 
been applied to assess the accuracy of the exchange areas
- A3.3 -
between mutually perpendicular square surface zones, and in 
particular those closely configured zones with a common side 
or corner. Errors in the numerical integration technique will 
be higher for the closely configured zones.
The analytical formulae for mutually perpendicular and 
displaced squares are given below with reference to the 
numbering convention in Figure A3.6.
AioFio-3 = (sioS3)k=0
= (A3+A6) (f\3+6)-(10+11)-F(3+6)-11) - Ae (10+11)-Fe-llj 
where Fi_j is the view factor between surfaces i and j .
The view factors in this equation are expanded to the 
following expressions;
— A3.4 —
D
D
D
AlO+All
F(3+6)-(10+11) =   • F(10+ll)-(3+6)
A3+A6
D
n
Aïo+Aii
A3+A6
A 3+A6
AlO+Aii l 2(A3+Ag)
^A7+Ag+A9+Aio+Aii+Ai2).F (7+8+9+10+11+12)-(1+2+3+4+5+6)
- (A3+A6),F(3+6)_(9+i2)
- (A1 +A2 +A4 +A5 ).F(i+2+4+5)-(7+8+10+11)
- (A7 +A8 +A9 )*F(7+8+9)-(1+2+3+4+5+6)
+ (Ag+Ag).F(3+6) _ 9
+ (A1 +A2 +A4 +A5 ). F (14.2+4+5)-(7+8) J ji
F(3+6)-ll
Ail
Ag+Ag
Fïl-(3+6)
r
r
]
]
]
1
Ali
Ag+Ag
A3+A6
Ail 2 (Ag+Ag)
[ (A8+A9+A10+A12) - F (8+9+11+12)-(2+3+S+6)
- (A3+Ag).F(3+g)_(9+i2) - (A2 +A5 ).F (2 + 5 )-(g+ll)
- (A8 +A9 ).F8 + 9 -2 + 3 + 5 + 6  + (A3+Ag).F(3+g)_9 
+ (A2 +A5 ).F(2+5)-8] ||
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AlO+All
F6-(10+11) =   • F(10+ll)-6
As
AlO+Aii r Ag
Ae f Aïo+Aii \ 2Ag
|^(A7+A8+A9+Ai o+Ai i+Ai2) •^7+8+9+10+11+12-4+5+6
- AgFg_(9+i2) - (A4+A5).F(4+5)-(7+8+10+11)
- (A7+A8+A9).F7+8+9-4+5+6 + AgFg-9 + (A4+A5).F4+5-7+8
Ail
^6—11 ~   • Fil—g
Aô
Ail ( Ag
Ae L Ail \ 2Ag
[(A8+A9+A11+A12).F(8+9+11+12)-(5+6)
- AgFg-9+12
- A5F5-(8+11)
- (A8+A9).F8+9-5+6 + AgFg-9 + AgFg-g]
D
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D These expressions contain view factors between perpendicular surfaces with a common side and which can all be calculated by 
r use of the expression given in Figure A3.7 [33]. A programme
was written to evaluate the view factor between the general 
J pair of mutually perpendicular surfaces of unit area in Figure
A3.6. The results are given in Table A3.5 to six decimal 
LI places and are compared to the values derived by numerical
n  integration which is shown to be accurate to 4 decimal places.
U
Q
The exchange area between a cubic gas zone and its bounding 
I  '  ■  '
Ü  surfaces (gs)b has been computed for increasing values of n
n (the integration step, see Figure A4.1, Appendix 4) to check
the convergence of C^)b/4KB3 to unit value at KB = 0.0. The
^ results are given in Table A3.6, and confirm that convergence
to within 0.5% is achieved with n = 170 although the rate of
J convergence is slow.
The sensitivity of (^)b/4KB2 to n for finite values of KB has 
also been checked. The results given in Table A3.7 indicate 
that numerical error increases as KB increases. This is to be 
expected since exchange between contiguous elements in the 
J integration is more significant as KB increases.
]
]
3
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nThe above checks verify that the numerical integration 
technique is accurate provided a sufficient number (n) of 
integration steps are selected. The checks have been made on 
configurations where closely spaced elements in the 
integration are likely to be significant and where 
consequential errors are therefore likely to be highest. 
Fuller verification of the numerical integration techniques is 
demonstrated in Chapter 10 where exchange area sum rule checks 
are presented for arrays of computed exchange areas in a 
simple surface geometry.
D
D 
0
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]
Table A3.1 Correlation coefficients for direct exchange 
areas between parallel square surfaces.
^ / b 2 = c exp (-A. KB)
]
]
]
]
X/B Y/B Z/B C A X/B Y/B Z/B C A
1 1 1 .1998 1.1053 1 1 4 .0191 4.0396
2 1 1 .0861 1.3014 2 1 4 .0171 4.1475
3 1 1 .0153 1.9987 3 1 4 .0126 4.4615
4 1 1 .0036 2.9351 4 1 4 .0082 4.9529
2 2 1 .0433 1.5172 . 2 2 4 .0153 4.2538
3 2 1 .0105 2.1959 3 2 4 .0114 4.5627
4 2 1 .0029 3.0880 4 2 4 .0076 5.0464
3 3 1 ;0045 2.7513 3 3 4 .0088 4.8569
4 3 1 .0018 3.5187 4 3 4 .0061 5.3190
4 4 1 .0009 4.1511 4 4 4 .0045 5.7494
1 1 2 .0686 2.0710 1 1 5 .0124 5.0322
2 1 2 .0481 2.2368 2 1 5 .0115 5.1224
3 1 2 .0206 2.7286 3 1 5 .0093 5.3863
4 1 2 .0080 3.4595 4 1 5 .0068 5.8053
2 2 2 .0351 2.4015 2 2 5 .0107 5.2114
3 2 2 .0164 2.8812 3 2 5 .0087 5.4720
4 2 2 .0068 3.5899 4 2 5 .0065 5.8861
3 3 2 . .0093 3.3165 3 3 5 .0073 5.7232
4 3 2 .0046 3.9625 4 . 3 5 .0055 6.1231
4 4 2 .0027 4.5268 4 4 5 ■.0043 6.5018
1 1 3 .0330 3.0512 1 1 6 .0087 6.0271
2 1 3 .0274 3.1838 2 1 6 .0082 6.1042
3 1 3 .0168 3.5683 3 1 6 .0071 6.3310
4 1 3 .0090 4.1582 4 1 6 .0056 6.6951
2 2 3 .0230 3.3140 2 2 6 .0078 6.1805
3 2 3 .0146 3.6906 3 2 6 .0067 6.4052
4 2 3 .0081 4.2680 4 2 6 .0054 6.7658
3 3 3 .0101 4.0432 3 3 6 .0059 6.6235
4 3 3 .0061 4.5855 4 3 6 .0048 6.9744
4 4 3 .0040 5.0783 4 4 6 .0039 ' 7.3105
1
J
DTable A3.2 Correlation coefficients for direct exchange 
areas between perpendicularly orientated 
square surfaces.
s s / b 2 = C exp(-A.KB)
A = aQ+ai(KB)+a£(KB) 2+a3(KB) 3+a4(KB)4
B Y/B Z/B C *0 *2 ^3 ,
1 1 .2000 .5390 -.615E-01 .429E-02 -.151E-03 .206E-05
1 1 .0406 .9965 -.878E-1 .419E-02 —. 773E—04 .OOOE+OO
1 1 .0043 1.906
2 1 .0328 1.571 -.391E-01 .208E-02 .OOOE+00 .OOOE+00
2 1 .0189 1.751
2 1 .0059 2.384
3 1 .0089 2.502
3 1 .0069 2.665
3 1 .0036 3.129
1 2 2 .0329 2.055
2 2 2 .0230 2.245
3 2 2 .0101 2.780
1 3 2 .0159 2.860
2 3 2 .0129 3.010
3 3 2 .0076 3.435 .
1 3 3 .0124 3.481
2 3 3 .0107 3.609
3 3 3 .0073 3.976
D
D
D
D
D
D
C
[
[
[
]
Table A3.3 Correlation coefficients for direct exchange 
areas between cubic gas zones and square 
surface zones.
gs/(gs)b = C exp(-A.KB) 
A = ao+a.1 (KB)+a2 (KB) 3
]
]
]
]
]
]
1
]
X/B Y/B Z/B C *0 &2
2 1 1 .0337 .4563 -.311E-01 .824E-03
3 1 .0048 1.457
2 2 1 .0137 .8332 — .469E—01 .103E-02
3 2 1 .0034 1.674
3 3 1 .0017 2.251
1 1 2 .0313 1.062
2 1 2 .0200 1.292
3 1 2 .0078 1.933
2 2 2 .0135 1.514
3 2 2 .0062 2.089
3 3 2 .0037 2.602
1 1 3 .0120 2.033
2 I 3 .0098 2.210
3 1 3 .0060 2.666 .
2 2 3 .0083 2.366
3 2 3 .0053 2.806
3 3 3 .0037 3.201
Table A3.4 Correlation coefficients for direct exchange 
areas between pairs of cubic gas zones.
gs/KB(gs)^ = C exp(-A.KB)
A = ao+ai(KB)+a2(KB)2+a3(KB)3
D
D
X/B Y/B Z/B C aO al a2 a3
2 1 1 .0949 .3784 -.331E-01 .174E-02 — .360E-04 D
3 1 .0203 1.430 -
2 2 1 .0445 .8190 -.599E-01 .235E-02 -.347E-04
-
3 2 1 .0161 1.657
3 3 1 .0099 2.263
2 2 2 .0283 1.147 -.620E-01 .132E-02 .OOOE+OO
3 2 2 .0132 1.866 r
3 3 2 .0090 2.458
D
D
[
C 
C
[
1]
]
]
]
]
]
]
1
J
]
]
]
J
]
Table A3.5
and disDlaced squares calculated bv numerical intearation.
Configuration Exact Value Value by
(see Table A3. 2) Numerical Integration
I l l .200000 .2000
2 1 1 .040592 .0406
2 2 1 .018928 .0189
2 3 1 .006863 .0069
2 2 2 .023039 .0230
2 3 2 .012908 . 0129
2 3 3 .010711 . 0107
3 1 1 .004315 .0043
3 2 1 .005860 .0059
3 3 1 .003618 .0036
3 2 2 .010057 .0101
3 3 2 .007627 .0076
3 3 3 .007267 .0073
]
Table A3.6
size for a cube (KB=0).
Integration step ,n :
30 50 70 90 110 130 170
{(gs)b/4KB3}KB=Q ;
1.02443 1.01450 1.01030 1.00799 1.00652 1.00551 1.00420
D 
D
]
D
D
D
Table A3.7
The sensitivity of the numerical integration technique to step 
size for a cube with various values of KB.
(n = integration step)
(gs)b/4KB3 % change
KB n=100 n=150
.
0.2 .92318 .92078 .26
0.5 .81594 .81356 .29
1.0 .67612 .673776 .35
2.0 .49206 .48975 .47
5.0 .25946 .25727 .84
10.0 .14417 .14216 1.39
18.0 .08546 .08367 2.09
D
C
[
[
[
[
[
1]
1
]
]
]
1
]
]
»««.« & ««««p.. '
I ■ t ■■
;;r:rrpn:t--z:r: 
:ZTzr ::$=!=
j(gs)/4KB =EXP(-A%KB) 
A=((-.50513E-04xKB+.23A16E-02)xKB-.^2K8E-01)xKBt43288i
Figure A3.1 The exchange area (gs)b between a cube of edge 
B and its six bounding surfaces.
r
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Figure A3.2 Direct exchange areas between parallel square 
surfaces in close proximity (numbers on curves 
are X/B, Y/B, Z/B where B=the square side).
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Figure A3.3 Direct exchange areas between perpendicular 
square surfaces in close proximity (numbers on 
curves are X/B,Y/B,Z/B where B=the square side).
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Figure A3.4 Direct exchange areas between cubes and square 
surfaces in close proximity (numbers on curves 
are X/B, Y/B, Z/B where B=the square side).
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Figure A3.5 Direct exchange areas between cubes in close 
proximity (numbers on curves are X/B, Y/B, Z/B 
where B=the cube side).
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Figure A3.6 The numbering convention for the calculation of 
view factors between mutually perpendicular and 
displaced squares. [J
h
= _!_ 
A-B 7cW
+ 4-In 
4
W  tan ^ + H tan  ^~  (H^ + W'^ ) tan2 . ,t,2x__-1 1
H
V
a + w^+H^) J
W^(l + + H ^ )
L(1 +W^XW^+H^)J
H^ (l + H^ +W^)
r2wTT2 . ,,r2,
\
- y
Figure A3.7 The view factor between mutually perpendicular 
rectangles having a common edge 
(H = h/1, W = w/1) .
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APPENDIX 4
The numerical evaluation of the multiple integral expression 
for cubical qas-aas direct exchange areas.
J Consider a pair of cubical gas zones i and j of side B and
separated as shown in Figure A4.1. If each zone is subdivided 
into n^ incremental volume elements, the multiple integral for 
the gas-gas direct exchange area can be approximated by the 
following expression:
  k 2 n nNx n nNy n nNg
9i9j = —  —  ^ S Z E Z Z exp(-Kr)/r2
7T n Xi=l Xj=a Yi=l Yj=b Zi=l Zj=c
]
J where, a = n(N%-l)+l ; b = n(Ny-l)+l ; c = n(Nz-l)+l
and r = B/n{(Xj-Xi)2+(Yj-Yi)2+(Zj-Zi)2}0.5
In this expression, the term is removed from the summation 
since it is assumed that the system has a uniform absorption 
coefficient.
At first inspection, a total of n^ terms must be summed to 
derive gjgj. However, many of these terms will be of identical
- A4.1 —
value to each other since many of the configurations of 
incremental elements will be repeated. By identifying the 
repeated configurations, the number of terms can easily be 
reduced to (2n-l)3 terms. This is achieved by considering each 
zone as n slices in mutual exchange as shown in Figure A4.2.
The configuration of slices a and a (ae) is repeated in (bf) , 
(eg) and (dh). Likewise (af) is repeated in (bg) and (ch). It 
is possible to complete the matrix of n^ exchange areas for 
each slice pair by determining just (2n-l) terms since all 
terms on an upper left to lower right diagonal are identical. 
Thus, the exchange area between each cube can be computed from 
a summation of 2n-l exchange areas between slices.
Similarly, the exchange area between any two slices (a and e 
for example) can be computed from a summation of 2n-l terms 
for exchange between columns a' to d' and e' to h', and the 
exchange area between any two columns (a' and e' for example) 
can be computed from a summation of 2n-l terms for exchange 
between elements a "  to d "  and e "  to h " .  Thus, the overall 
problem is reduced to an evaluation of (2n-l)3 terms.
The surface to surface integration can similarly be reduced to 
a summation of (2n-l)2 terms and the volume to surface 
integration to n(2n-l)2 terms.
- A4.2 —
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N^B
Figure A4.1 The arrangement of a pair of cubical gas zones
and their subdivision into elements.
h' g' f e
0
u
Figure A4.2 The identification of repeated element 
configurations in a pair of cubical gas zones 
by grouping elements into slices (a-h) and 
columns (a'-h').
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